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Samenvatting -

Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Conventionele satelliet gegevens,zoals verkregen door Landsat Thematic Mapper en SPOT,
hebbeneenspectraleresolutie indeordevan 100tot200nanometerswaardooreengrootdeel
van de informatie belangrijk voor het herkennen van mineralen (met absorptie banden in de
orde van 20tot40nanometers breed) inremote sensing data verloren gaat.Derhalve werden
hoge spectrale resolutie sensoren ontwikkeld waarmee laboratoriumachtige spectra kunnen
worden gemeten voor elk pixel. Zo ontstond de „imaging spectrometry"; een nieuwe
discipline binnen de remote sensing. „Imaging spectrometry" is het verkrijgen van
beeldgegevens in vele nauwe aaneensluitende spectrale banden over het 0.4um tot 2.5um
golflengte bereik met als doel de optimale spectrale karakterisering van pixel spectra om zo
mineralen en gesteenten tekaarteren vanuitvliegtuig of satelliet opnames.Toepassingen van
„imaging spectrometers" gemonteerd op vliegtuigen hebben succes opgeleverd in woestijn
gebieden. Relatief weinig onderzoek is gedaan naar de vertaling van deze resultaten in
gedeeltelijk begroeide gebieden dieeenmeerrealistischeomgevingvormenvoor geologische
prospectie.Ditvereist een andereaanpak waarbij nieuweanalysemethoden dienen teworden
ontwikkeld.Methetoogopdetoekomst,waarin verscheidene organisaties satellieten meteen
hoog spectraal scheidend vermogen zullen lanceren (zoals NASA te weten de HIRIS en de
ASTER, en ESA te weten de MERIS en de HRIS), is veel vooronderzoek nodig. In deze
dissertatie is het nut onderzocht van „imaging spectrometry" voor geologische kaartering en
toepassingen binnen de olie en mineraal exploratie.Daarbij is gebruik gemaakt van AVIRIS
data van het Cuprite Mining District (een NASA test gebied in de woestijn van Nevada
waarvan veel gegevens beschikbaar zijn) enGERISdatauit Zuid-Spanje (hetgeen het Ronda
peridotiet massief en aangrenzende carbonaat gesteentenbeslaat).Een succesvolle toepassing
van „imaging spectrometry" voor geologisch onderzoek vereist: een basiskennis van de
geologie van het te bestuderen gebied, kennis van de spectrale eigenschappen van de te
onderzoeken gesteenten, een gedegen kalibratie van de „ruwe" remote sensing data en een
analyse methode die geschikt is voor beeldanalyse onder specifieke klimatologische
omstandigheden. Deze aspecten komen aan de orde in deze dissertatie.
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- Samenvatting Het gebied tussen Ronda en Malaga is onderzocht middels stratigrafische kaartering.
Uit deze kaartering resulteren tijd-facies profielen die ten grondslag liggen aan een
paleogeografïsche reconstructie. Deze reconstructie en de resultaten van kwantitatieve
dalingsmodellen geveninzichtindewordingsgeschiedenis vanhetRonda-Mâlagagebied.De
zo gereconstrueerde deformatiegeschiedenis wordt getoetst aan bestaande geodynamische
modellen voor de evolutie van het Westelijk Mediterraan gebied. Het peridotiet massief van
Ronda is reedsjaren intensief onderzocht door menig onderzoeker. Een compilatie van de
huidige kennis is gegeven in Hoofdstuk 3. Nieuwe paleostress analyses leveren een drietal
dominante spanningsvelden op gerelateerd aan de plaatsing van de peridotieten in de
continentale korst. In combinatie met de dalingsanalyse beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 kan
worden geconcludeerd dat laat orogenehorizontaal bewegingen een belangrijke rol spelen in
de tektonische evolutie van het Ronda peridotiet massief.
Laboratorium spectrale analyse (met eenBeekmanUV 5240spectrometer) van verse
gesteentemonsters afkomstig uithetonderzoeksgebied inZuid-Spanje richtzichmetnameop
carbonaat gesteenten en ultramafische gesteenten. Electronische- en trillingsprocessen in
kristalroostersenonzuiverheden vanmineralenbepaleninbelangrijke matedepositieenvorm
van spectrale absorptie fenomenen in carbonaat spectra. De rol van onzuiverheden in
mineraalroosters is onderzocht door middel van mengsels van diverse mineralen. Tevens is
gebruik gemaakt van semi-empirische modellen voor de simulatie van reflectie
karakteristieken van gesteenten op basis van de eigenschappen van de hoofdcomponenten.
Systematische analyse van het mineraal mengsel van calciet en dolomiet wijst op een semilineairerelatietussen depositievandecarbonaat absorptieband (tussen 2.3um en2.35um)en
de verhouding calciet/dolomiet van het monster.
Peridotieten zijn ultramafische gesteenten die voor meer dan 40% bestaan uit olivijn
envoorderestuitpyroxenen en accessorischebestanddelen. Despectraleeigenschappen van
dit soort gesteenten worden gedomineerd door ijzer absorptiebanden afhankelijk van de
mineralogie van het gesteente. In veel gevallen zijn peridotiet gesteenten geserpentiniseerd:
eenproceswaarbijolivijnhydrothermaalomzetnaarserpentijn-groep mineralenmetmagnetiet
als bijproduct. Onderzoek verricht aan geserpentiniseerde peridotiet monsters (Hoofdstuk 5)
wijst op een lineaire relatie tussen de OH" absorptieband-diepte en de graad van
serpentinisatie. Magnetiet heeft de eigenschap om absorptiebanden te onderdrukken.
Synthetische mineraal mengsels van olivijn en serpentijn met 5% magnetiet demonstreren
eenzelfde lineair verband tussen deabsorptieband-diepte endegraad van serpentinisatie voor
monsters met een relatief hoge concentratie serpentijn. Laboratorium analyse van verweerde
gesteentemonsters, vegetatie en veldreflectie metingen vormt de link tussen laboratorium
onderzoek en remote sensing gegevens.
Om pixel spectra te kunnen vergelijken met laboratorium spectra dienen „ruwe"
12

- Samenvatting „imagingspectrometer"datateworden gekalibreert waarbij atmosferische invloeden worden
weggenomen. In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt uitvoerig ingegaan op deze kalibratie. Een op nietparametrische geostatistiek gebaseerde beeldanalyse methode, waarbij laboratorium en pixel
spectra kwantitatief worden vergeleken om zodoende verschillende mineralen te kunnen
kaarteren, wordt belicht in Hoofdstuk 8. In vergelijking tot conventionele beeldclassificatie
methodenheeft denieuweaanpakhetvoordeeldat:geenveldspectralegegevens noodzakelijk
zijn, dat spectrale zowel als spatiele informatie wordt gebruikt ter karakterisering van een
mineraal component, dat geen statistische normaal-verdeling van de oorspronkelijke data
noodzakelijk is en dat resultaten kunnen worden geëxtrapoleerd naar subpixel schaal. Een
kritische analyse van classificatie betrouwbaarheden leert dat de optimale hoeveelheid
spectrale banden in een classificatie afhankelijk is van de breedte van een te onderzoeken
absorptie fenomeen. Wanneerbij declassificatie spectralebanden wordengebruikt diebuiten
het golflengte bereik van het absorptie fenomeen liggen, zal declassificatie betrouwbaarheid
afnemen.
In Hoofdstuk 9 worden deresultaten van geologische mineraal kaartering met behulp
van deGERISdatasetuitZuid-Spanje beschreven.Degekaarteerde mineralen bevestigen de
bekende metamorfe zonering van het Ronda peridotiet massief in een granaat, spinel en
plagioklaas facies. Verscheidene metamorfe mineralen in marmers alsmede verschillende
serpentijn fasen indeperidotieten wijzen opeenlatefase vanbreukdeformatie. Een methode
voor de analyse van „imaging spectrometer" gegevens in begroeide gebieden gericht op
mineraal en olie exploratie is getest (Hoofdstuk 9). Deze methode berust op de volgende
stappen: (1) vegetatie maskering, (2) berekening van de absorptieband-diepte uit GERIS
gegevens met behulp van de „convex Huil" transformatie, (3) vertaling van deze waarde in
een percentage dat de fractie van een bepaald mineraal weergeeft en (4) schatting van de
percentages van verschillende mineraal voorkomens voor pixels met vegetatie door middel
van geostatistische simulatie modellen. Een eerste case-study gaat in op de kaartering van
dolomitisatiepatronen middels het empirische model gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 4. Deze
dolomitisatiepatronen zijn van belang voor olieexploratie omdat dolomitisatie van carbonaat
gesteenten de porositeit van zulke gesteenten verhoogd met 12%.Daardoor zijn dolomieten
vaak geschikte olie reservoir gesteenten. In een tweede case-study worden
serpentinisatiepatronen in peridotiet gesteenten geanalyseerd door gebruik te maken van het
model ontworpen inHoofdstuk 5endevertalinghiervannaarGERISbeelden. Serpentinisatie
leidt tot voorkomens van het mineral chrysotiel hetgeen de grondstof is voor 90% van de
asbest in de wereld. Beide studies wijzen op het belang van „imaging spectrometry" voor
geologische prospectie.
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing of theearth's surface from aircraft andfrom spacecraft provides information
not easily acquired by surface observations. Until recently, the main limitations of remote
sensing were that no subsurface information could be obtained and that surface information
lacked detail duetothebroadbandwidth of scanners available.Ithasbeen shown that orbital
imaging radarcanprovide subsurface data inarid regions (McCauley etal, 1982),and work
on high-spectral resolution radiometry has shown that earth surface mineralogy can be
identified using spectral information from scanner data (Goetz et al, 1982). Conventional
scanners (e.g. Landsat MSS and TM, and SPOT) acquire information in a few separate
spectralbandsofvariouswidths(typicallyintheorderof 100-200nm),thusfiltering toalarge
extent the reflectance characteristics of the surface (Goetz &Rowan, 1981).Most terrestrial
materials arecharacterized by spectral absorption features typically 20-40nmin width (Hunt,
1980). New scanner types were developed which acquire data in many small contiguous
wavelengthsbands,allowing laboratory-like reflectance spectratobeproducedfor eachpixel
in the image.The field of imaging spectrometry, dealing with "the acquisition of image data
inmany contiguous spectralbands (Goetz, 1991)",isconcerned with analyzing such scanner
data (Fig. 1.1).
The first airborne spectrometer data were collected in 1981using a one-dimensional
profile spectrometer developedby theGeophysical Environmental Research Company which
acquired data in 576 channels covering the 0.4-2.5um wavelength range (Chiu & Collins,
1978).Thefirstimaging device wastheAirborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS),developed at
the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory which was operational from 1983 onward. This
instrument acquired datain 128spectralbandsintherangeof 1.2-2.4um.witha field-of-view
of 3.7 degrees resulting in images of 32pixels width (Vane &Goetz, 1985).Alater version
of the instrument, AIS-2, covered the 0.8-2.4um region acquiring images 64 pixels wide
(LaBaw, 1987).In 1989 NASA began data acquisition with an improved version of AIS
15
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Pixelreflectancespectrum

Fig. 1.1:Schematic representation of imaging spectrometry withtheAVIRIS scanner.Dataarecollected in 224
contiguous spectral bands of lOnmbandwidth for eachpixel inthescene.Eachpixelhasancontinuous spectrum
over the 0.4-2.5um wavelength range which can be used to identify surface materials by comparison with
laboratory spectra (after: Porter & Enmark, 1987).

called the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS; Vane et al, 1993).
While AIS was a proof-of-concept engineering test bed, AVIRIS was proposed as a facility
that would routinely supply well-calibrated data for many different purposes. The AVIRIS
scanner makes possible the simultaneous collection of images in 224 contiguous bands
resulting in a complete reflectance spectrum for each 20*20 m. pixel in the 0.4 to 2.5|om
region with a sampling interval of lOnm. (Goetz et al, 1985;Vane & Goetz, 1988; 1993).
Thefield-of-view of theAVIRIS scanner is 30degrees resulting in aground field-of-view of
10.5km.Thesignal-to-noise ratiois 100:1at0.7um and50:1at2.2um. Several other imaging
spectrometers systems have been developed during the last years specifically designed for
particular problems rather than being suitable for a wide range of studies. Data from the
Geophysical Environmental Research Imaging Spectrometer (GERIS), an imaging
spectrometer system designed for geologic remote sensing, covering a strip over the Ronda
peridotites and adjacent metamorphicterrainsinsouthern Spainisusedthroughout thisstudy.
Furthermore, AVIRIS data from the Cuprite Mining District in Nevada, USA, is used.
A number of orbital imaging spectrometer missions are planned or being prepared
16

- Introduction currently. HIRIS, the High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (Goetz & Herring, 1989;
Kerekes & Landgrebe, 1991) is designed to acquire images in 192 spectral bands
simultaneously in the 0.4-2.5um wavelength region with a ground resolution of 30m. and a
swath width of 30km. This scanner has a spectral resolution of 9.4nm in the 0.4-1.0um
wavelength region and a 11.7nmspectral resolution in the 1.0-2.5umwavelength range.The
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission andReflectance Radiometer (ASTER; Kahleet al,
1991)is ahigh spectral resolution imaging spectrometer planned for thefirst (A)platform of
NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS-A). The instrument is designed with three bands in
thevisibleandnear-infrared spectralrangewitha 15mresolution, sixbandsintheshort wave
infrared with a 30m spatial resolution, and five bands in the Thermal infrared with a 90m
resolution. The VNER and SWIR bands have a spectral resolution in the order of lOnm.
Simultaneously, asingleband inthenear-infrared willbeprovided for stereocapability.The
swath width of an image will be 60km with 136km crosstrack and a temporal resolution of
16 days. The European Space Agency and a number of other agencies are developing two
spaceborne imaging spectrometers (Rast, 1992): The Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS) and the High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (HRIS). MERIS,
currently planned for the first Polar Platform to be launched in 1997,is designed mainly for
océanographie application and covers the 0.4-1.05um wavelength region with 1.25nmbands
at a spatial resolution of 250m or 1000m. HRIS, currently planned for the second Polar
Platform tobe launched around theyear 2000,is a spectrometer similartoHIRIS which will
cover the 0.4-2.4um wavelength range with a lOnm contiguous sampling interval at a 32m
ground resolution.

1.2 RATIONALE FOR THIS STUDY
Reflectance spectra of minerals, mineral mixtures, and rocks are studied to obtain detailed
compositional information of theearth's surface, which canbe related to spectral reflectance
characteristics observed in remotely sensed imagery (e.g. Crowley, 1993). Similarly, it has
been shown that spectral reflectance in visible and near-infrared offers a rapid and
inexpensive technique for determining the mineralogy of samples and obtaining information
onminorelementchemistry (Gaffey, 1986).High-spectralresolution scanners,asfor example
AVTRIS and GERIS, acquire remotely sensed data in many contiguous spectral bands
allowingdirectidentification ofsurface mineralogybycomparingpixelspectraandlaboratory
spectra. With the advent of such detailed remotely sensed imagery, the need exists to
investigate reflectance spectra of minerals in detail to better understand the influence of
mineralogy on their reflectance characteristics. Not only do we need to describe mineral
17

- Chapter1spectrabut alsospectraof mineral mixturesneed tobeevaluated leadingtoacharacterization
of rock spectra. Effects of impurities on these spectra may be of fundamental importance in
establishing alinkbetweenpixel spectrafrom high-spectralresolution imagery andlaboratory
spectra of minerals and rocks. In order to establish this relation and use it in image
processing,quantification ofthespectraleffects ofimpurities andmineralmixturesisneeded.
In practical usage of imaging spectrometer data, proper atmospheric calibration is important.
The technique used for atmospheric correction is dependent on many factors related to
climatic conditions, topography, availability of ground targets, etc of the study area (Carder
et al, 1993; Carrere & Conel, 1993;Frouin et al, 1990) and on the presence and type of
vegetation (Elvidge et al, 1993).
Geological imaging spectrometry studies mainly focus on areas with little or no
vegetation andsmalltopographic variations(seeVane&Goetz, 1993for arecentdiscussion).
In this study, I have selected amoderately vegetated areawhich isrepresentative of thekind
of area usually studied by geologists. This yields a number of inherent problems described
later in this thesis. With the advent of satellite imaging spectrometer systems in the near
future, researchers should be prepared and aware of the possibilities and difficulties of
hyperspectral remotesensing invegetated areas.Thisthesisresults from aproject on imaging
spectrometry, described in detail in Van der Meer (1994h), in which image processing
strategies are being developed for multiband image analysis for geologic mapping purposes
inthepresenceofvegetation.Theapproachfollowed relieslargelyongeostatistical techniques
to simulate data at locations where spectral signature is obscured by dense vegetation. A
number of image processing packages have been developed for the analysis of imaging
spectrometry data sets including SPAM (Mazer et al, 1988), GENESIS (Jansen, 1993), TSPECTRA (Donoghue et al, 1990). We have been using the Spectral Image Processing
System(SIPS;Kruseetal, 1993)usingtheInteractiveDataLanguagesoftware (IDL)running
on a Hewlett Packard UNIX-based workstation under Motif window manager in 8-bit color
mode.Although this package contains anumber of image analysis tools suitable for mineral
mapping, new processing techniques will be presented in this thesis specifically useful in
vegetated terrains. Furthermore it will be demonstrated that imaging spectrometry can
contribute tolocalgeologicknowledge,inthisstudyparticularly tothemetamorphic zonation
of the Ronda peridotites and surrounding metamorphic sequences exposed in the Betic
Cordilleras of southern Spain.

1.3GENERALGEOLOGYOFTHEBETICCORDILLERAS
TheBetic Cordilleras of southern Spain form thenorthern part of theBetic-Rif orogenic belt
18

- Introduction andconstitute thewesternmostpartoftheAlpine-Mediterranean chain.Classically, theBetic
Cordilleras are subdivided into a northern External Zone and a southern Internal or Betic
Zone (Egeler & Simon, 1969;Torres-Roldân, 1979;Fig. 1.2). These zones are separated by
flysch sediments of Early Cretaceous to Early Miocene age, which are restricted to the
western Betic Cordilleras (Fontboté, 1984;Bouillin etal, 1986).
TheExternal Zone,inmosttectonic models for theorogen,isregarded asthe passive
continental marginoftheIberiancontinent (Hermes, 1978; Garcia-Hernandezetal, 1980;De
Smet, 1984; De Ruig, 1992). On the basis of paleogeographic criteria the External Zone is
further subdivided into a Prebetic Zone in the north and a Subbetic Zone in the south
separated by Intermediate Units.The Prebetic Zone represents the former shelf environment
where shallow marine deposition prevails, whereas the deposits of the Subbetic Zone are
characterized by a pelagic facies reflecting deeper marine environments (Fallot, 1948; De
Smet, 1984).The Subbetic Zone may be subdivided into anorthern and a southern Subbetic
Zone mainly formed by calcareous Jurassic limestones, and amedian Subbetic Zone formed
by marly Jurassic limestones.
TheInternal Zoneconsistsofastackoffournappecomplexescomposed of essentially
metamorphic rocks of Triassic and older ages.These complexes are in descending order: (1)
the Malaguide Complex, (2) the Alpujarride Complex, (3) the Mulhacen Complex, and (4)
the Veleta Complex (Bakker et al, 1989). The Mulhacen and Veleta Complexes formerly
constituted the Nevado-Filabride Complex, but have been separated because they show a
marked difference in metamorphic characteristics (De Jong, 1991). The Veleta Complex is
characterizedbyconditionsofmetamorphismofrelativelylowpressureandtemperature(Diaz
de Federico et al, 1979; De Jong, 1993), whereas the Mulhacen Complex shows an early
phase of high-pressure-low-temperature metamorphism (Vissers, 1981;Bakker etal., 1989).
TheAlpujarride Complex is characterized by high-pressure-low-temperature metamorphism,
however, withgenerally lowermaximumpressures asfound intheMulhacenComplex (Goffé
etal.,1989; Bakkerétal, 1989).TheMalaguideComplexisnearlynon-metamorphic (Egeler
& Simon, 1969). The Dorsale Unit is regarded as the margin of the Malaguide Complex
(Bouillin et al, 1986). A fifth tectonic unit can be found in tectonic windows below the
Alpujarride andMalaguidenappecomplexes:theAlmagrideComplex(Simon, 1987;DeJong,
1991).TheAlmagride Complex consists oflow-grade metamorphic red-beds,evaporites,and
carbonates. Because of the similarity of the Triassic sediments found in the Almagride
Complex and the External Zone, the Almagride Complex is presently regarded as the
southernmost part of the External Zone (Simon, 1987).
The Internal Zone as a whole is often regarded as an allochthonous tectonic element
(referred to as the Alboran Microplate; Andrieux etal, 1971;Dercourt etal, 1986),which
finds its origin far to the northeast of its present position (LeBlanc & Olivier, 1984).
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Fig. 1.2: Tectonic sketch map of the Betic Cordilleras (modified after Bakker et al, 1989; Geel et al., 1992).
The area of investigation is outlined by the black box (Legend: 1-4 = Internal or Betic Zone; 1= Veleta and
Mulhacen Complex (Nevado-Filabride Complex), 2 = Alpujarride and Almagride Complex, 3 = Malaguide
Complexes, 4 = Dorsale Unit, 6-11 and part of unit 5 = External Zone; 5 = Penibetic and southern Subbetic
Zone, 6 = 'flysch' units,7 =parautochthonous External units, 8=median SubbeticZone,9 = northern Subbetic
Zone, 10 = Intermediate Units, 11= Prebetic Zone, 12= Hercynian Meseta (undifferentiated), 13 = Mesozoic
cover of the Hercynian Meseta, 14 = Late Tertiary and Quarternary basins, NBF = North Betic Fault, CFZ =
Crevillente Fault Zone).

Geel etal (1992) arguethat theBeticZone andtheInternalZones of theAfrican-Rif orogen
formed part of an eo-Alpine orogenic belt which was the continuation of the CalabrianKabylian belt (Dercourt et al, 1986). The Internal Zone wasjuxtaposed against the Iberian
margin during acomplex Mioceneorogeny,causingtheExternalZonetodevelopintoafoldand-thrustbelt(DeRuig, 1992;Geeletal, 1992).Inthewesternpartof theBeticCordilleras,
the Subbetic thrust sheets border the Miocene Guadalquivir Basin, which is regarded as the
foreland basin of the Betic Cordilleras (Vegas & Banda, 1982). In the eastern Betic
Cordilleras,Miocene foreland-basin sediments areincorporated inthethrust sheets (DeRuig,
1992).
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- Introduction 1.4 OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
InChapter2,theresultsofdetailedgeologicmappingofsedimentary strataoftheSubbeticum
of Ronda are presented including a stratigraphie description of several sections near Ronda,
El Burgo, Ardales, Teba, and Arriate in the Ronda-Mâlaga area. These are used to develop
time-facies profiles onbasis of which thepaleogeography is reconstructed with emphasis on
Miocene turning points. Timing of rift-related Mesozoic tectonic events, Early Miocene
compressional tectonicevents,and LateMiocene strike-sliptectonic events arederived from
theresultof abackstripping analysisusingasyntheticcompositestratigraphiesectionasinput
data. The final results are presented within the framework of Western Mediterranean plate
tectonics yielding a number of deformation events characterizing the tectono-sedimentary
evolution of the area.
AreviewofrecentworkonfieldandmicrostructureswithintheRondaperidotitebody
isgiven inChapter 3.Paleostress analysisoffault-slip datafrom theperidotites arediscussed.
These lead to three stress tensors: an extensional, a compressional, and a strike-slip related
tensor.SimilarworkconductedonCretaceousandTertiarycarbonates oftheSubbeticumgive
identical stress tensors. For the carbonates, tectonic stylolites and extension veins allow to
relatively date these stress tensors. This dating together with the timing of tectonic phases
from the backstripping analysis is used to derive an alternative model for the emplacement
of the Ronda peridotites.
Visible andnear-infrared reflectance spectraof carbonate minerals,carbonate mineral
mixtures, and un-weathered rock samples are discussed in Chapter 4. First, bidirectional
reflectance theory is addressed forming the basis for a semi-empirical model to simulate
reflectance ofmineralmixturesfromtheirsingle-componentreflectance spectra.Thefollowing
topics are discussed in the remainder of this Chapter: carbonate absorption band position,
effects of particle size, effects of sorting, calcite-dolomite mixtures and the shifting 2.3|im
absorption band, and the effects of impurities such as aqueous fluid inclusions, transition
metal ions, organic matter. Finally, spectra of rock samples are discussed in relation to the
mineral spectra.
Reflectance spectraofultramafic rocksandmineralsforming theserocksarediscussed
in Chapter 5. After a review of some earlier work, mineral spectra of olivines,
orthopyroxenes, and clinopyroxenes are presented. Un-weathered rock spectra of several
samplesof dunites,lherzolites,harzburgites,andpyroxenites arediscussed.Theremainderof
theChapter isdevotedtotheeffect of serpentinization onthereflectance spectraof ultramafic
rocks. Its is demonstrated that the degree of serpentinization can be quantified by using the
depth of OH" features occurring near 1.4um and 2.3um and the brightness of a sample
measured as the reflectivity at 1.6um. From a study of synthetic mixtures of olivine,
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- Chapter1serpentine, and magnetite prepared in the laboratory it is derived that the spectral quenching
effect ofmagnetite affects thespectralpropertiesofserpentines with55%serpentine minerals
or less. Thus highly serpentinized areas can be mapped using the above mentioned
characteristics regardless the amount of magnetite.
In Chapter 6, reflectance spectra of weathered peridotite andcarbonate rock samples,
soils,andvegetation,derivedfrom theRonda-Mâlagaarea,arediscussed.Part ofthisChapter
is based on a case study developed for the Los Pedroches batholith near Almadén (southCentral Spain).Atotal of 13soil samples were taken over the contact aureole of the granitic
intrusion and analyzed spectrally as well as chemically. The reflectance spectra of relevant
minerals are discussed and subsequently the soil spectra. From these spectra, the change of
albedo, Fe, AlOH absorption, H 2 0, and OH"absorption over the contact zone are quantified
using the spectra. Field spectra using a TM simulator spectrometer are used to link the
laboratory spectraandtheTMimage.Finally,imageprocessingtechniquesusingratioimages
are used to map changes in iron content etc of soils over the area. This case study
demonstrates the possibility of linking laboratory andpixel spectra when calibrating the data
carefully using field spectrometry.
In Chapter 7, the preprocessing of the raw imaging spectrometer data is discussed.
First, atechnical description of the sensorsused is given.These aretheAirborne Visible and
Infrared Imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) and the GER imaging spectrometer. Next
quantification of signal-to-noise ratios is discussed using two alternative methods.The main
topic is the atmospheric calibration of imaging spectrometer data. Several methods are used:
Flat-field calibration, Internal Average Reflectance method, Empirical line method, Logresidual method, and a atmospheric simulation model. The performance of these methods is
compared using a number well-characterized standard field targets in the Cuprite mining
district AVIRIS data set and the GERIS data set from southern Spain. Comparison of the
results directly reflects thedifference between atmospheric calibration inpresenceor absence
of heavy vegetation.
If the imaging spectrometer data are properly calibrated, the next logical step would
be to use the data to map surface mineralogy. Mineral mapping techniques are treated in
Chapter 8. Some techniques have been proposed for this purpose which arenot always very
successful, many studies use conventional classification techniques. Specific imaging
spectrometer techniques are introduced: inverse mixing modelling, spectral angle mapping,
and band-depth analysis. The main body of the text deals with a new mineral mapping
technique based on indicator kriging. This technique uses automatic zonation techniques to
identify absorption features and non-parametric geostatistics to calculate the probability that
apixelbelongstoacertain mineralogy. Theperformance ofthistechnique isdiscussed inthe
framework of conventional image classification techniques.
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- Introduction In last final Chapter 9, several techniques and methodologies discussed in previous
Chapters are applied to the GER 63-channel imaging spectrometer data set flown over the
Ronda peridotites and adjacent carbonates which was calibrated using techniques discussed
in Chapter 7.Two Case Studies arepresented toemphasize theuse of imaging spectrometry
for geologic mineral exploration purposes. The first Case Study deals with the problem of
dolomitization which is an important parameter in oilexploration. Calcite-dolomite mixtures
and dolomitization patterns are mapped using the semi-linear model for the position of the
carbonate absorption band derived in Chapter 4. Conditional simulation techniques and
indicator kriging are used to estimate the calcite content of pixels. The second Case Study
addresses the degree of serpentinization intheperidotites; an indication for possible asbestos
deposits. The approach is based on the theoretical results derived in Chapter 5. Results of
mineral mapping using techniques discussed in Chapter 8, show that several minerals could
be mapped using the GER data set which give information on metamorphic facies. These
metamorphic mineralsbearimportant conclusions ontheconditionsofmetamorphismrelated
to the emplacement of the peridotites discussed in Chapters 2 and3.
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CHAPTER 2:
Triassic-Miocenepaleogeography andbasin evolution
oftheSubbetic Zonebetween RondaandMalaga1

ABSTRACT
During the Triassic, continental and supratidal environments prevailed in the north of the
Ronda-Mâlaga region whereas intertidal and shallow marine environments characterize the
south. From the Jurassic up to the Miocene, the Ronda-Mâlaga region was the scene of
shallow marine environments in the north and open or deeper marine environments in the
south. The Miocene reveals rapidly changing paleo-environments. During the Aquitanian a
submarine fan system developed with clastic supply from an emerged area in the north. In
the Burdigalian, deformation started to the south of the study area and depositional patterns
completely reversed, now showing detritus supply from an emerged area in the south. The
entireareaemerged duringLanghian andSerravalliantimesandseverallocalextensionbasins
developed in the Tortonian.
Backstripping analysis reveals four phases of accelerated subsidence related to
extension intheMesozoic:Anisian-Ladinian (241-235Ma),Norian-Hettangian (223-203Ma),
Callovian-Tithonian (161-146Ma), and Cenomanian-Turonian (97-89Ma).These phases can
be correlated with tectonic events in the Central Atlantic Ocean. The Tertiary subsidence
record shows a change from slow to rapid subsidence in the Late Oligocène and Early
Miocene related to a change from extensional to compressional tectonics. Throughout the
Middle and Late Miocene and the Pliocene, strike-slip tectonics resulted in local extension
and compression giving rise to renewed basin development. The paleogeographic
reconstructions together with subsidence analysis allow to discuss the tectonostratigraphic
evolution of the Ronda-Mâlaga region within the framework of western Mediterranean plate
tectonics.

'Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Triassic-Miocene paleogeograhy and basin evolution of the Subbetic zone between
Ronda and Malaga, Spain. Geologie & Mijnbouw, In press.
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Quantitative subsidence analysis and thermal-mechanical modelling: examples from
southern Spain and Libya. TTC-Journal, 94(1): 52-63.
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- Chapter2 2.1 INTRODUCTION
In thisChapter, the stratigraphy of theSubbeticzone asexposed intheRonda-Mâlaga region
isoutlined. Atotal of 29 stratigraphie sectionshavebeen investigated (Van derMeer, 1994a;
Hamzah, 1992; Agbor, 1992; Yan, 1992; Shendy, 1992) have been investigated. Their
locations are shown on Fig. 2.1. The stratigraphierecord of the southernmost Subbetic Zone
intheRonda-Mâlagaregionconsistsofsedimentsranginginagefrom TriassicuptoPliocene.
In the following text, which also incorporates observations from the literature, these are
discussed focusing ontheexposed sequences north and east of Rondaand Neogene deposits
north ofElBurgo(Fig.2.1).Fromthisdiscussion, aseriesofpaleogeographic reconstructions
follow for the Triassic upto and including the Miocene. Due to limitation in palinspatic
controlfor theTriassic-Cretaceous period,faciesdistributionsinthisperiodareonlydescribed
without attempting tomaptheirdistributions.Anumberofmapreconstructions arepresented
for the Miocene period outlining the rapid paleoenvironmental changes related to regional
tectonics. Acombination of backstripping analysis and facies analysis isused inthe last part
of this Chapter to mark clear deformation phases related to Mediterranean plate tectonic
events.

2.2 OUTLINE OFTHE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE RONDA-MALAGA REGION
2.2.1 Triassic
Triassic units exposed east of Ronda (Fig. 2.1, section 1) range in age from Spafhian to
Rhaetian (Fig. 2.3). The earliest Triassic (Tri) consists of a sequence of very thick to thin
beds of red-coloured conglomerates and sandstones (with components up to 5 cm in size)
which are fining upward to medium grained sandstones. Red beds of the same age and
composition are found throughout the Betic Cordilleras (Simon, 1987). Trough-shaped and
wedge-shaped cross-stratification in the order of centimetres is common in the coarser
sandstones. The base of a set of cross strata may be coated with a red pelitic film. Mud
cracks have been observed locally, as well as small-scale fining upward sequences. The red
conglomeratic sandstones arethought torepresent the lowerpart of acoarse grained alluvial
fan whereas small-scale fining upward sequences suggestdeposition by a 'meandering' type
of river. This interpretation is consistent with the observations made by Roep (1972) in the
Vélez-Rubio area, 200 km to the northeast. Fossils have not been found in the clastic
sequence,but from geologic relations anEarly-Middle Triassic (Spathian-Early Anisian) age
is inferred.
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QUATERNARY

MALAGUIDE/ALPUJARRIDE

Fig.2.1:Generalgeologicmapoftheinvestigatedarea.Numbersindicatesectionsusedforthepaleogeographic
reconstructions.

Conglomerate
Sandstone
Limestone
Dolomite
Oolitic
Limestone
Marly
Limestone
Marl
Evaporite

Fig.2.2:Legend to thelithology in the stratigraphiecolumnsof
Figs 3-6 and the composite stratigraphie column of Fig. 2.11.
Legendtothe'sedimentarystructures':CC=calichecrusts,CL=
convolute lamination, CR = current ripples, DC = desiccation
cracks, FU = fining upward, GB = graded bedding, HB =
herringbonecross-bedding,HCS=HummockyCrossStratification,
OL=olistostromes,PL=parallellamination,WR=wave ripples.

The lower part of the sequence Tr2 consists of dolomites containing Myophoria,
Protorcula, and Neritaria together with other species yielding an Anisian age (Dürr, 1967).
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Overlying these dolomites is a series of limestones containing fragments of ostracods.
Remains ofalgae were found inmarls atthe topof Tr2.
The bottom of Tr3 is formed by a resistant limestone bed containing abundant
gastropods. Dürr (1967) recognized a Ladinian fauna anddescribed local intervals of
evaporites intheTr3sequence,althoughthisobservation isdisputedbyBourgois (1978).The
carbonate sequence represented byunits Tr2 and Tr3 was deposited ina shallow marine,
restricted platform environment.
ThelowerpartoftheLateTriassicconsistsofapproximately 110moflimestones and
dolomites with interbedded marls. This sequence (Tr4) was dated by Martin-Algarra (1980)
on the basis ofDasycladacea (e.g. GyroporeUa sp. off. verticillata)asCarnian-Norian. A
backreef environment ofdeposition isinterpreted on basis ofthe occurrence of Trocholina
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at the top of Tr4.
This sequence isoverlain by 40m of multicoloured marls alternating with sandstones
and evaporites (Tr5). These marls were dated asRhaetian byBlumenthal (1933) whichis
consistent with dating byBesems &Simon (1982) ofsimilar Triassic rocks inthe Murcia
Province intheeastern part oftheExternalBeticCordilleras.Ourobservations agreewiththe
general opinion that the Late Triassic facies originated inacontinental or shallow marine
evaporitic environment.
The Triassic north ofCampillos and Antequera (seeFig. 2.1forlocation) consists of
150-200mofevaporites (mainly anhydrite,gypsum,andhalite)alternatingwithcoarsealluvial
fan deposits. Thin intervals of well-bedded algal stromatolites record short-term marine
influences.
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Jurassic rocks exposed near Ronda (Fig. 2.1,section 2) consist of approximately 400m of
limestones,dolomites,marls,andmarlylimestones(Fig.2.4;Azémaetal, 1979).Theearliest
Jurassic andpossibly thelatest Triassic (Rhaetian ?)consists of a40-70m-thick unit of lightgrey, sugary dolomites interbedded with oolitic limestones (Jl). This unit hasbeen dated on
the basis of the stratigraphie relationship with the overlying unit, a relatively thin (less than
50m) sequence of well bedded, grey-brown lime-mudstones and marls. These micrites are
frequently laminatedandcontainabundantgastropods,bivalvesandcrinoids(J2).Onthebasis
of the gastropod fauna, the sequence was dated Sinemurian-Bathonian by Dürr (1967). The
presence ofHauraniaindicates alagoonal environment of deposition and a Pliensbachian to
Bathonian age. Therefore the age of the underlying unit Jl is inferred as earliest Jurassic.
The lowerpart of theMiddle andLateJurassicunitJ3consists of a200m-thick series
of well-bedded, monotonous limestones and marls with occasional dolomites (J3). In the
middle and upper part of this sequence, abundant crinoids and bivalves were found. Dürr
(1967) dated the series as Callovian-Oxfordian on the basis of corals and hydrozoans. The
carbonates were deposited in a lagoonal environment as evidenced by the presence of
Alveosepta. Alveosepta occurs only in the middle part of the sequence and indicates an
Oxfordian to Kimmeridgian age.Towards the top of the sequence,the occurrences of oolitic
limestones indicate wave action in a shallow marine environment.
The latest Jurassic rocks (J4) consist of a series of 120m of well-bedded oolitic
limestones developing into marly limestones containing abundant belemnites and ammonites
at the top of the sequence, suggesting an abrupt deepening of the depositional environment.
The age of unit J4 is inferred as Kimmeridgian-Tithonian (Durand-Delga et al, 1959).The
base of the sequence was dated as the boundary between the Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian
from the presence of Cladocoropsis mirabilis andAcrosmiliaaff.fromenteli.The occurrence
of Saccocomaindicates a pelagic facies and a Kimmeridgian and Tithonian age.
In the north, near Archidona (15km east of Antequera, Fig. 2.1),the thickness of the
Jurassic is approximately 750m. The Hettangian-Sinemurian comprises a basal part of
dolomites and algal stromatolites which are locally brecciated due to wave action or
desiccation.TheupperpartoftheHettangian-Sinemurian contains200mofooliticgrainstones
and algal wackestones.Adeepening of thedepositional environment isinferred from aseries
of300mofmarly limestonescontainingradiolariansandplanktonicforaminifera. Thesemarly
limestones were dated as Pliensbachian to Kimmeridgian by Delgado & Sanz de Galdeano
(1981). The latest Jurassic exposed near Archidona consists of turbidites and marly units
containing abundant ammonites andAptychus (Delgado & Sanz de Galdeano, 1981).
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2.2.3 Cretaceous
The Cretaceous sequence exposed in the Ronda area (Fig. 2.1,section 3) is relatively thin
(generally less than 300m, Fig. 2.5). The lowermost unit (Kl) is composed of marls
alternatingwithmarlylimestonesandcontainsradiolarians,bryozoans,andseveral foraminifer
species. The base of the sequence is formed by a 10m-thick layer of nodular, bituminous
marly limestone. Occurrences of Praealveolina in the lower part of the Kl unit indicate a
Late Albian to Turonian age.ITGE (1990) dated the unit Kl as Cenomanian-Turonian. This
suggests a non-depositional or erosional hiatus during the Early Cretaceous. Miliolids and
Praealveolinain the basal and middle part of unit Kl record a lagoonal environment and
radiolarians at the top of Kl a deeper shelf environment.
The Senonian is mainly represented by a series of well-bedded, red-coloured marly
limestones andmarlsofthe 'CouchesRouges' facies (inSpanish 'CapasRojas', K2).Thebase
of unit K2isformed by aseries of thick-bedded limestones.Themarls and marly limestones
contain abundant planktonic foraminifera (e.g.Globotruncana) which indicate aConiacian to
Maastrichtian age (Azéma, 1961) and a deeper facies. The top of the K2 sequence contains
Siderolites and Orbitoides which yields a Maastrichtian age and a shallow open marine
platform environment ofdeposition.However,Kockel(1960)mentioned Globorotalia species
indicating a Paleocene or younger age for what is here taken as the top of unit K2. The
thickness of this unit diminishes from 250m south, to less than 50m north of the study area.
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- Chapter2 Some 5km north of Antequera a more complete Cretaceous sequence occurs. The
Neocomian is represented as a thin (15m) unit composed of marls and marly limestones
containing abundant Nannoconus species indicating pelagic conditions. A series of 60m
thickness of bituminous marls with radiolarians of Cenomanian-Turonian age and with
Globotruncana and Rotaliporaoverlies this unit. The Couches Rouges facies overlying the
Cenomanian-Turonian marls is represented by 200m of red-coloured marls and thin-bedded
limestones containing abundant Globotruncana and Rugoglobigerina species. The sequence
is passes upward into Paleocene (Globigerina daubjergensis zone;Dürr, 1967).

2.2.4 Paleocene-Miocene
TheTertiary stratigraphy described below (Fig.2.6) isexposed atthreerepresentative groups
of locations in the western part of the study area: El Burgo (Fig. 2.1,sections 3, 5, and 6),
Ardales (sections 7 and 9), and Teba (sections 10, 11,and 12).
The distribution of Paleocene deposits over the area is very irregular. In places they
arelacking andEocene depositsrest directly ontopofthe 'CapasRojas' unit, inother places
a thick Paleocene sequence (±150m) is found. The Paleocene in El Burgo shows in-situ
Microcodium in detrital limestones. The occurrence of in-situ Microcodium is generally
accepted to indicate anon-marine origin (Esteban, 1974) and it is restricted tocoastal zones
with predominantly non-saline water. According to Smit (1979), in-situ Microcodiumonly
occurs in Paleocene-Early Eocene series although Klappa (1978) claims occurrences of
Microcodium intheEoceneandPleistocene.ThePaleocene deposits of Ardales andTeba,on
the contrary, were deposited in deeper marine environments. Occurrences of Dictyoconus in
the Teba section indicate deposition at the platform margin. A deeper shelf environment is
deduced from the occurrence of Globigerina and Globorotalia in the Ardales section.
Late Paleocene-Eocene deposits reach a maximum thickness of 300m and consist of
bioclastic limestones with terrigenous clasts, marly limestones and marls. In the El Burgo
area, these deposits often show convolute bedding, graded bedding and other characteristics
of turbiditic sequences. On the basis of the occurrence of Nummulites, Asterocyclina, and
Discocyclina, the Late Paleocene to Eocene age was established for the El Burgo section
(Dürr, 1967). Local occurrences in the Late Paleocene-Eocene deposits of the El Burgo
section of chaotic masses of blocks of limestones from Jurassic units cemented by marls
containing abundant foraminifera have been interpreted as olistostromes deposited in deeper
water environments. The Eocene deposits of the El Burgo and Ardales sections record a
shallowopenmarineplatform environmentofdepositionwiththepresenceofNummulitesand
Discocyclina. Theoccurrence of abundantMiliolids inthelowerpart of theEocene deposits
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Fig.2.6:TertiarystratigraphyintheElBurgosection(Paleoceneisnumber3,Eocene-Burdigaliannumber5,
andTortonian-Pliocenenumber6inFig. 2.1), theArdalessection(Paleoceneisnumber9, Eocene-Burdigalian
isnumber7),andtheTebasection(Paleoceneisnumber11,Eocene-Burdigaliannumber10in,andTortonianPliocenenumber12inFig.2.1).Notethatthetimescalechangesafter Oligocène. Legend:seeFig. 2.2.
oftheTebasection indicates alagoonal environment whichdeepenstoashallow openmarine
platform environment as deduced from the presence of Heterosteginanear the top of the
Eocene section.
TheLate Paleocene-Eocene deposits inthe ElBurgo section areoverlain by a 100mthick Oligocène sequence consisting of red marls and intercalated bioclastic limestones and
sandstones. The limestones contain Amphistegina.Near the top of the El Burgo section,
Lepidocyclina(Eulepidina) indicates afore-reef shoal environment.Nummulites ispresent at
the base of the sequence. Heterosteginaand Nummulitespresent in the lower part of the
Oligocènesections ofbothArdalesandTeba,whichconsistsmainly ofmarls,indicateaforereef shoal environment of deposition. The Oligocène in both the Ardales and Teba sections
reaches a maximum thickness of 150m.
The Early Miocene and possibly Late Oligocène sediments in the El Burgo and
Ardales sections consist of grey-green marls and micaceous sandstones showing convolute
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- Chapter 2 bedding, gradedbedding,parallellamination andothercharacteristics ofturbiditic sequences.
OccurrencesofMiogypsina (orMiogypsinoides, Peyre 1974)andSpiroclypeusintheElBurgo
section indicate a Late Oligocèneto Early Miocene age.Peyre (1974)dated the sequence as
Aquitanian. The Ardales section records deeper shelf environments with the presence of
Globigerina.A fore-reef shoal environment of deposition for the Aquitanian of the Teba
section is deduced from the occurrence of Lepidocyclina in bioclastic limestones. The
thickness of this unit is highly variable and ranges from 200 to 500m in the studied area.
Similar sediments of the same age have been estimated to reach a thickness of 1000m near
Gibraltar (Didon, 1960; 1969).
Turbidites of Burdigalian agein allthree sections arerepresented by athick sequence
ofmarlswithintercalated sandstonesandconglomeratic lensesshowinggradedandconvolute
bedding. These marls contain fragments of Microcodiumand often also reworked fossil
fragments from Jurassic and Early Tertiary sediments which are present in a chaotic mass
interpreted as an olistostrome. The thickness of this unit varies from 800m to locally more
than 1500m (Dubois &Magre, 1972).In theEl Burgo and Teba sections,the fauna in these
sediments contains Amphistegina, Heterostegina, planktonic foraminifera, and reworked
fragments of bryozoans and corals. It was dated by Serrano-Lozano (1979) as Burdigalian.
The Aquitanian-Burdigalian boundary in the sediments of the El Burgo andTeba sections is
marked by the last observance datum of Catapsydrax dissimilis(top of zone N5, planktonic
foraminiferal zonation of Blow, 1969),whereas theBurdigalian-Langhian boundary in these
sections is marked by the first appearance datum of Praeorbulina glomerosa(within zone
N8). Operculinaoccurs in themiddle and lower parts of theBurdigalian in theArdales area,
whereas Globigerinais abundant near the top of the Ardales section.
No Langhian and Serravallian deposits were found.
The Tortonian and Messinian sediments exposed north of Ronda (shown in Fig. 2.6
as the top of the El Burgo section) have been studied by Serrano-Lozano (1980). In these
sediments, abasal series of 50mof conglomerates andarenites with an overall fining upward
trend shows characteristics of a turbiditic sequence, e.g. convolute bedding and graded
bedding. Overlying these conglomerates is a series of 600m of marls containing abundant
Globigerina which are overlain by a 60m thick sequence of sandstones which contain
Hummocky Cross Stratification indicating storm induced wave action below the fairweather
wave base. An assemblage of Globigerina bulloides, Globigerina decoraperta,
Globigerinoidesobliquus, Globorotaliacontinuosa, andSphaeroidinellopsisseminulina,found
in themarls,wasinterpreted asEarly Tortonian (Serrano-Lozano, 1980).Overlying theEarly
Tortonian northofRondaisasequenceofmarls(200to300mthick)withanupwardincrease
of sandstone intervals containing minor halite intercalations recording a shallowing upward
trend from an deeper marine to acontinental and/or shallow marine environment. Datingby
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Fig. 2.7: Time-facies profile for the Neogene of the northern part of the Ronda-Mâlaga region. Legend: 1.
Alluvial fan and fluvial environment, 2.Supratidal and continental sabkha, 3.Intertidal,4.Lagoon, 5. Backreef,
6. Shallow open marine platform, 7. Fore-reef shoal, 8. Deeper shelf, A. Periana, B. Colmenar, C. Antequera,
D. Ardales, E. Teba, F. Cafiete la Real, G. Alcalâ del Valle.

Serrano-Lozano (1980) on the basis of Globorotalia subzones yielded an estimate of Late
Tortonian and Messinian (Globorotaliamediterraneasubzone to Globorotalia humerosa
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- Chapter 2 subzone). Locally, the Late Tortonian and Messinian unit is topped by a relatively thin
(approximately 5-150m) marly limestone unit dated as Pliocene (Serrano-Lozano, 1980).In
the Ardales section, sediments younger than Burdigalian age are absent. Middle Tortonian
continental deposits (alluvial fan and braided river deposits) inthe Teba area are overlain by
Late Tortonian and Messinian deep-water marls containing Globigerina. Unconformably
overlying these Globigerina marlsare lagoonal sediments containingMiliolidswhich in turn
areunconformably overlainbycoarsealluvialfan deposits.TheTortonian-Pliocene sediments
of the Teba section have a thickness ranging from 200 to 500m.

2.3 TRIASSIC-LATE MIOCENE PALEOGEOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTIONS
Inthefollowing text sections,paleogeographic reconstructions arepresented.Thesearebased
on a total of 29 stratigraphie sections measured in the Ronda-Mâlaga region (Fig. 2.1) in
conjunction withprevious workbyDürr (1967),Serrano-Lozano (1979, 1980),Peyre(1974),
Gonzâlez-Donoso & Serrano-Lozano (1977), Kockel (1960), and others.
Fromthestratigraphiesections,time-facies profiles havebeenconstructed whichwere
used to reconstruct the paleogeography as presented below. An example of a time-facies
profile fortheNeogenethroughthenorthernpartofthestudiedregionfrom PerianatoAlcalâ
del Valle is shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.3.1 Pre-Miocene
DuringtheTriassictheRonda-Mâlagaregionhasbeenthesceneofcontinental conditions and
supratidal environments in the north and intertidal and shallow marine environments to the
south. Southeast of Ronda and east of Alcalâ delValle,Triassic limestones and marlsrecord
a shallow-marine intertidal environment sometimes subjected to subaerial exposure.Northof
Antequera and Campillos, thick evaporite sequences indicate continental sabkha settings
dominated by the interplay of fluvial and lacustrine processes.Coarse-grained, cross-bedded
clastic limestones east of Antequera were formed by alluvial fans and associated braided
rivers.
In the northern part of the area, Early Jurassic bioclastic limestones near Teba and
north of Archidona (15km east of Antequera) were formed in a very shallow-marine highenergy environment. DuringtheSinemurian-Bajocian thisenvironmentdeepened toamarine
pelagicenvironmentinwhichmarlswithabundantradiolariansandammonitesweredeposited
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- Paleogeography andbasinevolution showing occasional turbiditic influences. Further tothesouth,northeast of Ronda, a shallowmarinerestricted environment existed throughout theEarly andMiddleJurassicdeepening to
a marine pelagic environment in the Late Jurassic.
The Early Cretaceous marks a period of non-deposition in large parts of the studied
region.DuringtheLateCretaceous,marinepelagicsedimentationprevailedwithenvironments
generally deepening tothe southeast.Detritus supply wasfrom thenorthwest tothe southeast
(e.g. Baena-Perez & Jerez-Mir, 1982).
Aregional differentiation ofsedimentary facies canbeobservedduringthePaleocene.
Marinedepositioncontinuedinvariouslocations,whereasin-situoccurrencesofMicrocodium
areevidence for subaerial exposure of theTriassic-Cretaceous limestones near El Burgo and
between Antequera and Campillos.
EoceneconglomeratesandbioclasticlimestonesdirectlyoverlieCretaceouslimestones
and a Paleocene hardground west of Archidona. The conglomerates possibly have a
continental origin, whereas the limestones were deposited in a shallow-marine high-energy
environment.Waterdepthincreasedsouthwardwithdecreasingdetritussupply.NearColmenar
and Teba, marls containing abundant Nummulites record a shallow-marine open-shoal
environment which existed throughout Eocene andOligocènetimes.NearTeba,LateEocene
and Oligocènemarls and limestones deposited in afore-reef shoal environment overlieEarly
Eocene lagoonal sediments. West of Ardales, the stratigraphie record shows a nondepositional hiatus during the Early Eocene.Late Eocene, shallow marinecarbonates reston
Paleocene deep-marine marls near Ardales.Further south, near ElBurgo and south of Alora,
a submarine fan system developed, characterized by mass flows and turbidites.

2.3.2 Late Oligocène and Miocene
During the Late Oligocène and Miocene, the Ronda-Mâlaga region is the scene of rapidly
changing environments relatedtotectonicepisodes.Fourdifferent periodscanberecognized,
eachcontrolledbyadifferent tectonicregime:(1)LateOligocène-Aquitanian,(2)Burdigalian,
(3) Langhian and Serravallian, and (4) Tortonian and Messinian.
LateOligocene-Aquitanian-DuringtheLateOligocèneandAquitanian (Fig.2.8)asubmarine
fan system developed, characterized by mass flows and turbidites south of the line
Casabermeja-Ardales-Teba. These turbidites are the lateral equivalents of the so-called
Alozaina Formation (western Betic Cordilleras; Hermes, 1985) and the Ciudad Granada
Formation (eastern Betic Cordilleras; Geel et al., 1992).The Jurassic-Cretaceous limestone
areas east of Ronda, north of Ardales and west of Cuevas del Becerro emerged, shedding
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Fig.2.8:InterpretedfaciesdistributionforLateOligocène-AquitaniantimesintheRonda-Mâlagaarea(seetext
'Paleogeographicreconstructions').

elasticsinto thenewlyformed basins.Simultaneously,detrituswassupplied from theTriassic
high which stretched from Campillos to Antequera. Although the main direction of detritus
supply was from north to south, some east-west oriented paleocurrent directions indicate
influx of elastics from local high areas. Limestones formed in a fore-reef shoal environment
evidenceashallow-marineplatform situatedwestofthelineRonda-Teba.Lagoonalconditions
prevailed in the area surrounding the emerged Jurassic limestone block of Caflete la Real.
Marls and limestones containing abundant lepidocyclinids andbryozoan debris,found northeast of Ardales and south of Campillos, indicate open shoal conditions; however the
occurrence of reef-building organisms may point to the existence of patch reefs or fringing
reefs bordering the Triassic high (see also Peyre, 1974). North of Colmenar open marine
limestones of Oligocène age containing abundant diatoms (dated by Hermes & Smit, 1975)
are concordantly overlain by Aquitanian sandstones showing eolian influences (see also
Durand-Delga, 1980),thuspointing to avery rapid uplift inLate Oligocène-Aquitaniantime.
Burdigalian-The paleogeography in the Burdigalian (Fig.2.9) is completely different from
that of foregoing periods. Near Pizarra, Tortonian bioclastic limestones rest unconformably
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Fig. 2.9: Interpreted facies distribution for Burdigalian times in the Ronda-Mâlaga area (see text
'Paleogeographicreconstructions').

uponAquitanian turbiditefan deposits,indicatinganemergedlandmasswhichstretched south
of the line Colmenar-Alora-Cuevas del Becerro. Detritus supply was mainly from south to
north although olistostromes south of Teba record southward supply directions from a local
Jurassic limestone block north of Teba. Besides elastics derived from Triassic-Cretaceous
limestone units,also marble blockscan befound insubmarine fans. These marbles mayhave
originated from Alpujarride nappe complexes to the south. Large quantities of elastics were
shed into a narrow sea-arm parallel to the lineColmenar-Alora. Anorth-south emerged area
separated this arm from a marine basin north of Teba that deepened northward. Deposition
and simultaneous folding or tilting of strata is indicated by internal angular unconformities
found in Burdigalian sediments northwest of Canete la Real. Toward the close of the
Burdigalian, depositional environments became more shallow as the Subbetic Zone was
gradually being uplifted and incorporated in the thrust load (see also Hermes, 1977).
Langhian and Serravallian - Throughout the investigated area Langhian and Serravallian
sediments are missing. North of Teba and northeast of Ardales, Tortonian sediments
unconformably overlie Burdigalian fan deposits. Apparently large areas emerged during
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Fig.2.10:Interpreted facies distribution forTortonian timesintheRonda-Mâlagaarea(seetext 'Paleogeographic
reconstructions').

Langhian and Serravallian. Simultaneously, marine sedimentation continued in the
Guadalquivir basin north of the investigated area (Lanaja et al, 1987; Santos-Garcïa et al,
1991; Tjalsma, 1971).
Tortonian andMessinian -During theTortonian and Messinian (Fig.2.10),newbasinscame
into existence: north of Teba, around Ronda, and south of Pizarra.
NortheastofTeba,Tortonianconglomeratestransgressively overlieJurassiclimestones.
These conglomerates contain both Triassic components shed southward into the basin from
the Campillos-Antequera high, as well as Cretaceous-Jurassic limestone pebbles. Detritus
supply was mainly from the south. In northern direction, outside the area studied, this basin
deepened as indicated by shallow marine limestones containing lamellibranchs and debrisof
bryozoans. Southeast ofCampillos,coarseclastic sedimentsofTortonian agewere deposited
in a very shallow marine environment, whereas in a narrow area northeast of Antequera
(outside the area of Fig. 2.10) such sediments grade-up into yellowish white siltstones with
plant debris and gastropods interpreted as lacustrine deposits.
North of Ronda, a basin wasformed in theEarly Tortonian which existed throughout
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- Paleogeography andbasinevolutiontheTortonian andMessinian.Theinfill ofthisbasin isasymmetric anditsthicknessincreases
innorthwestern direction(Serrano-Lozano, 1980).EarlyTortoniancontinentalconglomerates,
interpreted as fluvial or alluvial fan deposits, are restricted to a small area north and east of
Ronda,whereascoeval shallow marineconditionsprevailonthenorthern margin of thebasin
(Serrano-Lozano, 1980).Throughout theTortonian and Early Messinian thisbasin continued
to subside. East of Ronda, Hummocky Cross Stratification indicates storm induced wave
action below the fairweather wave base with NNE-SSW to W-E current directions. To the
north and west, deeper marine marls were deposited which show occasional turbiditic
influences. Toward the close of the Messinian the basin north of Ronda emerged and
sedimentation continued only along the northern edge where algal limestones are found
(Gonzalez-Donoso & Serrano-Lozano, 1977).
A third basin developed south of Alora in which marls and submarine turbidite fans
were deposited during the Tortonian.

2.4 QUANTITATIVE SUBSIDENCE ANALYSIS AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
GEODYNAMICS
The aim of backstripping analysis is to produce a graphical representation of the vertical
movement of astratigraphie horizon in asedimentary basin as anindicator of the subsidence
and uplift history in the basin since the horizon was deposited (Van Hinte, 1978).
Stratigraphie dataneeded for abackstripping analysisincludeastratigraphie column showing
present-day thicknesses, rock types, ages, and estimated paleo-water depths. To obtain a
subsidence curve, first the paleo-sediment and paleo-water columns are reconstructed.
Sediment thicknesses arecorrected for compaction. Corrections for possible changes in sealevel relative to present-day sea level yield the basement subsidence. Then the total load of
sediments on the basement is removed to give thetectonic subsidence; the undistorted basin
subsidence that would occur in the absence of sedimentation.
In this study, a water-loaded tectonic subsidence curve corrected for the effects of
sediment loading and paleo-bathymetry wascalculated for anareawith pronounced Neogene
subsidence.TheSubbeticcompositestratigraphierecord(VanderMeer, 1994b;Fig.2.11)was
derived from sections 1-6 located north and northeast of Ronda (Fig. 2.1). Backstripping
techniques discussed by Steckler & Watts (1978), Sclater & Christie (1980), and Bond &
Kominz (1984) were used.Thetimescale ofHarland etal.(1990)wasadopted. Lithological
effects, in particular compaction and densities of evaporites, have been corrected for, using
an exponential decrease of porosity with depth (Bond et al, 1983).
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Each stratigraphie unit between twochrono-stratigraphichorizons hasbeen assigned a sand,
silt, shale,carbonate, and anhydritepercentage, with each lithology responding according to
its own compaction scheme. Porosity-depth relations were defined over two intervals (a
deeper and a shallow relation), therefore two exponential expressions were necessary to
describethedelithification procedure andadepth atwhichthedeeperrelationtakesover from
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- Paleogeography andbasinevolution Table 2.1: Maximum (upper) and minimum (lower) compaction parameters.
Lithology
Sand
Silt
Shale
Carbonate
Halite
Anhydrite

4>i
0.29
0.42
0.50
0.52
0.00
0.00

c,

•.

c„

*»

0.216
0.375
0.475
0.442
0.100
0.100

0.40
0.60
0.70
0.78
0.00
0.00

0.51
1.00
1.10
1.33
0.10
0.10

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.0

Pgr
2.65
2.68
2.72
2.71
2.03
2.95

Sand
Silt
Shale

0.20
0.480
0.20
0.480
0.0
2.65
0.25
0.325
0.25
0.325
0.0
2.68
0.53
1.050
2.72
0.37
0.470
0.5
0.20
0.580
0.0
Carbonate
0.20
0.580
2.71
Halite
0.00
0.100
0.0
0.00
0.100
2.03
0.00
0.100
0.0
Anhydrite
0.00
0.100
2.95
:surface porosities (given as traction) for the deep porosity-depth relation
C, = characteristic depth constants (in km') for the deep porosity-depth relation
<|)0 = surface porosities (given as fraction) for the shallow porosity-depth relation
C„ = characteristic depth constants (in km"1) for the shallow porosity-depth relation
zp = depth (in km) at which the deeper porosity-depth relation takes over from the shallow one
pgr =grain density (in g/cm3) of the corresponding lithology

theshallowrelation (seeBond&Kominz, 1984).Minimumandmaximumcompaction effects
have been tested using the parameters listed in Table 2.1. Other parameters used in the
backstripping analysis arelisted inTable 2.2.Theserepresent therange of values commonly
observed in quantitative subsidence analysis (Bond & Kominz, 1984). The results of
incorporating compaction effects showed that the uncertainties in basement and tectonic
subsidence related to the range in compaction parameters are in the order of several tens of
metres.
Depositional depths were estimated from the sedimentary facies and faunal content,
andquantified using thepaleo-bathymetricscaleof Ingle(1980).Accordingtothisscale,the
accuracy ofthepaleo-waterdepthestimatesobtainediswithin50mfor shallow-waterdeposits,
but increases to 100-500m for deeper-water deposits.
Effects of long-term eustatic sea level changes (after Kominz, 1984) on the inferred
tectonic subsidence were incorporated. Airy isostasy was assumed, thus ignoring the effect
of a finite strength of the lithosphère on its response to sediment loading. This assumption,
however, doesnot significantly affect the shape of the subsidence curve (Watts etah, 1982),
particularly during rift stages,whenthelithosphèreismechanically weak (e.g.Hegarty etah,
1988). Similarly, the reduced basement cooling resulting from the blanketing effect of
sediments was ignored (Turcotte &Ahern, 1977;Lucazeau &LeDouaran, 1985).Detailed
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- Chapter 2 Table 2.2: Parameters other then compaction used in the backstripping analysis.
Parameter
Initial lithospheric thickness
Initial crustal thickness
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Asthenospheric temperature
Thermal diffusivity
Mantle density
Crustal density
Isotherm describing the EET
Water density
Surface porosity of sediment infill
Characteristic depth constant

Symbol

Value

L
C
a
Tm

125km
31.3 km

K

Pm
Pc

T.
P*

3.4 x KT5 ° C '
1333 °C
0.008 cm2 s'1
3.33 g cm'1
2.8 g cm*
333 °C

«Ko)

1.03 g cm3
0.55

c

0.55 km1

knowledge of the thermal structure of the lithosphère throughout the evolution of the basin
would be required to incorporate this effect into our analysis. However, because of the long
time scale on which lithospheric cooling operates, a correction of the blanketing effect will
not significantly alter the shape of the subsidence curves (Lucazeau & Le Douaran, 1985).

2.4.1 Interpretation of the subsidence record
FromtheMesozoictectonicsubsidencecurve(Fig.2.12)forthesouthernSubbeticZone,four
distinct periods of relatively rapid subsidence are apparent: (1) a Middle Triassic period
(Anisian-Ladinian;241-235Ma),(2)aLateTriassic-EarlyJurassicperiod (Norian-Hettangian;
223-203Ma), (3) aMiddle-Late Jurassic period (Callovian-Tithonian; 161-146Ma), and (4) a
Middle Cretaceous period (Cenomanian-Turonian; 97-89Ma).Theseperiods representrifting
episodes alongthesoutheasternBeticmargin thatcanbecorrelated withthestepwise opening
oftheCentralAtlanticandLigurianoceanswhichinducedtranstensional movementsbetween
Africa andIberia(Vegas&Banda, 1982;Lemoine&Triimpy, 1987).Thesubsidencepatterns
observed for each of thesephases show aninitial phase of rapid subsidence and a subsequent
phase of decelerating subsidence which is typical for rifted margins, where the rapid
subsidence is caused by the isostatic response of the lithosphère to crustal thinning and the
slower subsidence is driven by thermal re-equilibration (McKenzie, 1978).The duration of
these rifting events is in the order of 10to 20Ma. The first and third rifting events resulted
in an average tectonic subsidence rate of 3.5cm/1000 years whereas the second and fourth
rifting events show tectonic subsidence rates in the order of 2cm/1000 years. These
subsidence rates arerelatively low compared tothose of rift basins and other rifted margins,
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Fig. 2.12: Mesozoic subsidence curves for the southern Subbetic Zone near Ronda. Tectonic and basement
subsidence derived from quantitative subsidence analysis incorporating paleowaterdepth and eustatic sealevel
fluctuations.

but not abnormal. For comparison, the Sirte Basin of Libya shows tectonic subsidence rates
exceeding lOcm/1000years during active rifting (Van der Meer &Cloetingh, 1993a+b),and
Kooi etal.(1989) found tectonic subsidence rates of 5cm/1000years for theCentral Graben
of theNorth-SeaBasin.Comparable tectonic subsidence rateshavebeen calculated for rifted
margins (e.g. the U.S. Atlantic continental margin, 5cm/1000 years; Heller et al, 1982,the
eastern margin of Canada,4cm/1000years,Cloetingh etal, 1990,Levant margin,5cm/1000
years, Tibor et al, 1992) although subsidence at the Gulf of Lions margin clearly exceeds
these values (18cm/1000 years during an Oligocène to Early Miocene rifting event; Burrus
et al, 1987).
TheMiddleTriassic andtheLateTriassic-EarlyJurassicrifting phases (Fig.2.12, rift
events 1and 2)coincide with aperiod of distensivewrench tectonics throughout theAtlantic
realm (Ziegler, 1988; 1990). Volcanic detritus of Middle Triassic age in the Malaguide
Complex (Roep, 1972; Makel, 1985) and metatuffaceous rocks in the Mulhacen Complex
demonstrate rifting (De Jong &Bakker, 1991).
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Fig. 2.13: Tertiary subsidence curves for the southern Subbetic Zone near Ronda. Tectonic and basement
subsidence derived from quantitative subsidence analysis incorporating paleowaterdepth and eustatic sealevel
fluctuations.
Dercourt et al. (1986), Savostin et al. (1986), and Srivastava et al. (1990) showed that
a sinistral transtensional zone developed after the Late Triassic-Early Jurassic rifting, which
separated Iberia from North Africa. This strike-slip zone connected the Jurassic Central
Atlantic basin with the Ligurian basin east of Iberia (Dercourt et al., 1986).Movement on this
strike-slip system and simultaneous initiation of the Central and South Atlantic rifts (Savostin
et al, 1986) coincides with Middle-Late Jurassic rifting (Fig. 2.12, rift event 3). North
Atlantic rift propagation between Iberia and Newfoundland commenced after the BathonianCallovian, contemporaneously with crustal separation in the South Atlantic and Ligurian
oceans (Dercourt et al, 1986;Lemoine & Trümpy, 1987;Srivastava et al, 1990).At the same
time, the Subbetic Zone experienced strong subsidence and mafic volcanism related to rifting
(Puga et al, 1989a); in the Mulhacen Complex the widespread occurrence of olivine-bearing
gabbros (De Jong & Bakker, 1991) and pillow lavas (Puga et al, 1989b) evidence crustal
extension.
The Middle Cretaceous extension period of Fig. 2.12 (rift event 4) is not commonly
recognized in basin studies of the Betic Cordilleras. Peper & Cloetingh (1992) recognized a
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However, Cenomanian extensional fault activity is well known from the Prebetic Zone (De
Ruig, 1992) and olistostromes of Middle and Late Cretaceous age have been reported by
various authors (e.g.Paquet, 1967;Vera etal, 1982).There arenoclear indications torelate
thisextensionalphasetoplate-tectonicmovements.Seafloor spreadingpatternsintheCentral
Atlantic Ocean suggest thatIberia moved independently from Africa andEurasia (Srivastava
etal, 1990) androtated clockwise triggering transtensional movements intheBay of Biscay
(Puigdefàbregas & Souquet, 1986; De Jong, 1991). De Jong (1991) argues that these
transtensional movements were compensated by subduction and continental thrusting in the
InternalBetics,eastofIberia.Thisinterpretation, however, isnotconsistentwiththeobserved
extension in both the Prebetic and Subbetic Zones.
TheConiacian-Late Oligocènesubsidencehistoryofthesouthern SubbeticZone(Figs
12, 13) shows relatively low and decelerating subsidence rates indicating that rifting activity
ceased and stable conditions prevailed. However,boththeInternal andExternal Zones of the
Betic Cordilleras record tectonic phases which can be correlated with collision in the
Pyrenean domain (DeRuig etal, 1991).Maastrichtian-Danian andMiddleEoceneuplift was
found by Kenter et al (1990) in the External Zone. De Ruig (1992) pointed out that a
regression 60Ma ago accompanied by slope faulting and associated olistostromes marked a
phase of Middle Paleocene compression. He suggested that uplift of basin flanks and
subsidence of the basin centre indicate a continental margin under compression causing a
magnification ofthe peripheral bulge and subsequent seaward migration of the shoreline (see
Cloetingh etal, 1985).ThePaleocene sediment record of the southern Subbetic Zone of the
Ronda-Mâlagaregion thathasbeeninvestigated here showswidespread occurrence of in-situ
Microcodiumwhichindicatessubaerialexposure(Klappa, 1978)reflecting ashallowingrather
than a deepening of this part of the basin.
TheEocene sedimentary record of the southern Subbetic Zone shows an initial influx
of non-calcareous detritus in the Early Eocene, associated with sandy turbidites. This seems
tocorrespond totheEocenecompression interpretedbyGeel(1973).Inthesubsidencerecord,
the Eocene tectonic events are not resolved, possibly because the magnitude of these events
istoo small totrigger a significant uplift inthecentralpart of thebasin.Eocene compression
canbedirectly relatedtothecollision inthePyrenees whichbegan 59Maagoand culminated
in the Middle Eocene as aresult of northward movement of Africa and Iberia (Srivastava et
al, 1990). This movement gradually ceased in the Late Oligocène as Iberia became part of
the Eurasian plate. Simultaneously, compressive deformation concentrated on the Iberian
continental margin.
AphaseofLateOligocène-Aquitanianextensioniswellknownthroughoutthewestern
Mediterranean (Rehault et al, 1984; De Ruig, 1992; De Jong, 1991). Renewed subsidence
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- Chapter 2 during the Aquitanian (Fig.2.13,tectonicphase 1)indicates this extension inour subsidence
record. Extension in the Betic Cordilleras was immediately followed by thrust emplacement
oftheInternal BeticZoneontothesouthernIberian margin.DeJong(1991)arguedthatthrust
emplacement occurred between 21.5 and 19Ma. This corresponds to a Burdigalian peak of
subsidence in Fig. 2.13 (tectonic phase 2).
Following the thrusting of the Internal Zone onto the Iberian margin, a period of
strike-slip related tectonics (Bon etal, 1989) affected the Betic Cordilleras during the Late
Langhian and Serravallian (Fig. 2.13, tectonic phase 3). Recent investigations showed that
strike-slip related tectonics continued until the Pliocene (e.g. Kleverlaan, 1989; Van der
Straaten, 1993).Dextral wrench movement resulted in the formation of N70°E and N100°E
strike-slipfaults andassociated intramontanepull-apartbasinsintheeasternBetic Cordilleras
(Montenat et ai, 1987), as for example the Abâran basin described by Van der Straaten
(1990, 1993). Simultaneously, basins developed in the western Betic Cordilleras, like the
Neogene basin north of Ronda.Thesubsidence curve showsthat the southern Subbetic Zone
emerged contemporaneously with this wrenching. Many authors have suggested that the
westward movement of the Alboran microplate relative to the Iberian margin along the
Crevillente and North Betic fault zones was the principal cause of this strike-slip related
deformation (LeBlanc &Olivier, 1984;Andrieux etal, 1971).More recently, these wrench
fault zones were interpreted as major tear faults accommodating westward overthrusting of
theInternal or Betic nappepile overtheExternal Zone (e.g.Frizon deLamotte etal, 1991).
Renewed extension during theTortonian and Messinian (Fig.2.13,tectonic phase 4)
is indicated by coarse terrigenous influx of detritus and rapid subsidence of the basin. Postdatingthiseventisacompressional phaseinthePliocene(Fig.2.13,tectonicphase5)causing
the observed N-S trending folds in the Tortonian and Messinian sediments. The TortonianPliocene sedimentary and tectonic history of the Ronda-Mâlaga region is interpreted as
resulting from strike-slip related deformation. The Neogene basins opening during the Late
Miocene are considered pull-apart basins related to NE-SW trending strike-slip faults.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
The Ronda-Mâlaga region, forming part of the southern Subbetic Zone of the Betic
Cordilleras,hasbeenthesiteofpolyphasetectonismresultinginrapidlychangingsedimentary
environments throughout the Tertiary.
Throughout the Triassic the Ronda-Mâlaga region was the scene of continental
conditions and supratidal environments in the north and intertidal and shallow marine
environments to the south. During the Jurassic and Cretaceous the area formed part of the
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- Paleogeography andbasinevolution slopeof theIberian continent asshallow marineshelf conditionsprevailed with environments
deepening southward.TheonsetoftheTertiary marked aperiod ofincreased tectonic activity
resulting in the development of a submarine fan complex fed by large quantities of elastics
shed in from the north. A reversal of facies patterns is observed in the Burdigalian during
which detritus supply was dominantly from the south. The entire area emerged during the
Serravallian and Langhian. After this,deposition resumed andcontinued throughout the Late
Miocene in a number of narrow basins.
Quantitative subsidence analysisofstratigraphiedatafrom thesouthernSubbeticZone
exposed near Ronda revealed a number of phases of accelerated subsidence which can be
correlated withtectoniceventsintheCentralAtlanticOceanandwiththedeformation history
of the western Mediterranean and the Betic Cordilleras. The Mesozoic subsidence history is
characterized byfour periods ofrifting: (1)aMiddleTriassicperiod (Anisian-Ladinian; 241235Ma), (2) a Late Triassic-Early Jurassic period (Norian-Hettangian; 223-203Ma), (3) a
Middle-Late Jurassicperiod (Callovian-Tithonian; 161-146Ma),and (4)aMiddle Cretaceous
period (Cenomanian-Turonian; 97-89Ma). The stress regime changed from extensional to
mainlycompressional inthePaleocene,relatedtotheonsetofthePyreneancollision.Theend
of this collision in the Late Oligocène marks the beginning of accelarated but localized
subsidence related toaperiod ofNNE-SSWextension duringtheAquitanian. Therapid local
subsidenceduringtheBurdigalian isrelatedtoNW-SEthrustingoftheInternalZoneoverthe
External Zone and subsequent emplacement of the Subbetic Zone over the Prebetic Zone.
During theLate Langhian and Serravallian, the areaemerged; northward directed movement
wasblocked andasystemof wrenchfaults developed ofwhichtheNorthBeticfault zoneand
the Crevillente fault zone were the most important. During the Tortonian, local extension
basinsdeveloped aspull-apartcorridorswithin aperiodofwrench-relateddeformation which
continued throughout the Late Miocene and Pliocene. Late-stage compression during the
Pliocene is evidenced by N-S to NNE-SSW trending folds in Tortonian and Messinian
sediments.
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CHAPTER 3:
A review of the tectonic evolution of the Ronda
peridotite massif

ABSTRACT
Ultramafic rocks belonging to the Alpujarride complex of the Betic Cordilleras crop out in
the Sierra Alpujata and Sierra Bermeja west of Malaga.These show aprogressive reduction
of grain size toward the boundary with the underlying crustal rocks. A sharp downward
increase of metamorphic grade in the units overlying the peridotites may be caused by
extension-induced mantle upwarping. From the systematic analysis of quartz c-axes, olivine
lattice preferred orientation fabrics, and other shear sense indicators, ductile thrusting of the
hot peridotites in northeastern direction is inferred by several authors. Paleostress analysis
carried out on limestones of the Subbetic zone exposed east of Ronda yield three main
paleostress directions: ( 1) a stress tensor with a nearly vertical Gldirection and horizontal
CT2 andCT3directions where the average c 3 orientation isN45°W (indicating normal faulting),
( 2)astress tensor with o 3nearly vertical and a, and o2nearly horizontal where the average
CT, orientation isN20°W(indicatingreversed andthrustfaulting), and(3)astresstensorwith
CT2 nearly vertical ando, ando3nearly horizontal whereo, varies withmaximaatN30°Eand
N80°W directions (indicating strike-slip faulting). Microstructural evidence shows that the
extensional stress tensors represent an older phase of deformation followed by compression.
Since small-scale faults were measured inrocks of late Cretaceous age,theextension cannot
be attributed to Jurassic rifting events. It is thus concluded that the fault surfaces measured
developed under an extensional stress regime during late Oligocene-Aquitanian (see Chapter
2).The compressive stresstensor isconsequently related toBurdigalian compression andthe
stress tensors indicating strike-slip tectonics are related to the late Langhian-Serravalian
wrenching tectonics. Paleostress analysis carried out on fault surfaces and striations within
theperidotites(resultingfromserpentinecrystallization)alsorevealedthreepredominantstress
tensors. A tensor indicating N10°W directed extension, a tensor indicating N50°W directed
compression,andatensorrelatedtoN80°Edirectedwrenching.Itissuggested thattheRonda
peridotites have undergone at least three phases of late stage brittle deformation related to
their final emplacement atcrustal levels.Thefinal emplacement took place after aperiod of
late Langhian-Serravalian strike-slip related tectonics during which the peridotites were
transplaced eastward along a dextral strike-slip corridor which developed along the former
thrust contact.
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Peridotite massifs crop outonboth sides of theAlboran Sea, atBéniBouchera in Africa and
near Ronda (southern Spain;Fig. 3.1) where they are generally regarded asbelonging to the
Alpujarride complex. Mafic layers enclosed in the peridotites show evidence of
recrystallization along a decreasing P-T gradient and are considered to be partial fusion
products resulting from the adiabatic rise of hot masses of peridotite (Dickey, 1970). From
isotopic (Obata, 1980; Reisberg et al. 1989, 1991) and elemental studies (Frey et al. 1985;
Suen & Frey, 1987) it was concluded that these ultramafic masses equilibrated at upper
mantle temperatures and pressures (Suen &Frey, 1987) and must therefore have undergone
considerable diapiric uprise. In addition, the presence of graphite pseudomorphs in both the
Beni Bousera peridotite (Pearson et al, 1989;Tabit et al., 1990) and the Ronda peridotites
(Davies et al, 1993) indicate a deep origin at lithospheric or asthenospheric levels.
Thereisastill ongoingdebateconcerningthemodeandtimingofemplacement ofthe
Rondaperidotites.Mostauthors agreeonafirst "hot"stageofemplacementrelatedtodiapiric
uprise of these mantle bodies. A second "cold" phase of thrusting is recognized by some
authors (e.g.Lundeen, 1978;Tubfa, 1988a;Tubîa &Cuevas, 1986;Westerhof, 1977;Obata,
1980) and debated by others (e.g.Loomis, 1972a+b;Bonini etal, 1973;Doblas &Oyarzun,
1989).Onemorequestion related tothemodeofemplacement oftheRondaperidotites isthe
direction of thrusting during the second "cold" deformation phase. Kornprobst (1976),
Westerhof (1977), Lundeen (1978), and Obata (1980) favour a westward thrusting, others
(Balanya & Garcia-Dueftas, 1987; Tubîa & Cuevas, 1986; 1987) favour an east-northeast
directed phase of thrusting followed by a northwest directed phase of thrusting.
Radiometric dating has constraint the emplacement of the peridotites as 22 ± 4 Ma
(Priem et al, 1979; Zindier et al, 1983; Reisberg et al, 1989). Priem et al (1979) from
biotite analysis dated the cooling of the peridotites as 19.5Ma.
In this Chapter, it isdemonstrated thattheRondaperidotites recordevidence of three
major phases of deformation: extensional tectonics, and compressional tectonics developing
into wrenching type of tectonic deformation.

3.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Ronda Peridotites form three large bodies (± 300km2) cropping out in the western part
oftheAlpineBeticCordillerasintheSierraBermeja, theSierraAlpujata, andnearCarratraca.
Structurally, these ultramafic masses are part of the Higher Alpujarride nappe units
(Westerhof, 1975;Tubîaetal, 1992;Fig. 3.2).They form thebase of the Los Reales nappe
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Fig.3.1: Location of the ultramafic bodies in
southern Spain and northern Morocco (1 =
Sierra Bermeja peridotite body studied in this
Chapter, 2 = Sierra Alpujata peridotite body,
3 = Sierra Ojén peridotite body, 4 = Beni
Bousera peridotite body).

(Navarro-Vila&Tubfa, 1983)ofwhich thetopcorrespondstoametamorphic series (seeFig.
3.3). The Los Reales nappe is overlying the Ojén nappe, a metapelitic sequence overlain by
a thick series of dolomitic marbles. The Ojén nappe is part of theBianca unit referred to by
Didon et al. (1973) and Mollat (1965, 1968), whereas Loomis (1972a) refers to it as the
"Hornfels series". Within 500m. of the contact of Los Reales and Ojén nappe in the Sierra
Alpujata, coarse-grained migmatitescontainingK-feldspar,plagioclase,cordierite,andquartz
crop out which belong to the Ojén nappe. In the vicinity of the contact with the peridotites,
these rocks display a intense mylonitic texture and contain biotite, sillimanite, and garnet
(Tubfa & Cuevas, 1986). The peridotites of the Los Reales nappe are composed mainly of
lherzolites, with minor dunites and harzburgites (Obata, 1980). The contact between the
peridotites of the Los Reales nappe and the migmatites of the Ojén nappe is an undulating
surface withdipsranging from lessthan 5°toamaximum of 15°(Lundeen, 1978).Overlying
theperidotitesisaseriesofschists,gneissesandkinzigitesshowingmetamorphicgrades from
greenschist facies to high-grade granulite facies (Dürr, 1967;Loomis, 1972a).
VanderWal (1993)andVanderWal &Vissers (1993)mappedtheRondaperidotites
exposed in the Sierra Bermeja showing three main structural domains: ( 1) porphyroclastic
spinel peridotites and mylonitic garnet-spinel peridotites in the northwestern part of the
massif, ( 2 ) undeformed coarse-grained granular peridotites in the central part, and ( 3 )
porphyroclastic plagioclase peridotites in the southeastern part of the massif. Obata (1980)
interpreted the garnet-spinel-plagioclase zonation of the peridotite massif as representing the
uprise and subsequent cooling of hotmantlematerial. Van derWal &Vissers (1993) present
a new tectonic scenario based on inferred pressure-temperature trajectories (Van der Wal,
1993). These authors propose five phases of uplift and emplacement: ( 1) a Jurassic-Early
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Fig. 3.2: Generalized geologic map of the southern Betic Cordilleras (Modified after Tubia, 1988b).

Cretaceous (?)early uplift from depths of 150km (represented bythediamond stability field;
Davies et al, 1993) into the spinel peridotite stability field, ( 2 ) Early Cretaceous and
Paleocene cooling due to subduction and underthrusting, (3)subsequent slab detachment in
Oligocène (Blanco & Spakman, 1993) triggering asthenospheric flows leading to the ascent
of the asthenospheric mantle and resulting in uplift and heating, ( 4 ) Oligocene-Miocene
extensional collapse leading to the emplacement of mantle fragments in the crust, and ( 5 )
thermalsubsidencesincemiddleMiocene.Datafrom Zecketal.(1992)alsoindicatehighand
variable magnitudes and rates of cooling and uplift during a period ranging from 22 to 15.5
Ma.

3.3 A REVIEW OF FIELD AND MICROSTRUCTURES
In this section, a review of field and microstructures is presented indicating shear sense
observed in the Ronda peridotites of both the Sierra Alpujata and the Sierra Bermeja. The
data on the Sierra Alpujata peridotites mainly comes from Tubia (1985; 1988b) and Tubia &
Cuevas (1986, 1987),whereas thedata onthe Sierra Bermeja peridotites mainly comes from
Van der Wal (1993) and Van der Wal & Vissers (1993).
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Fig. 3.3: Synthetic cross section through the Sierra Alpujata showing lithological and structural variation near
the contact between the Ojén and Los Reales nappes (partly after Tubra & Cuevas, 1986; 1987).
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- Chapter 3 3.3.1 the Sierra Alpujata
A mylonitic foliation is found in rocks of both the Los Reales nappe and the Ojén nappe
developing parallel tothe contact strikingN110°E on average and dipping moderately south
(Fig. 3.4). This foliation is defined by the shape and orientation of quartz andfeldspar in the
Ojén nappe and by olivine and enstatite in the Los Reales nappe. Associated with the
foliation, astronglydefined penetrativestretchinglineationappearswithanazimuthofN70°E
on the average. In the migmatites of the Ojén nappe it is marked by the elongation of biotite
and sillimanite aggregates, in the peridotites enstatite porphyroclasts define the lineation.
Both the peridotites and migmatites show aprogressive reduction in grain-size anda
variation in grain-shape toward the contact. The core of the peridotite massif shows coarsegrained porphyroclastic and granular textures with mainly olivine and pyroxenes which are
reducedtofine-grained mylonitictexturesofmainly olivineincludingenstatite porphyroclasts
in a zone of 300m. from the contact. In the migmatites of the Ojén nappe, quartz-feldspar
mylonites arecommon withminor olivine andenstatite. Quartzc-axis orientations havebeen
investigated usingXZ sections (Tubfa &Cuevas, 1986)of samples (Fig. 3.4); that is parallel
to the stretching lineation and perpendicular to the foliation. Thus it is assumed that the
foliation defined in part by flattened quartz grains is representing the XY plane of the finite
strain ellipsoid (Behrmann & Piatt, 1982). The quartz diagrams have in common important
concentrations of the c-axes in the area of the Y-axis of the finite strain ellipsoid frequently
attributed to the activity of prismatic {m} slip planes along the <a> slip direction (Wilson,
1975;Bouchez, 1977).Thediagramsshowapattern composed of auniquegirdleandastrong
maximum of c-axes perpendicular to the girdle considered as a particular case of the highangle crossed-girdle pattern described by Lister &Dornsiepen (1982)and Lister &Williams
(1979).
Intheperidotites oftheSierraAlpujata, theenstatitecrystallographic orientationshave
the [001] and [100] axes respectively at a small and a large angle to the lineation, and the
[010] contained in the XY plane indicating plastic deformation occurring according to the
(100)[001] slip system (Nicolas & Poirier, 1976; Fig. 3.5). From the distribution of olivine
[100] and [010] axes (Fig. 3.5) Tubfa &Cuevas (1986) deduced adeformation regime in the
flattening domain at low temperatures (T°<950°C).

3.3.2 the Sierra Bermeja
Foliation in the peridotite dips steeply to the NW and SE and is defined by preferred
orientation of elongated olivines. Stretching lineations in the foliation plane are dominantly
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Fig. 3.4: Geologic map of the Sierra Bermeja and Sierra Alpujata peridotites and adjacent units. Orientation of
poles of the mylonitic foliation measured in the Western and eastern Sierra Bermeja and the Sierra Alpujata,
respectively, are given in the diagrams of the upper left comer of the figure. Other diagrams are quartz c-axis
orientation diagrams showing XZ sections; X is the stretching lineation, and Y is the foliation (solid line in
diagram). Those indicated with M are derived from long axes of calcite in marbles. The orientation fabrics
indicate top-to-the-northeast shear sense. (Contour levels are 1, 3,5%). Data are after Tubia & Cuevas (1986),
Tubfa (1988a+b) and Van der Wal (1993).
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Fig. 3.5: Olivine (top) and Enstatite (bottom) preferred orientations in the peridotites from the Sierra Alpujata.
XY sections; X is the stretching lineation, Y is the foliation (sold line in diagrams). The obliquity of [100] of
olivine, and [001]and [100] of enstatite relative to the shape fabric indicate dextral shear sense (Contour levels
are 1, 3, 5%). Data from Tubfa & Cuevas (1986).

subhorizontal or dip moderately towards the SW (Fig. 3.4). Quartz c-axes orientations and
preferred orientation of calcite c-axes examined in quartz-feldspar mylonites and marbles,
respectively, forming the northern contact with the peridotites in the eastern Sierra Bermeja,
show similar patterns as those described above from the Sierra Alpujata (Fig. 3.4). Van der
Wal (1993) discusses olivine lattice preferred orientations from the western Sierra Bermeja.
These show olivine [100] concentrated in a point maximum at small angles to the foliation
plane, olivine [010] concentrated in a point maximum perpendicular to the foliation, and
olivine [001] showing a maximum at large angles to the stretching lineation in the foliation
plane. This fabric suggests intracrystalline slip on the olivine [100]{Okl} slip-systems
(Bouchez etai, 1983; Van derWal, 1993).Inaddition,Van derWal (1993)shows S-vergent
mylonites overprinted by N/E vergent mylonites both showing essentially similar olivine
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Fig.3.6:Olivinelatticepreferredorientationfabricsofsouth-(top)andnortheast(bottom)vergentmylonites
fromtheSierraBennejaperidotitesindicatingtop-to-the-northandtop-to-the-southwestshearsenserespectively.
(Contourlevels1,3,5%). Dataafter VanderWal (1993).
patterns with olivine [100] concentrated at small angles to the lineation, olivine [010]
distributed alongapartial girdleperpendicular tothefoliation andlineation, and olivine[001]
distributed along a girdle with a point maximum in the foliation plane (Fig. 3.6). This
demonstrates crystal plastic slip on the olivine [100]{Okl} slip system during non-coaxial
flow (Ave Lallemant &Carter, 1970;Van der Wal, 1993).
C-S structures as described byBerthéetal.(1979) arecommon in mylonitic gneisses
bordering the peridotite to the north. These structures often develop into shear bands (Fig.
3.7a) where a late, weakly penetrative foliation develops at low angle to the mylonitic
foliation (Berthé etal., 1979;Whiteetai, 1980)indicating high strains (Simpson &Schmid,
1983). In quartz-feldspar mylonites, K-Feldspar appearing as porphyroclast often shows
microfractures, havingoppositesenseofsheartotheover-allshearsenseintherock, oriented
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Fig.3.7: Microstructures indicating dextral shear. (A) shear band in mica-rich mylonites in the Sierra Berméja,
(B) broken and displaced K-feldspar porphyroclast with asymmetric pressure shadow in a ductile matrix (after
Tubia & Cuevas, 1986), (C) asymmetric K-feldspar augen in a mylonitic gneiss, (D) quartz subgrains and
recrystallized grains with flattening planeoblique to the foliation plane (foliation parallel tothe long axis of the
drawing).

obliquetothefoliation planes.Suchdisplaced grainshavealsobeen reportedin themylonites
of the Ojén nappe in the Sierra Alpujata by Tubia & Cuevas (1986; their Figure 4c).
Asymmetric augen structures inquartz-feldspar mylonites arecommon shearsense indicators
(Fig. 3.7c). Finally, subgrains and recrystallized grains with their flattening plane oblique to
the foliation plane (Fig. 3.7d) often indicate dextral shear in mylonitic gneisses forming the
contact with the peridotites in the Eastern Sierra Bermeja. The obliquity of elongate grain
shapes to the foliation plane may be explained by the fact that the observed recrystallized
grains and subgrains form relatively late during progressive shearing deformation (Schmid et
al., 1981;Brunei, 1980).
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3.4.1 Theory
Paleostresstensorswere derived from theanalysisof small-scale fault slipdata using striated
fault planes.
Fault slip data collected (i.e. a set of fault planes and associated lineations derived
from striations) were processed using a computer program (Smid & Heijke, 1987) based on
the method of Michael (1984; see also Angelier, 1984; 1989).This method assumes that all
measured slipeventsareindependent,thatthestresstensorishomogeneousfor agivenphase,
and that the magnitude of the tangential traction is similar on different fault planes. The
program of Smid & Heijke (1987) allows to stepwise calculate several stress tensors from a
given population of fault planes measured at aparticular location. During each iteration, the
angle between the measured and calculated shear stress (the tolerance angle of angular
deviation; Ô), can be lowered such that a number of strongly deviating observations are
eliminated prior to calculating the stress tensor. Stepwise decrease of the tolerance angle
finally results in a stable stress tensor derived from a small number of measurements out of
the total population of fault planes. Simultaneously, the stress-ratio, <I>=(o2- c ^ ) / ^ - c3), is
computed giving a measure for the relative sizes of the principal stresses (Angelier, 1984;
1989). A value of <E> smaller than 0.3 indicates that the size of o 2 and a 3 is similar, if O is
higher than 0.6, o^and <r2 aresimilarin sizeandpermutation of these stress axes may occur.
With the remaining data, the process can be repeated to examine the data for other stress
tensors occurring.
Other sources of paleostress data are tectonic stylolites, extension veins, and smallscaleconjugate fault sets (DeCharpal etai, 1974).Stylolites often occur incarbonate rocks.
These stylolites arecomposed of thin layersrichinclay minerals, opaque minerals, and fine
quartz grains which represent insoluble residual material. They are often sharp peaked or
show columnar cross-sections in which the caps of the columns contain thick seams of
residue, and the sides of the columns are striated and have less residue. This is thought to
indicate pressure solution across thecaps and slipparallel to thecolumn axis (Park & Schot,
1968). Two types of stylolites are generally recognized: ( 1 ) bedding-parallel stylolites
formed due to compaction, and ( 2 ) tectonic stylolites forming an stylolitic cleavage as a
result of compression. The tectonic stylolites mainly form in argillaceous limestones of the
late Cretaceous "Capas Rojas" units (K2) and the middle-late Jurassic limestones (J3-J4)
which have a low content of coarse terrigenous detritus. The orientation of the tectonic
stylolite columns is interpreted as being parallel to the maximum compressive stress, c^,
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Fig. 3.8: Stress tensors
(A) location of stations
(numbers refer to Table
3.1), (B) tensors
indicating extension
(Table 3.1a), (C) tensors
indicating compression
(Table 3.1b), and (D)
tensors indicating
wrenching (Table 3.1c).
Stress tensors derived
from
stylolites,
extension veins and
conjugate fault sets are
shown in Table 3.Id.

(Choukroune, 1969; Arthaud & Choukroune, 1972; Geiser & Sansone, 1981) and can
thereforeyieldapaleostresstensor.Associatedwithtectonicstylolites,calcite-filledco-genetic
extension veins occur which record theorientation of o3.Conjugate setsof sigmoidalcalcitefilled veins related to small-scale shear zones were also incorporated in the paleostress
analysis.

3.4.2 Results and interpretation
Paleostress analysiswascarriedoutonlimestonesoftheSubbeticzoneexposedeastofRonda
and on the peridotites and adjacent marbles. Three main paleostress directions that can be
distinguished from the analysis of the Subbetic limestones (Fig. 3.8) are:( 1) a stress tensor
with a nearly verticalCT,direction and horizontalCT2andCT3directions where the average o 3
orientation isN45°W (indicating normal faulting), (2)astresstensorwithG3 nearly vertical
and a, andCT2nearly horizontal where the averageCT[orientation is N20°W (indicating
reversed and thrust faulting), and ( 3 ) a stress tensor with o 2 nearly vertical andCT,and CT3
nearly horizontal where o, varies with maxima at N30°E and N80°W directions (indicating
strike-slipfaulting).InTable3.1,theorientation andcharacteristicsofcomputed stresstensors
aregiven.Datingofthesestresstensorsisdoneusingoverprinting relationsinthefield attwo
different scales: regional scale and microstructural scale. On a regional scale (see also the
discussion and interpretation of the subsidence record presented in Chapter 2), the oldest
structures found inrocks of the Subbetic zonenear Ronda are a setof NNW-SSE andNNE62
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Fig. 3.8b

Fig. 3.8c

SSW trending normal faults. These terminate at Miocene formations indicating that they
formed prior to theMiocene. Anolder setof normal faults trending NE-SW arefound along
the mountain ranges. These follow the so-called "Betic Trend" which according to some
authorsrepresentsthetrendofbasementfaults (Rodriquez-Estrella, 1977;Azémaetal, 1979).
These basement faults are thought to have controlled the paleogeographic differentiation
duringtheMesozoic-PaleogenepassivemarginalsettingfortheExternalBeticZone,andwere
used as fold-thrust ramps during Neogene shortening. The variation of the thickness of the
63
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Fig. 3.8d

Capas Rojas unit over the Sierra Blanquilla from less than 100m to the north to more than
250m to the south of this mountain range, strongly suggests a deeper origin of the observed
normalfaults andsupportstheideathatfolds nucleatedonthepre-existingtopography formed
bythesefaults.Thissuggeststhatthisfold trendwasdeterminedbytheMesozoicextensional
structures. Due to the rheological differences between the resistant Jurassic limestone
sequences and the incompetent Cretaceous rocks, two different folds styles developed. The
Cretaceous units show intense deformation by flexural slip fold with a width not larger than
20m.TheJurassicrocks,forming themountainranges,arefolded intoboxfolds characterized
by low to horizontal dips on the crest which steepen abruptly toward the limbs. Associated
thrust and back-thrusts develop atthe outerparts of thefolds.Thesefolds arein a successive
deformation phase passively rotated towards a N-S direction as a result of wrenching along
N70°Etrending strike-slipfaults.TheseinduceN30°Efolds todevelopand contemporaneous
N40°W trending antithetic shears and N50°E trending synthetic shears (Christie-Blick &
Biddle, 1985). A last compressional deformation phase is seen in the Pliocene inducing
N20°E trending folds in Tortonian sediments.
On the basis of overprinting relations of associated microstructures, the relative ages
of the deformation phases represented by the stress tensors can be deduced. At location 5,
tectonic stylolites with associated extension veins (S! and V! in Fig. 3.9 respectively) are
found on a slightly inclined bedding plane. A stereographic plot of these tectonic stylolites
and extension veins shows that their maxima correspond to the cTj andCT2directions,
respectively, of stress tensor B (Fig. 3.9) derived from small-scale fault plane analysis. The
0"2 anda 3 directions have changed position which is duetothe low <E>-value. These stylolites
64
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a

extensionveins (VO)

Fig. 3.9: Pattern of stylolites and extension veins looking on a subhorizontal bedding plane. A set of stylolites
(Si) and veins (V,) formed by NW-SE compression (stress tensor A) offset older extension veins (V0) formed
by NW-SE extension (stress tensor B). See text for discussion.

offset older extension veins (denoted V0 in Fig. 3.9) formed by a stress tensor which
corresponds to stress tensor A in Fig. 3.9. Therefore the extensional stress tensors represent
an older phase of deformation than the compressional stress tensors. Since the small-scale
faults weremeasured inrocksof lateCretaceous age,theycannotbeattributed totheJurassic
rifting events. It is thus concluded that they developed under an extensional stress regime
duringlateOligocène-Aquitanian.Thecompressivestresstensorsareconsequently relatedto
65
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theRondaperidotitemassifTable 3.1c: Stress tensors
stat.
no.
faults
Ol

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

23
15
63
62
38
22
32
59
44
12
27
33
38
40
36
31
39
19
12
21
25
33
33
33
27
31
15
35
15
30
24
36

(wrenching)

PHASEm
WRENCHING
<T2

«3

*

Ù

n

138/16
271/09
035/29
229/19
225/25
280/08
232/18
157/08

311/73
078/81
232/55
051/71
073/62
064/80
041/71
010/81

048/02
180/02
115/18
319/01
320/12
190/06
141/04
248/05

0.68
0.59
0.67
0.34
0.63
0.32
0.45
0.12

5.4
27.7
9.2
45.9
3.3
9.4
18.3
6.9

6
11
17
8
8
9
10
10

024/06

209/84

114/01

0.30

13.9

15

220/21
191/04
053/18
256/02
286/07
035/33

077/58
094/61
171/56
156/80
172/74
197/56

310/10
284/29
314/28
347/10
018/14
300/08

0.81
0.47
0.31
0.59
0.45
0.37

5.6
54.1
8.4
8.4
11.8
7.6

10
20
7
8
10
8

109/10
265/18
058/05
042/21
010/12
007/12
189/01
038/01
058/02
037/02
216/09
052/04
033/04

346/72
111/70
157/58
163/54
167/77
156/75
335/88
307/62
352/58
263/87
020/80
309/70
270/88

202/15
357/08
325/31
300/28
279/05
276/07
099/01
128/28
149/32
122/03
125/03
143/19
121/04

0.25
0.33
0.35
0.56
0.36
0.32
0.46
0.31
0.58
0.56
0.46
0.56
0.71

31.3
35.1
18.1
10.9
10.2
8.0
6.9
29.8
8.0
12.6
21.9
15.0
12.8

10
9
7
8
11
9
6
7
13
8
9
8
9

Burdigalian compression and the stress tensors indicating strike-slip are related to the late
Langhian-Serravalian wrenching tectonics.
Paleostress analysis carried out on fault surfaces and striations within the peridotites
(resulting from serpentine crystallization) alsorevealedthreepredominant stresstensors(Fig.
3.10). A tensor indicating N10°W directed extension, a tensor indicating N50°W directed
compression, and a tensor related to N80°E directed wrenching. The relative ages of these
deformation events cannot be directly constrained from field evidence but will be discussed
in the next section incorporating the results of stress analysis of the limestones and the
subsidence record of the limestones.
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- Chapter 3 Table 3.Id: Stress tensors from stylolites and extension veins.
stat.
STRESS TENSORS
PHASE I:
PHASE II:
PHASE III:
EXTENSION
COMPRESSION
WRENCHING
G2
03
n
o2
o3
n
0[
<J2
<J3
Ol
o.
A
007/02
260/88 25-20
330/12 15 325/10
21
B
C
335/68 17 345/08
220/78 20-15
D
359/11 20
E
340/06 22 168/18
340/62 10-11
F
145/08 21 143/15
281/82 11-8
141/14 15
G
348/08
H
210/81 7-10
PALEOSTRESS TENSORS FROM CONJUGATE FAULT SETS
XI
258/09 047/72 196/15
8
X2 164/74 043/06 312/14
X3
276/31 084/58 184/04

3.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Thesharpdownward increaseinmetamorphicgradeinthemigmatite/gneissseries of theLos
Realesunit(Westerhof, 1977;Tubia&Cuevas,1986)towardtheunderlyingperidotitespoints
to mantle upwarping (Loomis, 1972a; Bakker etal, 1989;De Jong, 1991;Van Wees et al,
1992) and emplacement of the of the ultramafic bodies at crustal levels during a phase of
extension.Thecoarse-grained peridotitesforming thecoreof themassif alsorecord evidence
for mantle deformation. In the Sierra Alpujata, Tubfa (1985) describes olivine fabrics and
olivine neoblasts which record a phase of ductile deformation at high temperature and low
deviatoric stress (Tubîa et al, 1992). Olivine lattice preferred orientation patterns from the
Sierra Bermeja peridotites show similar fabrics suggesting crystal-plastic deformation
accommodated by intracrystalline slip under mantle conditions.
IntheOjénnappeunderlyingtheperidotites,anupwardincreaseinmetamorphicgrade
is apparent (Tubfa & Cuevas, 1986;Bianca unit, Westerhof, 1977),resulting from thrusting
ofhotultramafic rocks.Deformation structuresinthemylonitezoneseparatingtheperidotites
from theunderlyingmigmatitesaswellasdeformation structuresintheperidotites,recordthis
thrusting deformation. The quartz c-axes patterns presented in Fig. 3.4 indicate a northeast
sense of transport similar to the directions which can de deduced from olivine and enstatite
lattice preferred orientation fabrics. Microstructures found in mylonitic gneisses underlying
theperidotitesgenerallyindicateadextralshear-sense(Fig.3.7)consistentwiththetop-to-thenortheast senseof shear from preferred mineral orientations.Flat-lying foliations that steepen
toward the contact zone of the peridotites also support afinaltectonic emplacement of the
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Fig. 3.10: Stress tensors
measured in the Ronda
peridotites indicating (A)
compression, (B) strikeslip tectonics, and (C)
extension.
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ultramafic masses (Lundeen, 1978;Westerhof, 1977;Tubfa, 1988a+b).
Gravimetric data from Bonini et al. (1973) shows a positive Bouger anomaly of
approximately lOOmgal occurring in between Malaga and Marbella which forms part of a
positive zone extending into the Alboran Sea more or less parallel to the present coastline.
Careful inspection shows that this positive anomaly does not overly the ultramafic bodies
themselves but that the outcrop of the peridotites is located some 50km northwest of the
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observed anomaly.Therefore theoccurrence ofthegravity anomaly favours anorthwestward
thrusting of the peridotite masses from the an area in the present day Alboran sea off the
coastof southern Spain wheretheperidotitesmighthaveoriginated. Supportingevidencecan
be found inthe seismicrefraction analysis carried outbyBarranco etal.(1990)who showed
that the peridotites form a 5 to 10km thick sheet dipping south to southeast. Recent
tomography analysis by Blanco & Spakman (1993) following on earlier seismic work by
Spakman (1990), Chung & Kanamori (1976), Udias etal. (1976), and Buforn etal.(1988),
indicatesthe presenceof anortheast-striking, roughly vertical detached lithospheric fragment
atadepth of 200-700km. inthemantle oftheBetic-Alboranregion interpreted byZeck etal.
(1992) as a remnant of an earlier active northwestward dipping subduction zone.
Paleomagnetic data from the Betic-Rif chain has revealed opposite senses of up to 60°
rotation of Mesozoiclimestones sequences across theAlboran sea, i.e.dominantly clockwise
rotations in southern Spain and dominantly anti-clockwise rotations in northern Morocco
(Osete et al, 1988;Platzman, 1992;Platzman etal., 1993).
Radiometric dating of the emplacement of the peridotites resulted in 81Ma (Loomis,
1975). Priem et al. (1979) obtained a 22 ± 4 Ma whole rock Rb/Sr age from an anatectic
granite intruded into the peridotite. Rb/Sr and K/Ar dating obtained from biotite analysis
resulted in a 19.5Ma age from the country rocks (Priem et al, 1979).Zindler et al. (1983)
datedtheemplacement at21.5± 1.8 Mafrom agarnet-clinopyroxenite mafic layerwithin the
massif.This date is ingood agreement withrecent datingbyReisberg etal.(1989)whoused
Sr and Nd isotopic compositions to date the emplacement of the Ronda peridotite masses
from the mantle into the crust as 22Ma. A phase of late Oligocene-Aquitanian extension is
70

- theRondaperidotitemassifwell known throughout theWestern Mediterranean (Rehault etah, 1984;DeRuig, 1992;De
Jong, 1991).However, major phases ofriftinginthe Alboran domain are alsoknown during
theMesozoic (seeChapter 2). It is suggested thatductile emplacement of theperidotites into
thecrusttookplaceduringtheseextensionphaseswith aculmination inlateOligocène. After
the cooling, subsequent brittle deformation events further structured the peridotites.
Extension in the Betic Cordilleras was immediately followed by thrust emplacement
of the Internal Betic zone onto the southern Iberian margin. De Jong (1991) argued that the
thrust emplacement (Lonergan et al, 1994) took place between 21.5 Ma and 19 Ma
(Burdigalian-Langhian; see Chapter 2).Following this period of compression, is aperiod of
wrench related tectonics affecting the Betic Cordilleras during late Langhian-Serravalian
(Montenat et al, 1987;Le Blanc and Olivier, 1984;Andrieux et al, 1971;De Smet, 1984;
Van der Straaten, 1990, 1993; Allerton et ah, 1994). More recently, wrench faults were
interpreted asmajor tearfaults accommodating westwardoverthrusting oftheBeticnappepile
over the External zone (e.g. Frizon de Lamotte et ah, 1991).Jabaloy et ah (1993) discuss
metamorphism anddeformation of theAlpujarride andNevado-Filabridecomplexes interms
of a sinistral shear regime related to Early Miocene extension.
Our paleostress analysis carried out on fault surfaces and striations revealed three
predominant stresstensors.AtensorindicatingN10°Wdirectedextension, atensorindicating
N50°W directed compression, andatensorrelatedtoN80°Edirected wrenching.Therelative
ages of these deformation events cannot be directly constrained from field evidence.
Based on the discussion above, it is suggested that the Ronda peridotites have
undergone at least a three phases of late stage brittle deformation related to their final
emplacement atcrustallevels.Despitethefactthatthesephasescannotbedateddirectly from
field evidence in the peridotites themselves, the following scenario is proposed. During the
Burdigalian collisional events the peridotites are thrust northwestwards. The final
emplacement takes place after a period of late Langhian-Serravalian strike-slip related
tectonics during which the peridotites are transplaced eastward along a dextral strike-slip
corridorwhichdevelopedalongtheformer thrustcontact.ExtensioninTortonianprovidesthe
third stress tensor computed.
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CHAPTER 4:
Spectralreflectanceofcarbonatemineralmixturesand
bidirectional reflectance theory2

ABSTRACT
Visible and near-infrared (0.4-2.5|im) reflectance spectra of carbonates are discussed in this
Chapter.Electronic processesincations andvibrationalprocessesinvolving thecrystallattice
produce the main spectral absorption features in such spectra. Subsequently, mineral
impurities cause additional complications in carbonate reflectance spectra. A simple semiempirical modelispresented for thedetermination of artificial spectralreflectance of mineral
mixtures based on their single-component reflectivity. This model, in conjunction with
spectral measurements of well constrained mineral mixtures, is used to explain the effect of
particle size and distribution, iron, water bounded by clay minerals, and organic material on
the reflectivity of carbonate minerals. Similarly, reflectance spectra of calcite-dolomite
mixtures are modelled and compared with spectra measured from well mixed samples. This
analysisyieldsasemi-linearrelationshipfortheposition ofthestrongestcarbonate absorption
band and the calcite-dolomite ratio of the sample. This relationship theoretically allows for
themapping of dolomitization patternsfrom remotesensingdata.Thepractical consequences
of such an application in imaging spectrometry are further discussed in Chapter 9 of this
thesis.Thetheoreticalresultsfrom modellingarecomparedwithreflectance spectrameasured
for 44 rock samples.

Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Spectral reflectance of carbonate mineral mixtures and bidirectional reflectance theory:
quantitative analysis techniques for application in remote sensing. Remote Sensing Reviews, In press.
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Sequential Indicator Conditional Simulation and Indicator Kriging applied to
discrimination of dolomitization in GER 63 channel imaging spectrometer data.Nonrenewable Resources, 3(2):
146-164.
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- Chapter4 4.1 INTRODUCTION
When light interacts with a mineral or rock, light of a certain wavelengths is preferentially
absorbedwhileatotherwavelengthslightistransmittedinthesubstance.Reflectance, defined
as the ratio of the intensity of light reflected from a sample to the intensity of the light
incident on it, is measured by reflection spectrophotometers which are composed of a light
source and aprismtoseparatelightintodifferent wavelengths.Thislightbeaminteractswith
the sample and the intensity of reflected light at various wavelengths is measured by a
detector relative to areference standard of known reflectance. Thus acontinuous reflectance
spectrum of the sample is obtained in the visible- and near-infrared wavelength region.
Reflectance spectra have been studied for many years to obtain compositional
information of the earth's surface. Electronic transition and charge transfer processes (e.g.,
changes inenergy states of electrons bound toatomsormolecules) associated with transition
metal ions such as Fe, Ti, Cr, etc., determine largely the position of diagnostic absorption
features inthevisible-andnear-infrared wavelength region ofthespectraofminerals(Burns,
1970; Adams, 1974, 1975). In addition, vibrational processes in H 2 0 and OH" (e.g., small
displacements of the atoms about their resting positions) produce fundamental overtone
absorptions (Hunt, 1977; Hunt & Salisbury, 1970). Electronic transitions produce broad
absorption features that require higher energy levels than do vibrational processes, and
therefore take place at shorter wavelengths (Hunt, 1977;Goetz, 1992).The position, shape,
depth, width, and asymmetry of these absorption features are controlled by the particular
crystal structure inwhich the absorbing species iscontained andby thechemical structureof
themineral.Thus,parameters characterizing absorption features canbedirectlyrelatedtothe
mineralogy of the sample.
Reflectance spectraofmineralsarewellknown (Hunt, 1977;Hunt&Salisbury, 1970;
1971; Hunt et al, 1971a+b; 1972; 1973a; Clark et al, 1990; Crowley, 1991;Grove et al,
1992)andseveralstudieshavebeenconductedtodeterminereflectance spectraofrocks(Hunt
etal, 1973b+c; 1974; 1975; 1976a+b).Reflectance characteristics of rockscanbe accurately
simulated by studying the compound effect of reflectances of minerals in a spectral mixture
forming therock.Reflectance spectraof mineralmixtures areasystematiccombination ofthe
reflectances of the pure mineral components or end-members in the mixtures. Several
investigators have examined the systematics of mixing theoretically and empirically, and
found that if the scale of mixing is large, or macroscopic, the spectral systematics of mixing
different materials are linear (Singer & McCord, 1979), while for microscopic or intimate
mixtures the systematics are nonlinear (Nash & Conel, 1974; Singer, 1981). Mathematical
models for the analysis of reflectance spectra of mineral mixtures have been presented by
many workers. These theories in general model the reflectance of a particulate surface as a
74

- Reflectance spectraof carbonate mineralsand rocksfunction of variables related to (1) the physical state of the surface, (2) properties of the
individual components comprising the surface, and (3) viewing geometry or type of
reflectance measured. Emslie &Aronson (1973)treated amodel based onradiative transfer,
relating spectral reflectance of a particulate surface to microscopic properties of its
components. Experimental verification of their model showed that gross features in the
infrared emittance spectra of several types of powders could be reasonably reproduced
(Aronson & Emslie, 1973). A comprehensive work on the solution of the radiative transfer
problem for a particulate medium, deriving first-order analytic expressions relating
reflectances of mineral mixtures, has been presented by Hapke (1981) and tested by Hapke
&Wells (1981).Themethodpresented byHapkeisbyfar themostusedinliterature because
of its simplicity and straightforward approach, and has been applied successfully in many
studies (e.g., Johnson et al, 1983;Clark, 1983;Clark & Roush, 1984; Cloutis et al, 1986;
Mustard & Pieters, 1987).
InthisChapter, reflectance spectraofcarbonate minerals androcksarediscussed with
emphasis on the spectral effects of mineral impurities.Due tothedifficulty in some cases to
preparerealistic mineral mixturesresemblingrockproperties,theanalysisreliespartly onthe
results obtained from bidirectional reflectance models. When possible, mineral mixtures of
known composition were prepared in the laboratory and analyzed spectrally. First, the
application of scattering theory toreflectance spectroscopy is discussed yielding quantitative
mixing models for simulating spectral properties of multimineral samples. Next, spectra of
mineral mixtures are treated focusing on the spectral effects of particle size, sorting,
impurities, and calcite-dolomite ratio. Finally, the results are compared to observations of
reflectance spectra of rock samples.

4.2 BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE THEORY
Hapke (1981, 1984, 1987)presented atreatment of scattering theory asappliedto reflectance
spectroscopy.Accordingtohismethod,thediffuse reflectance, r, ofaparticulatemediumcan
berelated tothemeansingle-scattering albedo,w,ofanindividualgrainthroughtheKubelkaMunk equation (Kubelka, 1948;Wendtland &Hecht, 1966;Kortum, 1969;Hapke, 1981) as
V(l - w) = (1 - r)/(l + r)

(1 )

which can be rearranged to give
w = 4r/(l + r) 2

(2 )
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bihemispherical reflectance spectrum, r(k) (e.g.,theratioof theradiantpower scattered from
a surface in all directions to the uncollimated light incident on the surface), the singlescattering albedospectrumcanbederiveddirectlyfrom Eq.(l).FromHapke's (1981)Eq.(17),
itcan be seen thatthe mean single-scattering albedo,w(A.),of amulti-component particulate
mineral mixture is a linear combination of the single-scattering albedos of each of the
components,weighted bytheirmeaneffective cross-sectional area.Thus,accordingtoHapke
(1981), single-scattering albedo can be expressed as a function of the individual reflectance
properties of the mineral phases as
Z {M,,wß.)) I {p,,d,}
w(X)=

( 3)
Z M,/ {p,d,}

where i refers to the ith component in the mineral mixture, M is the mass fraction of the
individual mineral phase, p is the particle density, and d is the effective particle diameter.
This equation assumes that theparticles arehomogeneously distributed, andthat oneparticle
doesnotcoatanotherparticletype.ByinvertingEq.(l),thebihemispherical reflectance ofthe
resulting mixture can be obtained as
1 -V(l -w(X))
rfl.) =

(4 )
1 + V(l - w(Ji))

Hapke(1981)further developedthemineralmixingmodelincorporatingalsothephase
function and the backscatter function of the surface. Johnson et al. (1983) also present
equationstoderivedirectional-hemispherical reflectance (e.g.,theratio oftheradiant power
scattered from a surface to the collimated light incident on the surface with a certain angle
of incidence) from themean single-scattering albedoof aparticulate mineral.However, these
parameters add several unknowns tothe equations and it has been shown that the difference
between bidirectional and directional hemispherical reflectance is only a few percent in the
derived reflectance level and depth of absorption features (Gradie &Veverda, 1982).Taking
this in consideration, therefore, the scattering theory presented in Eq.(l)-(4) will be used in
this Chapter. However, where possible mineral mixtures prepared in the laboratory are
preferred over theresults obtained by modelling although itwill be shown that model results
do not deviate significantly from laboratory results.
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4.3 REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF CARBONATE MINERALS AND ROCKS

4.3.1 Laboratory methods
Mineral samples werepulverized withasteelpercussion mortarandsieved intodifferent size
fractions after groundingwithmortarandpestle.Rocksamplesdescribedlater,werecollected
from thefield and sawedtopreparethin sections.Reflectance spectraof rockswererecorded
from thesesawedsurfaces.Diffuse hemispherical reflectance measurements inthevisibleand
near-infrared wavelengthregion(0.4-2.5um)oftheelectromagneticspectrumpresentedinthis
and a later Chapter, were made using the Beekman UV5240 spectrometer fitted with an
integrating sphere (Price, 1977).
The Beekman UV5240 spectrophotometer measures hemispherical reflectance in the
visible and short wavelength infrared region (0.4-2.5um). The NASA-JPL Beekman
instrument usedinthisstudy,hasbeenmodified byrotatingtheintegrating sphere90degrees,
allowing the sample holder to remain in a horizontal position throughout the measurement.
The Beekman UV5240 uses a single pass monochrometer with a diffraction grating as its
dispersing element. Sampling interval is approximately lnm from 0.4 to 0.8um, and
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- Chapter4 approximately 4nmfrom0.8 to2.5um.Bandwidths range from approximately lnm at 0.4um
to 40nm at 2.5|im with a spectral resolution (defined as bandwidth/wavelength) better than
2 percent at all wavelengths. A high intensity tunsten-halogen source lamp and a Halon
reference are used for the measurements. Halon (a tradename for polytetrafluoroethylene
powder;Venable etai, 1976)hasbeen showntobeadiffuse reflector whosereflectance has
been measured by Weidner & Hsia (1981). However, Halon does have a small absorption
feature over the spectral range near 2.14um which manifests in spectra that have a high
reflectance and are spectrally flat inthe 2.0-2.5umregion. Tocorrect for this Halon artefact,
the spectra were multiplied by the reflectance of Halon versus a perfect diffuser given in
Weidner &Hsia (1981)thusremoving toalargeextenttheinfluence of theHalon absorption
feature. A spectrum is obtained from an area of approximately 45mm2 (3mm x 15mm) and
spectra are subsequently digitized to 12bit format. The spectra are stored in digital format
onaVAX 11/750for further manipulation.TheBeekmanUV5240isdescribedinmoredetail
in an appendix to a publication of Lang et al.(1990) provided by the author.
Absorption features in reflectance spectra, were characterized by their wavelength
position, depth,width,and asymmetry (Fig.4.1).Theabsorption wavelength isdefined asthe
wavelength of minimumreflectance of anabsorption feature.Instead of directly inferring the
width of an absorption feature from its starting point (left shoulder wavelength band) and
endingpoint(rightshoulder wavelength band),thewidth, Width, of anabsorption feature was
defined as
(Auft + \ighl)

Width=

(5)
2D

whereD is the depth of thefeature relativetotheHull (Green &Graig, 1985;see Fig.4.1).
Theupperconvex Hull (denotedbyHinFig.4.1)isanenvelopecurvefitted overtheoriginal
reflectance spectrum (denoted by OS in Fig. 4.1) having no absorption features. The
absorption spectrum known as hull-quotient is given by taking the ratio between the
reflectance spectrum and the enveloping curve. The result is that the reflectance spectra are
rescaled to 100% if no absorption features occur. The asymmetry of an absorption feature,
S,isderived astheratioof thearealeft (A;<#)ofthe absorption centertothearearight(Arigltt)
of the absorption center (Fig.4.1) as
S =Aleft/Arighl
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- Reflectance spectraof carbonate mineralsand rocksTable 4.1: Position and widths of carbonate bands for calcite and dolomite
(after: Gaffey, 1986).
Carbonate
Band

CALCITE

DOLOMITE
1

Position (um)

Width (urn )

Position (urn)

Width (um1)

1

2.530-2.541

0.0223-0.0255

2.503-2.518

0.0208-0.0228

2

2.333-2.340

0.0154-0.0168

2.312-2.322

0.0173-0.0201

3

2.254-2.720

0.0121-0.0149

2.234-2.248

0.0099-0.0138

4

2.167-2.179

0.0170-0.0288

2.150-2.170

0.0188-0.0310

5

1.974-1.995

0.0183-0.0330

1.971-1.979

0.0206-0.0341

6

1.871-1.885

0.0190-0.0246

1.853-1.882

0.0188-0.0261

7

1.753-1.885

0.0256-0.0430

1.735-1.740

0.0178-0.0395

4.3.2 Controls of carbonate absorption band positions
Light interacting with acarbonate mineral orrock isabsorbed byvibrational processes of the
carbonate ion (C0 3 2 ) and water, and byelectronic processes related tothepresence of metal
cations inthe unfilled d-shells.Vibrational processes produce anumber of overtonebandsin
theinfrared wavelength region.Thetwostrongestbands arepositioned near2.50-2.55umand
2.30-2.35nm,andthreeweakerbandsoccurnear2.12-2.16um, 1.97-2.00um,and 1.85-1.87um
(Hunt & Salisbury, 1971;Clark etal, 1990).Gaffey (1986, 1987) identified two additional
absorptionbandscenteredat2.23-2.27umand 1.75-1.80um(Table4.1).Vibrational absorption
bands due to OH' stretching occurring in the 2.0-2.5um produce absorption bands at 2.2um
(caused by AlOH), 2.3um (caused by MgOH), and 2.29um (caused by FeOH). The position
of the absorbtion bands are controlled mainly by: (1) the valences of the cation and anion,
(2) the coordination number of the cation, (3) the mass of the cation, (4) the degree of
covalency of the bond, (5) interatomic distances between cation and anion, and (6) site
symmetry (Povarennykh, 1978;Lazarev, 1974).Cation mass is the most important of these
factors, and cation radius is the second most important (Gaffey, 1984). The absolute
intensities of carbonate bands (absorption depth) is dependent on the particle size, sorting,
porosity, and mineral impurities, as will be discussed in the following sections.
Thecrystalstructure andmineralogy ofcarbonatemineralsisnotfurther treatedinthis
Chapter.Theinterested readerisreferred todiscussionsbyGoldsmith (1983),Reeder(1983),
and Speer (1983).
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Fig.4.2:Calcitepowder
spectraofdifferent grain
size (data after: Gaffey,
1986).

4.3.3 Effects of particle size
Fig. 4.2 shows spectra Iceland spar samples (from Gaffey, 1986) of different grain size
fractions. These spectra show that the only spectral parameters that vary with grain size are
the overall brightness and depth of absorption bands, whereas the width and asymmetry of
absorption features, and the number of absorption bands are invariant with grain size. This
is also shown in Fig. 4.3 where the depth, D, of the characteristic carbonate absorption
features at 2.3 and 1.98um are measured in each of the spectra of Fig. 4.2 as well as the
percent reflectance at 1.6um, and indication for the overall brightness of the sample. In
general, fine-grained samples are relatively bright and show weak absorption features
compared to coarse samples that are darker and show deeper, more prominent absorption
features. The relative band intensity, expressed as the ratio of the intensity of a given
absorption feature to that of the other features in the spectrum, is constant and independent
of the grain size. Techniques for the automatic calculation of grain-shape and grain-size
parameters from digital thin section images have been discussed in Van der Meer (1994e).

4.3.4 Effects of sorting
Crowley (1986) investigated effects of pétrographie texture by statistically examining
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reflectance spectra of carbonate rocks. He distinguished three groups of particle textures:
unimodal, skewed, and bimodal. No relation was found between grain size and overall
brightnessoralbedoofthesamples.However,theunimodalgroupwascharacterizedbybright
spectrawith moderately deepcarbonate absorption features, the skewed group showed bright
spectra with a low contrast in the carbonate absorption bands, and the bimodal group were
found toexhibit relatively dark spectra with very deepcarbonate features. Thus a qualitative
classification ofcarbonatepétrographietextureseemspossibleonbasisofspectral reflectance
characteristics.
In an attempt to predict spectral reflectance characteristics of carbonate rocks in
relation to pétrographie texture, mineral mixtures of various grain size fractions were
modelled using Hapke's bidirectional reflectance theory discussed earlier (Fig.4.4).The two
end-members,afine andacoarse sample,arespectrumAandFinFig.4.4,respectively.The
fine-grained sampleisrelatively bright(reflectance at 1.6umis85%)andhasweak absorption
features, on the contrary, the coarse-grained end-member has very deep absorption features
and is much darker (reflectance at 1.6(imis 65%).However, the relative contribution of the
coarse-grained sample to the overall reflectance characteristics of the mixtures is limited.
Spectrum B and C are nearly identical although the first spectrum represents a bimodal
carbonate texture andthe second spectrumrepresents aunimodal spectrum from asampleof
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predominantly finer grains. The unimodal spectrum with 85% coarse carbonate grains
(spectrum D in Fig.4.4) can be distinguished from the other mixtures on basis of the depth
of theabsorption features. Awell sorted sample (spectrumEinFig.4.4)produces aspectrum
which is similar tothat of thefine-grained end-member. Thus,onbasis of model predictions
from the bidirectional reflectance theory, the effects of pétrographie texture on reflectance
characteristics are obscured by the predominant effect of spectral quenching produced by
scattering among very fine grains.
4.3.5 Calcite-Dolomite mixtures
Discriminating calcite from dolomite in laboratory reflectance spectra or by means of using
remote sensing data is theoretically possible because both minerals show absorption features
in the near-infrared which are slightly displaced (e.g., Windeier & Lyon, 1991).The center
of the calcite absorption feature isfound at afew nanometers higher wavelength than thatof
dolomite.Although thisphenomena isknown for anumber ofyears,theexactposition ofthe
calcite absorption band has been reported at different wavelengths by various groups of
workers (e.g., 2.35um Hunt & Salisbury, 1971; 2.37um, Schroeder et al, 1962; 2.33um,
Matossi, 1928; 2.33-2.34, Gaffey, 1986). In Fig. 4.5, calculated reflectance spectra using
Eq.(4) of mixtures of calcite and dolomite are shown (specific gravity used is 2.7 and 2.85
g/cm3for calciteanddolomiterespectively;Frye, 1981).Fig.4.6showsthedepth,asymmetry,
and position of the carbonate feature in thereflectance spectraof thebinary mixtures of Fig.
4.5 asafunction ofthe weightpercent ofcalcite inthesample.Purecalcitehasan absorption
feature centered at 2.332um with a depth of 31% reflectance, whereas dolomite has an
absorption feature centered at2.304um with adepthof24.9%reflectance. Theposition,X.C03,
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Fig. 4.5: Modelled
spectra of mineral
ca1cite-do1omite
mixtures (45(jm. grain
size). Bars indicate the
center of the carbonate
absorptionband.Spectra
are vertically offset for
clarity.

and depth, D C03 , of the carbonate absorption feature are linearly related to the percent calcite
(or dolomite) in the sample can be deduced from data presented in Fig. 4.6 as
Xm, = 0.0028 MM, + 2.3040
(7)
DC03 = 0.0670 McakUe+ 24.900
where Mcalcite is the mass fraction calcite in the sample.
Mineral mixtures of calcite and dolomite with known abundances where prepared in
the laboratory in order to verify the theoretical model results. Samples of pure calcite and
dolomite used in this study were obtained from the NASA-JPL in-house collection which in
turn consists of samples from Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Rochester, New York
(Grove et ai, 1992).Mineral samples were pulverized with an alumina mortar and pestle and
impurities were removed by hand-picking and by using a magnet. The pulverized samples
were separated into different size fractions by wet-sieving. In the spectral analysis described
below, relatively coarse samples with a 45-125um size fraction (corresponding to coarse silt
to very fine sand) were used. The rationale for using coarse-grained samples is that the
absorption-band depth increases with increasing grain-size. Although the overall brightness
decreases with increasing grain-size (e.g., Gaffey, 1985; 1986; 1987; Crowley, 1986),
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absorption-band parameters can be better estimated from coarse samples (Clark & Roush,
1984). The position of an absorption band, however, is invariant with grain-size (Gaffey,
1985).The purity of each sample wasevaluated using standard Xray diffraction (XRD) and
Xray fluorescence (XRF)methods indicating thatthedolomite andcalcite sample used were
spectrally pure (see Table 4.2). Next, well-controlled samples were prepared with known
weightpercentages ofcalciteanddolomite(rangingfrom thepurecalcitetothepuredolomite
samplewithincrementsof 10weight % dolomiteadded).Reflectance spectraofthesesamples
inthevisible and near-infrared wavelength region (0.4-2.5um) were measured onaBeekman
UV5470 spectrometer described in detail in Clark etal (1990).
In Fig. 4.7, the near-infrared region of 0.4-2.5um reflectance spectra of some of the
powdered mineral mixtures of calcite and dolomite are shown. In total, 11such samples of
calcite-dolomite mineral mixtures were prepared and for each of these samples a spectrum
was measured 10times for different portions of the sample. The absorption-band depth and
centerofthecarbonate absorption-band near2.3umwasestimated after fitting and subtracting
a continuum over the reflectance spectra (Clark & Roush, 1984). A continuum is a
mathematical function used to isolate particular absorption features in a spectrum from the
overall decrease in reflectivity toward the infrared and the visible part of the spectrum. The
technique is analogous to fitting a rubber band over a spectrum to form acontinuum which
is removed, thus providing a more consistent definition of band-depth and center. This step
is particularly important because wavelength dependent scattering may impart a slope to the
spectrum causing apparent shifts in the absorption-band minima. Removing the slope thus
corrects the band minimum to that of the true band center (Clark & Roush, 1984). The
absorption-band depth (Dh) for thecarbonate absorption feature was calculated following the
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Table 4.2: Major element composition of calcite and dolomite sample used.
Calcite

Element
MgO
SiOj
P2O5

S0 3
CI
Ar
K20
CaO
MnO
FeA
CuO
ZnO
SrO
Cs 2 0
BaO
Rest C0 2

Dolomite

Weight %

Std. Error

Weight %

Std. Error

0.39
0.102
0.044
0.076
0.010

0.02
0.008
0.004
0.006
0.001

18.0
0.13
0.012

0.2
0.01
0.005

...

...

0.0101
44.0
0.008
0.035
0.013
0.0064
0.014
0.006
0.011
55.24

0.0009
0.3
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.0007
0.001
0.002
0.002

...

...

...

0.009
0.005
0.012
26.4

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.3

...

...

0.027

0.002

...
...

...
...

0.014
0.007
0.012
55.31

0.001
0.002
0.002

—

definition by Clark & Roush (1984):
R R ,
(8)

D^
R,

where Rb is the reflectance at the band center, and Rc is the reflectance of the continuum at
the band center. More details on the continuum removal technique are given in Clark &
Roush (1984) and Green & Graig (1985).
Fig.4.8 shows the calculated absorption-band depth and position of the center of the
carbonate absorption feature in the reflectance spectra of the 11mineral mixtures described
earlier.Theseparameterswerecalculated 10timesfor eachsampletoinsureaunbiasedresult.
The range of results are shown in Table 4.3 indicating that the band center can be estimated
within a range of approximately 0.0016um. The pure calcite end-member has an absorption
feature centered at 2.346um with a absorption-band depth of 24.9%reflectance, whereas the
puredolomiteend-memberhasanabsorption featurecentered at2.304umwithan absorptionband depth of 31.6%reflectance. These measures agree well with absorption-band positions
reported byothers inrecent studies (e.g.,Gaffey, 1985, 1986, 1987;Clark etai, 1990;Grove
et al, 1992).The center of the carbonate absorption-band for the intermediate mineral
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Fig. 4.7: Spectra for some calcite-dolomite mixtures in various mass fractions. Calcite/dolomite fraction is
indicated near 2.0um (e.g., 80 weight % calcite plus 20 weight % dolomite is indicated by 80/20). Brightness
of the samples is indicated above the spectra at 2.1um. Note that each spectrum is offset vertically for clarity
(except for the pure calcite spectrum at the top) by 10% reflectance relative to the spectrum above it.

mixturesliesbetween thevaluesmeasuredfor thetwopureend-members.Theactualposition
issemi-linearlyrelated totheweight %calciteofthesampleascanbededucedfrom Fig.4.8.
This linearrelation isused inChapter 9tomapcalcite/dolomite mineral mixtures from GER
63-channel imaging spectrometer data (Van der Meer, 1994f).

4.3.6 Effects of impurities
In this section, the effects of mineral impurities on spectral reflectance characteristics of
carbonates are evaluated. Carbonate rocks contain organic matter, water, clay, silica, iron
oxides,sulfides, and sulfates asimpurities.Although carbonate rocks maycontain upto50%
of quartz grains, the effect of quartz on the spectral reflectance characteristics of carbonate
rocks is limited since quartz is spectrally flat in the visible and near-infrared wavelength
region (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970;Grove etal, 1992). Crowley (1986) investigated 51
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Fig. 4.8: Position (top)
and depth (bottom) of
the
carbonate
absorption-band versus
thecalcitecontent ofthe
sample (expressed in
weight %). See also
Table 4.3.

reflectance spectra of various types of carbonate rocks and found that the mineralogical
impurities contributing most to the reflectance of these rocks were (1) aqueous fluid
inclusions, (2) transition metal cations, and (3) organic material.
Aqueousfluidinclusions -Reflectance spectraof carbonate rocks andminerals areextremely
sensitive to the presence of water. Water can be recognized in minerals either as fluid
inclusions or as isolated molecules (Aines & Rossman, 1984) producing strong absorption
features inthenear-infrared at 1.4umand 1.9um(Clark, 1981;Clark&Lucey, 1984).Weaker
water absorption bands occur centered at 1.80, 1.20, 0.97, and 0.76um (Hunt, 1977;Hunt &
Salisbury, 1970). In addition, there are two strong fundamentals, the symmetric and
asymmetric stretches that occur at about 2.90um. Although this feature occurs outside the
visible and near-infrared spectral region of reflectance spectra studied in this Chapter, this
bandisgenerally sostrongthatitinfluences thereflectance characteristics inthe 2.00-2.50|im
region.Huid inclusions arenearly ubiquitous incarbonate rockscontaining abundant skeletal
material, however, diagenetic processes alterthefluid-inclusioncontent of skeletal material.
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weight%
calcite
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

carbonate-band position (urn)

carbonate-band depth(%refl.)

minimum

average

maximum

minimum

2.3031
2.3049
2.3079
2.3101
2.3151
2.3219
2.3271
2.3340
2.3390
2.3436
2.3451

2.3039
2.3056
2.3082

2.3049
2.3066
2.3089

31.4
30.4
29.7

2.3116
2.3165
2.3228
2.3284
2.3351
2.3403
2.3445
2.3465

2.3125
2.3176
2.3239
2.3291
2.3360
2.3415
2.3453
2.3473

29.2
28.4
27.9
27.0
26.2
25.5
25.0
24.7

average
31.6
30.7
30.1
29.6
28.7
28.0
27.4
26.4
_25.7
25.2
24.9

maximum
31.8
30.9
30.5
30.0
28.9
28.4
27.6
26.8
26.0
25.5
25.2

Studies by Conger etal. (1977) and Green etal (1980) of electrontransparent foils of coral
skeletons, and a study by Gaffey (1985) on spectra of planktonic foraminifers, have shown
that these contain fluid inclusions of 1000Â or less in diameter.
Many carbonate rocks contain minor traces of water bearing clay minerals, typically
kaolinite, montmorillonite, and smectite which produce H 2 0 and OH' absorption features.
Bands due to water bound by clay minerals are narrower and occur at shorter wavelengths
because of the OH" modes. Kaolinite {Al2Si205(OH)4} has a strong absorption feature at
1.4um and a double absorption feature centered at 2.16 and 2.2um. Due tothe lack of H 2 0,
the feature at 1.9um is weakly developed or missing (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970; Clark et al,
1990). Montmorillonite {(Na,Ca)033(Al,Mg)2Si4O10(OH)2+H2O} has strong OH" and H 2 0
absorption features at 1.4, 1.9, and 2.2um(Hunt &Salisbury, 1970;Clark etal, 1990).Thus
kaolinite trace abundancescanbedifferentiated from fluid inclusions andotherclay minerals
from the absence of the 1.9um feature.
In Fig. 4.9, reflectance spectra of mineral mixtures of kaolinite and calcite prepared
in the laboratory are shown as measured on the laboratory reflectance spectrometer. Trace
amounts of less than 1%kaolinite are not noticeable. Aclear absorption feature at 1.4um is
visible for spectra with more than 2%kaolinite. When morethan 5%kaolinite is mixed, the
double absorption feature at 2.2um becomes very pronounced. Simultaneously, the spectra
tendtobe "pulleddown"atlongerwavelengthsduetotherapiddecreaseofreflectance values
ofkaoliniteinthe2.0-2.5umwavelength region.Notethatthe 1.9umwaterabsorption feature,
which ischaracteristicfor otherclay mineralsoccurring asimpuritiesincarbonates,is absent
in these spectra.
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Fig. 4.9: Spectra of
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5|jm). Spectra are
vertically offset for
clarity.

Transitionmetal ions - Iron in the form of Fe2+ substitutes Ca2+ and Mg2+ in calcite and
dolomite (Deeretal, 1962;Reeder, 1983)producingbroadabsorption bandsnear 1.2-1.3um.
Fe2+ absorption bands in calcite and dolomite spectra differ in position and shape. In the
calcite spectrum, a broad double band is centered near 1.3um,while in dolomite this feature
occurs at 1.2|imand the splitting is less pronounced. The metal-ligand distance in calcite is
generally larger than in dolomite, therefore it requires higher energies to produce an
absorption feature in dolomite which thus occurs at shorter wavelength than in calcite
(Reeder, 1983;Burns, 1970).The intensity of iron absorption bands have been shown to be
positively correlated with the concentrations of Fe2+ in the sample (Gaffey, 1986).
Inaddition,carbonates often containFe3+duetoFeoxidesformed byweathering.Iron
oxides have intense absorption features at wavelengths less than l^m but are relatively
transparent at longer wavelengths (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970). Typically, the ferrous ion
produces a broad absorption band near l.Oum and smaller bands centered near 0.55um,
0.51um, 0.45nm,and0.43um, andtheferric ionproducesbandsat0.87um, 0.7um, and0.4um
(Hunt etal, 1971a).Strong iron absorption features atshort wavelengths outsidethe spectral
rangeof0.4-2.55um mayaccountfor thestrongdecreaseofreflectance from 1.Oumtoshorter
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Fig. 4.10: Spectra of
mixtures of calcite
(grain size 45|am.) and
siderite (grain size
5|im.). Spectra are
vertically offset for
clarity.

wavelengths.
Topredicttheeffects of irononcarbonatereflectance spectra,mixturesof calcitewith
goethite and siderite were prepared. Reflectance spectra of these mineral mixtures were
measured in the laboratory. As discussed above,Fe2+ occurs in carbonates as a replacement
for Caand Mgratherthan inthemineral form. However, theeffect of siderite onthe spectral
reflectance characteristics of carbonates is nearly similar to that of Fe2+. Spectra of siderite
andcalcite mixtures are shown inFig.4.10.Siderite (Fe2+C03) has a very strong,broad iron
absorption feature inthe 1.0-1.25umwavelength region andisspectrally flat inthe 1.7-2.5um
wavelength region.Smallamountsofsiderite(morethan0.3%) canaccountfor aweak,broad
absorption incarbonatereflectance spectra.Withincreasingironcontent,thisfeature becomes
more pronounced and simultaneously the other characteristics of the calcite spectrum
disappear.Ironcontentmayconsiderablydarkenthesampleandobscurecarbonate absorption
features. From Fig. 4.10, it can be seen that large quantities of iron may reduce overall
brightness by more than 25%and considerably reduce the depth of the carbonate absorption
feature at 2.34um. The reduction of brightness is in good agreement with data presented by
Gaffey (1985;herFigure 6),however,themasking effect of irononthecarbonate bandshas
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showing the effect of
Fe3+ on carbonate
reflectance spectra. The
percent reflectance at
1.6um is indicated
above each spectrum.
Spectra are vertically
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not yet been reported.
Goethite (Fe3+H02) is formed under oxidizing conditions as a weathering product of
iron-bearing minerals andoften occurs incombination withhematite (Fe203).Together,these
minerals impart the reddish or brownish color of weathered rocks and are often abundant in
carbonate samples.Theirspectraarerathersimilarandshowstrong,broad absorption features
near 0.9um duetoFe,and two additional smaller features at0.65um and0.5um.The fall-off
short of 0.55um isaresultof aconduction band with awell-resolved absorption edgetypical
for iron oxides (Hunt et al., 1971a). The net effect of Fe3+ on carbonate reflectance spectra
is demonstrated in Fig. 4.11, where reflectance spectra of calcite and goethite mineral
mixtures are shown with varying amounts of goethite. The iron oxides give rise to a broad
absorption feature centered at0.9umincarbonatespectraandagradualdecreasing reflectance
from approximately 1.25um toward shorter wavelengths. This in contrast to the fall-off
noticed in the siderite-calcite spectra (Fig. 4.10) which is more apparent and occurs from
0.75um.Goethitereducestheoverallbrightnessofthesampleandmaskscarbonate absorption
features, however, this effect islesspronounced than in the siderite spectra.The strengths of
theironfeatures notonlydepends ontheamountof iron,butasmallergrainsizewillproduce
a stronger effect than larger grain sizes.
Organicmaterial- Plant rests are likely tobe preserved in carbonate rocks in some form of
organicmaterial.Organicmaterialmaybepresentincarbonaterocksintheform ofhydrogen,
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Fig. 4.12: Spectra of
mixtures of calcite and
graphite demonstrating
the spectral quenching
effect of organic
material. Spectra are not
offset vertically.

carbon, and kerogen. Kerogen, organic matter that is insoluble in organic solvents, usually
constitutes most of the organic matter in carbonate rocks. Very small amounts of organic
matter are known to substantially darken samples. Organic quenching not only reduces the
overall sample brightness, but also masks carbonate features making them less pronounced
such that the resulting reflectance spectrum resembles a coarse sample in terms of its
brightness and hasband intensity characteristics of avery fine-grained sample.This effect is
related to the opacity of organic matter. Opacity of organic matter increases in response to
thermal alteration (Staplin, 1969; Long et al., 1968). Other factors influencing the spectral
quenching effect aretheamountof organic material andthegrain sizeofthismaterial (Clark,
1983). Clark (1983) showed that the various water absorption bands in montmorillonite are
suppressed differently with different amounts of dark opaque charcoal grains mixed. Thus,
the ratio of overtone band depths vary as a function of opaque content and can be used to
estimate these contents.
To demonstrate the spectral quenching by organic material, spectra for mixtures of
calcite with various amounts of graphite of variable grain size were measured in the
laboratory. Graphite is essentially pure carbon and has a very dark reflectance spectrum
lacking any absorption features. Fig.4.12 shows mixtures of calcite (45um) with variable
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Fig. 4.13: Effect of
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weight fraction of graphite (5um.) added. Note that the spectra in this figure are not offset
vertically. Clearly, from Fig.4.12 it can be seen that small amounts of graphite substantially
darken a sample reducing the overall reflectance and masking the prominent carbonate
absorption features. However, for amounts up to 25% of graphite, the 2.34um carbonate
absorption feature is still detectable. In many cases, organic matter forms a coating on
carbonate grains producing more radical effects in reducing the depth of the carbonate
features. Thespectralquenchingeffect oforganicmatterishighly dependent onthegrainsize
of the organic material as can be deduced from Fig. 4.13. In case the carbon grains are
relatively large compared to the carbonate material, the spectral quenching effect is minor.
With decreasing grain sizeof theimpurity,theeffect becomes increasingly more pronounced
while very finely disseminated organic material in small quantities may mask even the
strongest carbonate absorption features. Finely disseminated organic material is known from
studies ofchondrites (Johnson &Fanale, 1973)andthespectraleffects discussed aboveagree
well with results presented by Clark (1983) on montmorillonite/carbon black mixtures and
form ajustification of work presented by Crowley (1986).
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Table 4.4. Description of polished thin sections.
sample
grain-size
classification
components
(urn)
b3
210
grainstone
foraminifers
b3a
305
grainstone
algae
b4
25
grainstone
lithoclasts
b7
144
sparite
lithoclasts
b8
11
wackstone
lithoclasts
295
sparite
lithoclasts
b9
bll
27
sparite
lithoclasts
bl2
300
sparite
lithoclasts
bl4
20
sparite
lithoclasts
bl5
80
grainstone
lithoclasts
bl7
50
packstone
bl9
30
crystalline
b20
55
crystalline
b21
100
mudstone
b22
53
mudstone
110
b23
wackstone
lithoclasts
156
b25
grainstone
b26
115
sparite
b27
88
packstone
b28
101
wackstone
lithoclasts
43
b30
grainstone
lithoclasts
b31
110
mudstone
lithoclasts
b33
95
wackstone
b34
89
wackstone
21
pellets/ooliths
m9206
grainstone
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m9210
m9213
m9215
m9216
m9220
m9221
m9223
m9226

35
65
25
20
70
248
75
60

wackstone
packstone
micrite
mudstone
mudstone
mudstone
mudstone
wackstone

ostracods
onkoids

m9227
m9249
m9250
m9254
m9256
m9269
m9275
m9278
m9293
m92112

32
130
206
60
150
30
55
30
250
175

grainstone
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite
sparite

pellets/ooliths

foraminifera
ooliths
globigerinen
ostracods
pellets

XkF

remarks

yes
yes
opaque, qtz.
recrystallized
porous
recrystallized
recrystallized
iron stains
porous
porous
recrystallized
recrystallized
laminated

quartz?

yes
yes

iron stains
iron stains
shell
fragments

yes

yes

gastropods
shell
fragments

yes
yes

dark opaques

yes
yes
yes
yes

recrystallized
iron stains

- Reflectance spectraof carbonate mineralsand rocksTable 4.5: MajorelementcompositionofrocksamplesfromXRF analysis.
sample
number

NajO

MgO

A1A

Si0 2

Kfi

CaO

Fe 2 0 3

Other traces

m9206

0.288

0.575

8.057

—

—

84.772

6.308

MnO, NiO

m9210

—

0.879

0.266

1.758

0.180

96.69

0.158

P 2 0 3 , S0 3 , Ti0 2

m9221

0.168

0.842

3.136

11.785

0.358

82.702

1.010

P 2 0 5 , CI, Ti0 2 , MnO

m9227

—

0.876

—

0.229

0.022

98.794

0.079

S0 3 , MnO, SrO

m9249

—

22.247

0.271

1.715

0.072

75.547

0.148

so3, CI

m9269

—

40.387

—

0.292

0.027

59.234

0.061

P205> CI, Ar

m9275

—

39.366

—

0.588

—

59.953

0.093

P 2 0 5 , MnO, SrO

m9278

0.041

37.408

—

4.585

—

57.938

0.027

CI

m9293

0.199

1.019

0.069

0.598

0.029

97.889

0.197

Ti0 2 , CI

b3

0.062

1.972

2.300

9.242

0.472

78.866

7.086

P 2 0 5 , S, CI, Ar, ZnO

b3a

—

1.120

0.594

3.704

0.153

93.971

0.457

S0 3 , Ti0 2 , MnO

b33

0.109

1.357

0.394

2.582

0.197

95.186

0.175

Ti0 2 , CI, S0 3

4.4 REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF ROCK SAMPLES
Visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra of44polished sections of carbonate rocks were
studied toevaluate the effects of particle size, sorting, texture, and impurities on reflectance
as concluded from the theoretical investigations discussed above. The rock texture was
quantified usingthegrain sizestatistics andcarbonates werenamedusingtheDunham (1962)
classification scheme. Grain boundaries of a few hundred grains in each thin section were
identified by crystal extinction resulting from rotating the microscope table.The mean grain
size for each sample was determined as well asthe kind of cement and type of components
(Table4.4).Forsomesamples,major andtraceelementcomposition wasdeterminedbyX-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analysis of powdered samples (Table 4.5).
Fig.4.14 shows a scatter plot of mean grain size versuspercent reflectance measured
at 1.6umfor 44 spectra of rock samples.Although theplot exhibits some scatter, reflectivity
seems to be decreasing with increasing mean grain size. This contradicts earlier results
presented byCrowley (1986)whofound nocorrelationbetween samplegrain sizeandoverall
brightness of samples.
InFig.4.15 seven spectraof rock samples are displayed. Samples m9275 and m9278
arepartly dolomitized limestones as can be deduced from theresults of the XRF analysis in
Table4.4.Thelowestvalueofthe2.3um absorption feature isshifted tosmaller wavelengths
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Fig. 4.14: Mean grain
size versus brightness
for 44 rock samples
showing a decrease in
overall brightness with
increasing grain size.

in comparison with sample m9210, a pure calcite. This shift was discussed previously for
theoretical mixturesofcalciteanddolomite.AsmallamountofA1203wasdetectedin sample
m9210which indicatesthepresenceofclaymineralsinthesamplecausingtheweakhydroxyl
absorption feature at 1.4um. This absorption feature becomes more pronounced in the
spectrum of sample m9206 which also shows a strong absorption band at 1.6um indicating
that water bonded by clay minerals is present. The lowermost three samples in Fig.4.15 are
relatively dark and absorption features are obscured. XRF analysis (Table 4.4) showed that
these samples contain large amounts of Si0 2 possibly in the form of radiolarian and other
organisms which have a siliceous skeleton. No analysis for organic material was undertaken
because of the complexity of such analytical work and the numerous errors which may arise
from it (Forsman, 1963; Durand & Monin, 1980). However, in sample m9221 and other
samples, dark opaque material was seen under the microscope which may represent organic
material,whereasinmostcasesdarkreflectance spectracorrelatedwiththinsectionsshowing
a uniform dark, brownish color attributed to the presence of finely disseminated organic
material.
Fig. 4.16 shows a scatter plot of the reflectivity measured at 1.6um versus the depth
of the carbonate absorption band (centered near 2.34um). In this figure, five groups of
carbonate rocks with different textures can be recognized on basis of their reflectance
characteristics. Group Icarbonates (indicated by thebox symbol inFig.4.16) have relatively
strong carbonate absorption features and abright continuum. These aremainly poorly sorted
biospariteswithpelletsandintraclastsasthemaincomponents.GroupIIcarbonates (indicated
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Fig. 4.15: Reflectance
spectra of rock samples
discussed in the text
(Van der Meer, 1994g).

by the circle symbol in Fig. 4.16) have moderate to weak carbonate absorption features and
a high overall reflectivity. This group represents the pure sparites which were found to be
well sorted. Thereflectance anddepth of carbonate feature for these sparites isdominated by
the overall grain size of the sample; the fine-grained samples being brighter with weaker
absorption features than theircoarse-grained counterparts. GroupEIcarbonates (indicatedby
the delta symbol in Fig. 4.16) have a moderately high reflectivity and weak carbonate
absorption features. These limestones were either medium- to coarse-grained bioclastic
grainstones or wackestones containing fragmented shells or skeletons of gastropods,
pelecypods, foraminifers, algae, etc. Group IV carbonates (indicated by the plus symbol in
Fig. 4.16) have weak carbonate absorption features and are characterized by rather dark
spectra.Thisgrouptypicallyrepresentslimestonescontainingorganicmaterial orclaymineral
impurities. Their pétrographie texture and composition is variable and the reflectance
characteristics are altered as a result of high amounts of impurities. Some of these contain
high amounts of silica in the form of skeletal remains of radiolarian and other siliceous
organisms of which the effect on the reflectance spectrum was discussed earlier.
Group V carbonates (indicated by the cross symbol in Fig. 4.16) have a moderate
overallbrightnesswithrelatively strongcarbonate absorptionfeatures.Thesecarbonates were
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Fig. 4.16: Brightness
versus spectral contrast
in absorption features
for the five groups of
carbonate rocks which
arediscussed inthetext.

found tobepredominantly wackestones andsomemudstoneswithpellets,andooliths astheir
main components.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS
Reflectance spectra of carbonate minerals exhibit seven absorption bands in the 0.4-2.5um
wavelength region. From the results presented, the following conclusions arise:
(1) The overall brightness of a sample as expressed as the reflectance measured at 1.6um
decreases almost linearly with increasing grain size of the sample.
(2) The depth of individual carbonate absorption features increases non-linearly with
increasing grain size of the sample.
(3)Theratio of theintensity of agiven band versus another band isinvariant with grain size.
This relation can be used to deduce a measure for the grain size of a sample from the
bidirectional reflectance theory presented by Hapke (1981, 1984, 1987).
(4) The theoretical effect of pétrographie texture and sorting on the spectral reflectance
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fine material on the overall reflectance characteristics of amixture.
(5) Calcite/dolomite mixtures form the two end-members in a continues series of mixtures
wherethedepth andposition ofthecarbonate absorption feature inthe2.3-2.4pjn wavelength
region canbeexpressed asalinear combination of calcite (or dolomite) content. This can be
shown theoretically using mixing models and was verified in laboratory measurements of
samples with known composition.
(6) Fluid inclusions, which are nearly ubiquitous in carbonate rocks containing abundant
skeletal material,produce strong absorption features inthenear-infrared at 1.4um and 1.9um,
and weaker water absorption bands centered at 1.80, 1.20, 0.97, and 0.76um.
(7)Water bearing clay minerals,typically kaolinite, montmorillonite, and smectite, are often
present as impurities in carbonates. Kaolinite results in a absorption feature at 1.4um and a
double absorption feature centered at 2.16 and 2.2um.Due tothe lack of H 2 0, the feature at
1.9umis missing. Montmorillonite gives rise to absorption features at 1.4, 1.9, and 2.2um.
(8)Iron intheform of Fe2+substitutesCa2+andMg2+incalciteanddolomiteproducingbroad
absorptionbandsnear 1.2-1.3umand arapidfall-off ofreflectance atvery shortwavelengths.
Fe3+ incarbonates result from oxidation of ironby weathering producing absorption bands at
0.87um, 0.7um, and 0.4um. Strong iron absorption features at short wavelengths outside the
spectral range of 0.4-2.55um may account for the strong decrease of reflectance from l.Oum
to shorter wavelengths.
(9) Very small amounts of organic matter substantially darken samples thus reducing the
overallreflectance andbandintensitiesofcarbonate absorptionbands.Thespectralquenching
effect of organic material is highly dependent on the size fraction of the impurity.
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CHAPTER 5:
Spectralreflectance ofultramafic rocksandthe effect
ofserpentinization3

ABSTRACT
Visible- and near-infrared (0.4-2.5um) reflectance spectra of ultramafic rocks are discussed
in this Chapter in relation to their mineralogy. The reflectance spectra are dominated by
ferrous and ferric ion absorption bands.The wavelength position of these bands depends on
the presence and relative amounts of primary minerals such as olivine and orthopyroxenes.
As aresult of hydrothermal alteration, severalsamplescontain secondary hydrous-serpentine
group minerals as a replacement for primary magnesium silicate minerals. Serpentinization
results in a decrease in contrast of olivine-pyroxene iron absorption features and an
appearance and increase in OH-absorption features near 1.4um and 2.3um characteristic for
serpentineminerals.Thedegreeofserpentinization isexpressed asafunction ofthebrightness
of thesampleand thedepth of the2.3umabsorption feature. Thisrelation can alsobederived
from semi-empirical mixing models. However, the presence of small amounts of magnetite
in asampleobscures thespectral contrast and decreases the overall brightness of thesample.

'Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Mapping the degree of serpentinization within ultramafic rock bodies using imaging
spectrometer data. International Journal of Remote Sensing, 15(18): 3851-3857.
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- Chapter 5 5.1 INTRODUCTION
Ultramafic rocks are dark colored rocks containing less than 45 percent silica. Predominant
minerals are olivine, orthopyroxene (typically enstatite), clinopyroxene (augite, diopside,
wollastonite), hornblende, sometimes biotite, and often small amounts of garnet and spinel.
They are subdivided into peridotites and pyroxenites, the first containing more than 40%
olivine, the latter containing less than 40% olivine. Further classification is based on the
relative abundances of olivine, pyroxene and hornblende using the diagrams of Fig. 5.1
published by Streckeisen (1973, his Figures 2a and 2b; 1976).
Peridotites areultramafic rockscontaining morethan40%olivine,and orthopyroxene
(typically enstatite), clinopyroxene (augite, diopside, wollastonite), hornblende, sometimes
biotite, and often small amounts of garnet and spinel. Reflectance spectra of these minerals
are well known (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970;Hunt etal, 1973;Clark etal, 1990;Grove et al,
1992) and several studies havebeen conducted todetermine reflectance spectraof ultramafic
rocks (e.g.Huntetal., 1974).Olivinereflectance spectrainthe0.4-2.5umwavelength region
show abroadasymmetric absorption feature near lum(Burns, 1970)resultingfrom electronic
transitions inFe2+cations.Cloutis etal (1990) showed thatthisbandminimum shifts toward
longer wavelengths with increasing iron content (see also King & Ridley, 1987). At
wavelengths shorterthan 0.55um asteepdrop-off inreflectance occurs duetovarious charge
transfer absorptions (Burns, 1970).Orthopyroxenes exhibittwomainabsorption features near
lum and 2um due to crystal field transitions in ferrous iron (Burns, 1970) whose positions
shift to longer wavelengths with increasing iron content (Cloutis etal, 1990;Adams, 1974).
Clinopyroxenes such as augite and diopside, display two broad absorption bands at 0.77um
and 1.1um due to ferrous iron and a rapid fall-off of reflectance toward the blue (Hunt &
Salisbury, 1970;Adams, 1974).
Spectra of serpentine-group minerals are bright (except for the magnetite spectrum),
and display sharp intense doubled or multiple absorption bands near 1.4um and 2.3um with
supplementary broader and weaker features near 1.95umand 2.1um(Hunt etal., 1971; King
& Clark, 1989). These features can be attributed to vibrational overtone and combination
tones involving OH" stretching modes. The 2.3um feature in these minerals is due to a
combination of the OH"stretching fundamental with the MgOH bending mode whereas the
AlOH bending mode results in a feature near 2.2um (Boutin &Basset, 1963).
Hunt & Evarts (1981) provided the first qualitative estimates of the degree of
serpentinization based on reflectance spectroscopy. These authors showed that increasing
serpentinization is indicated by the decrease in contrast of absorption features of primary
magnesian silicate minerals, and the appearance and increase in contrast of the 1.4um and
2.3um absorption features of serpentine-group minerals.Hunt &Evarts (1981)conclude that
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Fig. 5.1: Classification
and nomenclature of
ultramafic rocks based
on the proportions of
olivine
(Ol),
orthopyroxene (OPX),
clinopyroxene (CPX),
pyroxene (Px), and
hornblende (Hbl)(after
Streckeisen,1973).

small amounts of magnetite lowers the overall reflectance of the sample and decreases the
contrast of absorption features thus complicating the estimation of the degree of
serpentinization from reflectance spectra.
Only few studies describe reflectance spectra of ultramafic rocks, probably because
their reflectivity is relatively low over the visible and near-infrared wavelength range thus
producing darkspectrawhicharerelatively featureless. Inthis Chapter,reflectance spectraof
a variety of ultramafic rocks are discussed which were collected from the Ronda peridotite
body. An attempt is made to evaluate their spectral characteristics in relation to their
mineralogy. Furthermore, the effect of serpentinization on the reflectance characteristics is
investigated and its implications for remote sensing (Van der Meer, 1994i+j).
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5.2 REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS

5.2.1 Laboratory method
For the spectral analysis, part of the hand specimen was sawed off for the preparation of a
thin sectionfrom which thebulk mineralogy wasdetermined.Identification of the serpentine
species and their relative proportions was done by X-ray diffractometry from powders.
Hemispherical reflectance measurements in the visible and near-infrared wavelength region
(0.4-2.5um) of the electromagnetic spectrum presented in this Chapter, were made using the
Beekman UV5240 spectrometer described in detail in Chapter 4.

5.2.2 Mineral spectra
Mineral reflectance spectra of ortho- and clinopyroxenes constituting ultramafic rocks are
showninFig.5.2.Augite {(Ca,Na)(Mg,Fe,Al,Ti)(Si,Al)206},amonoclinicpyroxene,displays
two broad absorption bands at 0.77um, due to ferric iron, and at 1.1um,due toferrous iron.
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Diopside {(Na, Ca) (Mg,Fe,Al) Si206} shows an intense ferrous iron absorption band at
1.05umandminor ferric iron absorption features at 0.7 and0.8um.Asmall amount of water
influid inclusionsisindicatedbytheweak waterband.Wollastonite {CaSi03}shows aweak
iron absorption feature at l.lum and an additional feature at 2.23um due to the presence of
calcium. Enstatite {MgSi03} and Hypersthene {(Mg,Fe)2 Si206} aretypical orthopyroxenes
occurring inultramafic rocks.Theyhavebroadandintensepairsofabsorption bandscentered
at 0.9um and 1.8um due to ferrous iron. The olivines form an isomorphous mineral series
varyingfrom fosterite, {Mg2Si0 4 },tofayalite, {Fe2Si0 4 }.Commonly,olivinehasa(Mg,Fe)2
Si0 4 composition andthepureferrous ormagnesian end-members arerare.Purefosterite has
a relatively flat spectrum whereas pure fayalite shows strong iron absorption bands centered
near 0.45um and l.Oum. Fig. 5.3 shows a typical sample of olivine which is spectrally dark
andexhibits a iron band near 1.05um.Hornblende {(Ca,Na,K)2.3(Mg,Fe2+,Fe3+, Al)5 (Si6(Si,
Al)2 022) (OH, F)2} is the name given to a complex series of amphiboles which varies with
respect to at least ten major components. The spectrum shown in Fig. 5.3 is typical of a
hornblende spectrum, which displays arapid fall off in intensity from 2.0um tothe blue due
tobroadFe2+andFe3+ absorption features near0.7um and l.Oum.Thefeatures at2.33um and
2.4um are due to OH.
In addition to the main minerals constituting ultramafic rocks, various amounts of
spinel, biotite and garnet may occur. Biotite is a potassium, magnesian, iron, aluminium
silicate, essentially K(Mg, Fe)3 AlSi3O10(OH)2 which has a similar spectrum to hornblende
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Fig. 5.4: Spectra of
secondary minerals
formed as a result of
serpentinization. Spectra
are vertically offset for
clarity. Reflectance
values at 1.6um are
denoted above the
curves.

showing arapid fall-off of reflectivity from 2.0|im tothe blue duetobroad ferric iron bands
in the 0.6-1.5um wavelength region. The OH overtones at higher wavelengths are generally
obscured.The spinel spectrum is almostfeatureless (Hunt&Salisbury, 1970).Garnet spectra
have been studied extensively (e.g. Moore & White, 1971; Dowty, 1971). Most garnets
containironwhichthusproducestrongabsorptionbandsinthe0.4-1.0um wavelengthsregion.
In addition, often diagnostic absorption features are observed at 1.28umand 1.7um.
As a result of the hydrothermal serpentinization process,magnesian silicate minerals
(especially olivinesandpyroxenes)inultramaficrocksareoften replacedbyhydrousminerals
ofthe serpentine groupcomposed mainlyofflaky antigorite andfibrous chrysotilepluslesser
amounts of brucite,talc,tremolite andmagnetite. Thegreen color of serpentine minerals and
serpentinites (e.g. rocks composed mainly of serpentine-group minerals) is principally
determined by the iron content, becoming deeper as it increases. Spectra of serpentine
minerals {Mg3(Si205) (OH)4}are shown inFig. 5.4 (see alsoHunt &Evarts, 1981).Except
for the magnetite spectrum, these are bright spectra displaying sharp intense doubled or
multiple absorption bands near 1.4(im and 2.3um, with supplementary broader and weaker
features near 1.95umand2.1um.Thesefeatures canbe attributed tovibrational overtone and
combinationtonesinvolvingOH-stretchingmodes.The2.3umfeatureinthesemineralsisdue
to acombination of the OH-stretching fundamental with the MgOH-bending mode whereas
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Fig. 5.5: Reflectance
spectra of dunite
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the AlOH-bendingmode results in afeature near 2.2um (Boutin &Basset, 1963).Magnetite
{Fe304} is an opaque mineral with a dark featureless spectrum.

5.2.3 Rock spectra
Spectra of three samples of dunites are shown in Fig. 5.5 Their mineralogy, as determined
from mineral counts in thin sections, is shown inTable 5.1.Samples FD 92-119,-125,and122 consist respectively of 99%, 95%,and 91% olivine. Their spectra are typical for those
of dunites, having strong ferrous ion olivine bands centered near 1.05um,a rapid fall-off to
the blue that is associated with prominent iron bands in the infrared, and an overall low
reflectivity producing a dark spectrum. Weak hydroxyl bands near 2.3um and 1.4um show
that olivine is slightly altered to serpentine.
Reflectance spectra of five harzburgite samples are shown in Fig. 5.6. They consist
of olivine andorthopyroxene withasmall amount ofclinopyroxene.Thepyroxene dominates
the spectra yielding ferrous ion bands near 0.95um and 1.85umas well asthe fall-off to the
blueinthe visiblepart of the spectra.Thedepth of theironfeature at 1.85umdepends onthe
amount of orthopyroxene relative to olivine. Sample FD 92-109, -110, and -115 have more
orthopyroxene than olivine (see Table 5.1) and therefore show this broad feature more
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- Chapter 5Table 5.1: Percent mineral contents of rock samples (Ol. = Olivine, Opx.
Orthopyroxene, Cpx. = Clinopyroxene, Hbl. = Hornblende, Mag. =
Magnetite, Serp. = serpentine, D = Dunite, H = Harzburgite, L =
Lherzolite, W = Websterite, P = Pyroxenite, S = Serpentinite).
sample

Mineralogy
Hbl. Mag.

Rock

Ol.

Opx.

Cpx.

Serp.

FD 92-122

99

—

D

95

3

—
—

1

FD 92-125

—
—

2

D

FD 92-119

91

—

6

—

2

D

FD 92-111

75

20

4

—

1

H

FD 92-109

42

50

5

—

3

H

FD 92-110

41

58

1

—

...

H

FD 92-115

52

47

1

—

...

H

FD 92-118

80

14

1

—

5

H
L

FD 92-131

61

18

21

FD 92-133

42

28

27

—
...

...
3

L

FD 92-136

55

26

14

...

5

L

FD 92-139

16

41

42

...

...

Ol.W

FD 92-141

36

51

—

13

...

OLP.

—

61

...

OLP.

FD 92-142

23

16

1

—

—

...

99

S

FD 92-99

8

4

3

...

83

S

FD 92-123

28

4

—

...

68

S

FD 92-146

34

14

4

1

47

S

FD 92-117

42

18

5

...

35

S

FD 92-121

44

4

—

52

S

FD 92-108

74

8

4

—
...

14

D.S.

FD 92-147

33

9

...

50

S

FD 92-151

5

2

86

S

FD 92-143

—
...

prominently than dosamplesFD92-111, and-118.Theposition oftheferrous ironbandnear
l.Oum shifts to smaller wavelengths with decreasing olivine content of the sample. Sample
FD 92-118 shows a weak hydroxyl band at 1.4|nmdue to the presence of some serpentine
minerals.
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curves.

Reflectance spectraofthreelherzolite samplesareshowninFig.5.7. Mineralogically,
these samplesconsist of olivinewithvarious amounts ofclino-andorthopyroxenes andsome
accessoryminerals(e.g.magnetite,serpentineminerals).Theirspectrashowbroadferrous ion
olivinebandscentered at l.Oumandadditionalhydroxylbandsat2.2-2.5(im.Thewaterbands
at 1.4um and 1.9um may be due to the presence of fluid inclusions or to a slight alteration
of pyroxenes to amphiboles.
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Fig.5.9:Stabilityofserpentinepolymorphsresultingfromreversed
bracketing experiments (after: Moody, 1976;L = Lizardite, C=
Chrysotile,A=Antigorite).
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Three reflectance spectra of pyroxenites are shown in Fig. 5.8. Samples FD 92-139
and FD 92-141, a olivine-websterite and aolivine-hornblende pyroxenite respectively, show
similar spectratothatof theabovediscussedharzburgites.Theolivine-pyroxene hornblendite
(sampleFD 92-142 shown inFig. 5.8) shows arerather different spectrum dominated by the
presence of hornblende producing a rapid fall-off toward the visible due to broad Fe2+ and
Fe3+ absorption features near 0.7um and l.Oum.

5.3 EFFECT OF SERPENTTNIZATION ON REFLECTANCE SPECTRA

5.3.1 Theory
The formation of serpentinite by the hydration of peridotite results in a 20%decrease of the
density of the rock from 3.3g/cm3 for peridotite to 2.65g/cm3 for serpentinite. Two reaction
describing the hydration of olivine to produce serpentine-group minerals are proposed:
2 Mg2Si04 + 3H20 -> Mg3Si205(OH)4 +Mg(OH)2
fosterite + water ->chrysotile + brücke (Johannes, 1969;Chernosky, 1973)

(1)
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6Mg2Si04 + Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 9H20 -> 5Mg3Si205(OH)4
fosterite + talc -¥ chrysotile (Hostetler etal, 1966;Evans etal, 1976).

(2)

Theprocesof serpentinization hasbeendiscussed bymany authorsindicating that the
geochemistry of theparent material andthetemperature andpressureconditions atwhich the
hydration takesplace control the mineralogy of the serpentinites (Wicks &O'Hanley, 1988;
O'Hanley et al, 1989). Hostetler et al. (1966) demonstrated that brücke is missing from
serpentinites derived from peridotites havinghigh (>40%) amounts of pyroxene.Iron present
inolivine,isgenerallyredistributed intheform of magnetiteduringserpentinization (Ashley,
1975).Temperature/pressureexperimentsbyMoody(1976)indicatedthatatlowpressuresand
temperatures of hydration chrysotile forms, whereas increasing temperature results in a
replacement of chrysotile by lizardite and finally also antigorite. Serpentinization at high
pressure and temperature yields almost entirely lizardite (Fig. 5.9).
Finally, the problem of constancy of volume during serpentinization has long been
debated. Thayer (1966) argued for constant-volume serpentinization, Hostetler et al (1966)
argued for an increase involume andGresens (1967) arguedfor adecreasein volume during
serpentinization. In a recent publication, O'Hanley (1992) shows that serpentinization leads
to an increase in volume. An excellent review of serpentinization processes is given by
Malpas (1992).

5.3.2 Reflectance spectra of serpentinites
As discussed previously, serpentine minerals are products of hydrothermal alteration of
magnesium-rich silicatemineralssuchasolivine andpyroxene.Theeffect of serpentinization
on the spectral reflectance characteristics of peridotites is shown in Fig. 5.10 where nine
spectra of rock samples of serpentinized dunites and harzburgites differing in amount of
serpentine minerals are displayed. The expected spectral changes, the gradual disappearance
of the major iron absorption feature near 1.0pm due to primary ultramafic rock-forming
minerals, and the gradual appearance of features due to the secondary minerals, are indeed
realized ascan be seen in Fig.5.10. In this figure, thepercent reflectance at 1.6um is shown
near 1.6umandthepercent serpentineminerals isindicated near0.9um. Progressing from the
fresh dunite sample (FD 92-108) in the bottom of Fig. 5.10 to the almost entirely
serpentinized sample(FD92-143)sampleinthetop,simultaneously anincreasein reflectivity
from 29%to 75%respectively can be observed. In contrast, spectra of samples FD 92-147
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Fig. 5.11: Plot of overall brightness of a sample (expressed as the percent reflectance at 1.6(jm) and the depth
of the 1.4pm absorption feature versus the percent serpentine minerals: a quantitative measure for the degree of
serpentinization.

andFD92-151arespectrallyflat, mineralabsorption features arereduced,andthe reflectivity
over the entire wavelength region is much less than would be expected from the mineral
content. This flattening and loss of contrast is caused by the presence of finely disseminated
magnetite. Extremely fine-grained magnetite, derived from iron in the original olivine and
pyroxene, is invariably present inserpentinized peridotites, its amount dependent onthe iron
content oftheoriginal minerals (Page, 1967).Magnetite is anopaque mineral which doesnot
transmit light.Theeffect ofthe presenceofverysmall amountsofopaquesonthe reflectivity
of particulate substances istoreduce the overall brightness of the sample and the contrast of
absorption features. Hunt &Evarts (1981) showed that adding 1%magnetite to a sampleof
talc reduces the reflectivity from 96% to 38% as a result of this "magnetite effect".
In Fig. 5.11 the reflectance measured at 1.6um (e.g. the overall brightness of the
sample) and the depth of the serpentine hydroxyl feature at 1.4um are plotted as a function
of the percent serpentine minerals in the sample. Anearly linear relation exists between the
degree of serpentinization (expressed in terms of percent serpentine minerals) and both the
brightness of the sample as well as the depth of the serpentine OH-absorption feature at
1.4um.However, sampleswhich wereserpentinized toanextentof 75% ormorehave almost
similar reflectivity.
In an attempt to model the observed increase in reflectivity due to serpentinization,
spectra of mineral mixtures were calculated using the scattering theory presented by Hapke
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(1981, 1984, 1987) and described in detail in Chapter 4. Considering the mineralogy of the
serpentine samplesfrom Table5.1,reflectance spectraweremodelled usingtheHapkemodel
and the calculated brightness was compared with the observed brightness from Fig. 5.11
(using 2.55,3.3,and4.3g/cm3for thedensity of serpentine minerals,pyroxenes,andolivine,
respectively). The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 5.12. From this figure it can
be concluded that the observed increase in overall sample brightness due to serpentinization
can be predicted from model results.
In order to simulate the effect of magnetite on the spectral reflectance characteristics
ofserpentinites,olivine-serpentine-magnetite powdermixtureswerepreparedinthelaboratory
with well constraint weight percentages of these minerals. In Fig. 5.13, spectral reflectance
curvesinthe0.4-2.5umwavelengthregion areshownforthesemixtures.Relative abundances
of serpentine-group minerals and olivine areindicated inthefigure (e.g.,60wt % serpentine
plus 35weight %olivine is indicated as 60/35).Aconstant amount of 5weight %magnetite
was added to the sample. In Fig. 5.14 the depth of the absorption feature occurring near
2.3um isplotted againsttheweightpercent serpentinemineralsofthesample.Thisplotshows
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Fig. 5.13: Reflectance
spectra (not offset) of
olivine-serpentine
mixtures with 5 weight
% magnetite added. The
numbers indicate the
olivine and serpentine
weightpercentages (e.g.,
60 weight % serpentine
and 35weight % olivine
is indicated as 60/35).
Grain-size fraction for
olivine and serpentine
are 45-125|im whereas
magnetite is <45pm.

that a nearly linear relation exists between the band depth of the serpentine-absorption band
and the abundance of serpentine-group minerals for samples with approximately 55 weight
% or more serpentine minerals. The effect of magnetite on the contrast of the absorption
feature becomes noticeable below 55 weight % serpentine, thus reducing the band-depth of
the 2.3um absorption band. Our analysis also shows that this turnover point shifts to higher
weight percent serpentine for coarser samples. As was expected, the overall contrast of the
absorption feature increases with increasing grain-size of the sample.The "magnetite effect"
isdependent alsoonthegrain-sizeofthemagnetiteadded,becomingstronger withdecreasing
grain-size fraction. However, ouranalysis showsthattheeffect ofmagnetite ismost apparent
in weakly serpentinized samples and hardly influences the spectral characteristics of highly
serpentinized samples.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of visible and near-infrared (0.4-2.5um) reflectance spectra of ultramafic
rocks yields the following conclusions:
(1) Dunite spectra are relatively dark and dominated by ferrous ion absorption bands of
olivine centered at 1.05um.
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Fig. 5.14: Plot of depth
of the 2.3|jm absorption
feature versus the

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
%SerpentineMineral

amount of serpentine
mineral of the mixture
showingalinearrelation
for highly serpentinized
samples which is
obscured by the contrast
masking caused by
magnetite in weakly
serpentinized samples.

(2) Harzburgite spectra from samples with relative high amounts of orthopyroxenes show
strong ferrous ion bands near 0.95um and 1.85um as well as the fall-off to the blue in the
visible part of the spectra. Harzburgites with predominantly olivine have iron absorption
features at slightly higher wavelengths (around LO^m)which are weaker with respect to the
orthopyroxene dominated harzburgites, and they lack the broad iron band at 1.85um.
(3)Lherzolites spectrashowbroad ferrous ionolivinebandscentered at l.Oumand additional
hydroxyl bands in the 2.2-2.5um wavelength region due to thepresence of clinopyroxenes.
(4) Increasing degree of serpentinization results inthe decrease incontrast of features dueto
primary magnesian silicateminerals andsimultaneously totheincreaseincontrast of features
of serpentine-group minerals. Characteristic absorption features of serpentine minerals occur
at 1.4um and 2.3um.
(5)Theoverall brightness of thesample,expressed asthereflectivity at 1.6um,andthedepth
of the OH-absorption feature at 1.4um and 2.3um areannearly linearfunction of thepercent
serpentinemineralswhich inturnisameasurefor thedegreeof serpentinization.Thisrelation
can be modelled using semi-empirical mixing models.
(6)Smallamounts(typically lessthan 1%) offinely disseminatedmagnetitelowerstheoverall
reflectivity of the sample and decreases the contrast of specific absorption features.
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CHAPTER 6:
Reflectancespectraof weathered rock samples, soil,
vegetation andfieldreflectance spectra4

ABSTRACT
Visible and short-wave infrared spectra of weathered rock samples, soil samples, and
vegetation samples are presented in this Chapter. Weathered carbonate samples indicate that
theoverall reflectivity of thesampleishardly affected bytheweathering andthatmany small
carbonate absorption features are obscured due to weathering. The position of the strong
carbonate absorption band is clearly observed and its position is the same in both the
weathered andfresh sample.Weatheringofultramafic rocksdecreasestheoverallalbedo.Due
tothecomplexity of thechemistry of ultramafic rocks,no straightforward conclusions canbe
drawn from the analysis of weathered rock surfaces. Soil reflectance is determined by a
combination of inherent spectral behaviour of mineral and organic matter and soil water and
is dependent on the underlying lithology. Reflectance spectra of vegetation samples
established the importance of leaf pigments, leaf water, and internal scattering on the
reflectance and transmittance properties of leaves.The pigments, in particular chlorophyll-a
and chlorophyll-b, are primarily responsible for the reflectance characteristics in the visible
wavelength region ranging from 0.4um to 0.7um. The steep increase in reflectance and the
plateau in the near-infrared are due to cell wall-air interfaces within the leaf. The spectral
reflectance characteristics of leaves in thenear-infrared and short wave infrared region from
1.2um to 2.5um are controlled mainly by the absorption properties of water. Water has four
overtone combination bands at 0.97urn, 1.19um, 1.45um, and 1.94um. Finally, organic
compounds such as protein, lignin, starch, and cellulose contribute to the reflectance
characteristics of leaves in the middle infrared and ultraviolet regions. Spectral reflectance
curves of vegetation in various states of decay are presented showing a gradual transition to
spectra similar to those of soils. Spectral signatures of rocks on three sections across the
peridotite-country rock boundary are described: The Ronda-San Pedro section, the Guaitara
section, and the Jubrique section. Finally a case study is presented to relate field and
laboratory spectra to image spectra: the Los Pedroches Batholith case study.

4

Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F., Westerhof, A.B. & Van Dijk, P.M. 1994. Digital Classification of the contact metamorphic
aureole along the Los Pedroches batholith, south-central Spain, using Landsat Thematic Mapper data.
International Journal of Remote Sensing, in press.
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Visible and short-wave infrared spectra of weathered rock samples, soil samples, and
vegetation samples are presented in this Chapter. These samples are more representative for
the expected spectral signature of pixel spectra than the laboratory spectra of rock samples
presented in the previous two Chapters. Furthermore, spectral signatures of rocks on three
sections across the peridotite-country rock boundary are described: the Ronda-San Pedro
section, the Guaitara section, and the Jubrique section. Finally a case study is presented to
relate field and laboratory spectra to image spectra: the Los Pedroches Batholith case study
(Van der Meer et al, 1994). In this Case Study, visible and near-infrared laboratory
reflectance spectraof soilssampledoverthesouthern contactmetamorphic aureoleof theLos
Pedroches granodiorite north of Cordobainthe southern-central partof theIberian Peninsula
are characterized in terms of relative albedo, and depth, width, asymmetry, and wavelength
position of absorption features. A decrease in albedo and relative depth of the Al-OH
absorption feature (near 2.2um), the H 2 0 feature (near 1.9um), and the OH feature (near
1.4um) is observed with distance to the contact metamorphic zone. This effect is attributed
to spectral quenching related to the absorbing capacity of finely disseminated carbonaceous
material in soils which opacity increases with increasing temperature related to
metamorphism. Fe2+andFe3+cause absorption features near 1.0|im,0.55um, and0.46um and
also,adecreaseofreflectivity inthe0.8-0.4umwavelength region.These absorption features,
however, are unaffected by the amount of carbonaceous material. Landsat TM images were
used for mapping variation in iron, water, and hydroxyl absorption features over the contact
zone usingratioandnormalized difference imageswithTM 3:1 for Feand TM 5:7 for H 2 0.
TM 5 was added as blue component in a colour ratio component image mapping the effect
of spectral quenching. Ratios enhanced the spectral variability between individual bands
resulting in correlation coefficients in the order of (plus or minus) 0.2.

6.2 REFLECTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF WEATHERED ROCK SAMPLES

6.2.1 Carbonates
The dominating weathering process for limestones is solution, a process of chemical
weathering by whichrockpasses into solution.Limestones areresistant tosolution innormal
waters, however in the presence of dissolved carbon dioxide, calcium carbonate is replaced
by calcium bicarbonate which is soluble in water.
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Fig. 6.1a: Reflectance
spectra of fresh (solid
lines) and weathered
(broken lines) rock
samples of carbonates
with strong water
absorption bands. The
spectra are offset for
clarity. The percentage
above the curves at
1.6(jm indicate the
overall reflectivity of
the sample. Each
vertical line represents
10% reflectivity.

In the Ronda area, the limestones arerelatively fresh. The freshest rock units are the
blue-grey sugary calcite marbles. The dolomitic marbles and dolomites weather more easily
and deeply. Often they disintegrate as a result of weathering and are varnished with a thin,
dark grey sediment coating or varnish containing iron.
In Fig. 6.1,reflectance spectra of fresh and weathered surfaces of limestone samples
are shown. Conclusions with respect to the effect of weathering on spectral characteristics
which can be drawn from studying these spectra are the following:
1) weathering does not affect the overall reflectivity of the sample (measured as the
reflectance at 1.6um)
2)mostofthesmaller absorption features arenotretained intheweathered reflectance
spectra
3)theabsorption bandsnear 1.4umand 1.9-2.0umareof thesamedepth inboth fresh
and weathered rock spectra
4) the depth of the carbonate absorption band between 2.3-2.35um decreases in
weathered spectra
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Fig. 6.1b: Reflectance
spectra of fresh (solid
lines) and weathered
(broken lines) rock
samples of carbonates.
The spectra are offset
for c l a r i t y . T h e
percentage above the
curves at 1.6|jmindicate
the overall reflectivity
of the sample. Each
vertical line represents
10% reflectivity.

5)thepositionofthecarbonate absorption bandbetween2.3-2.35umremainsthesame
in fresh and weathered rock samples
6) The reflectivity of weathered samples decreases strongly from 1.3|im toward the
visible part of the spectrum
7) weathered rock spectra show pronounced iron absorption features with mainly
ferrous absorption bands near l.lum, 0.55um, 0.51um, 0.45um, 0.43um and some
ferric iron bands at 0.87um, 0.7um, and 0.4um.
Conclusion 1follows directly from Fig. 6.1.In total 11 weathered and fresh rock samples
were measured (of which only five are shown in Fig. 6.1) all indicating that the reflectivity
of weathered andfresh sampleis similar intheSWIRwavelength region.Spectrum CinFig.
6.1givesthebestexampleofaspectruminwhichsmall(doublet)absorptionfeatures arelost.
Notetheabsorption features at 1.88umand2.16um which areobscured intheweathered rock
spectrum.Absorption bandsnear 1.4umand 1.9umseenintheweathered andlessinthe fresh
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rock reflectance spectra are water and hydroxyl features which may be attributed to the
presence of clay minerals. Spectrum Areveals as double absorption band near 1.4um which
may be attributed to the presence of kaolinite. The band-depth of the carbonate absorption
band decreases intheweathered spectra,howevertheposition of thisfeature isunaffected by
the weathering (Fig. 6.2). The decrease in reflectivity from 1.3umtoward the visible partof
the spectrum seems characteristic for weathered carbonate spectra. Additional absorption
features near 0.375um, 0.7um and the broad minimum near 0.87um are due to ferric iron
coatings associated with the clay. The 1.1um and the 0.5um absorption bands can be
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6.2.2 Ultramafics
Theweathering characteristics of ultramafic rock types arehighly variable and dependent on
rocktextureandmineralogy.Mostofthecommonmineralsforming ultramafic rocksweather
easily. Olivine alteration is very rapid and may result in chlorite and iron oxide. Pyroxenes
andamphibolesweathertokaoliniteandfree ironandmagnesium.Feldsparsaltertokaolinite,
but alteration to secondary micas such as sericite is also common. Garnet and spinel-type
minerals are resistant to weathering. Garnet-pyroxene rocks weather to abrown or dark redbrown color suggesting coating bygoethite.Sometimes reddish-brown coatings are observed
on garnet indicating hematite.
In general, weatheringresults inthedecrease of theaveragealbedo and an steepening
of the slope of the spectrum shorter than 0.7um for ultramafic samples. Iron and magnesium
often occur assecondary weatheringproductsyieldingcharacteristic absorption features short
of l.lum.
In Fig. 6.3, five examples are shown of visible and short wave infrared (0.4-2.5um)
reflectance spectra of weathered and fresh rock samples of various types of ultramafics.
Spectrum A shows a peridotite containing much plagioclase. The fresh sample shows water
absorption bandsnear 1.4um and 1.9um typical ofplagioclase andlacksthebroad absorption
band near l.Oumcharacteristic of olivine.Its weathered counterpart shows absorption bands
characteristic of montmorillonite with strong band near 1.4um and 1.9um and a weaker
feature near 2.25um. Spectrum B (in Fig. 6.3) shows a harzburgite consisting of
orthopyroxene and olivine.Pyroxenedominates thespectrumyielding ferrous ionbands near
0.95um and 1.85um and a falloff to the blue in the visible. Weathering did not affect the
reflectance characteristics of this sample. Spectrum C is from a peridotite (hornblendite ?)
consisting of an altered olivine matrix withveinsof amphibole (inthiscasehornblende).The
weathered as well as the fresh spectrum typically display a rapid falloff in intensity from
2.0umtotheblueduetobroadferric andferrous ionabsorption bandsnear0.7um and l.Oum.
The 2.33um and 2.4um double absorption bands are due to OH. Spectrum D is a peridotite
containing garnet.The spectrum isdominated bytheintense absorption at 1.28umand 1.7um
due to ferrous ion and the rapid falloff to the blue caused by both ferrous and ferric ion
absorptions. Other characteristic bands near 0.7um and 0.85um and a series of absorption
features in the visible,are not resolved. SpectrumE is aperidotite containing mainly augite.
The spectrum is dominated by both ferrous and ferric absorptions which produce a very
general broad band centered near l.Oum. A faint 2.3um band due to hydroxyl combinations
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Fig. 6.3: Reflectance
spectra of fresh (solid
lines) and weathered
(broken lines) rock
samples of peridotites.
The spectra are offset
for c l a r i t y . T h e
percentage above the
curves at 1.6|jniindicate
the overall reflectivity
of the sample. Each
vertical line represents
10% reflectivity.

is discernible. In the weathered sample,the spectrum is obscured due to a water absorption
band at 1.9um and minor iron bands reducing the reflectivity at wavelengths shorter than
0.6um.

6.3 SOIL REFLECTANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The rocks of the Ronda area are not deeply weathered. Outcrops are plentiful and parts not
directly outcropping arecoveredwithasurface layerofresidual rockfragments reflecting the
underlying lithology. Samples in this section referred to as 'soil samples' were scrapped off
from the topmost land surface. In total 14 such soil samples were collected from the most
important lithologieunits in the areacovered by the GER data (Fig.6.4).These were 3soils
developing on marbles, four soils developing on peridotites, 5 soils at the peridotite-marble
contact, 1soil developing on gneiss and 1soil developing on limestone (indicated by the
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Fig. 6.4: Location of the 14 soil samples.

block and star in the figures).
Soil reflectance is determined by a combination of inherent spectral behaviour of
mineral and organic matter and soil water (Mulders, 1987). Baumgardner et al. (1985)
described the relative contributions of various sources of spectral discrimination of which
organic matter, soil moisture,particle sizedistribution, soil structure, iron oxide content, soil
mineralogy, and parent material arethe most important factors (Coulson &Reynolds, 1971).
De Jong's (1992) correspondence analysis of spectral characteristics of soils revealed lime,
clay,iron andorganicmatterastheimportant variables andpH,bulkdensity,siltcontent, and
hue as minor contributing variables. Fig. 6.5 shows reflectance spectra of the soil samples
measured on aBeekman UV5240 spectrometer. Table 6.1 showsthe absorption-band depths
of the main spectral absorption features derived using the continuum removal technique
discussed by Clark &Roush (1984). Chemical analysis results measuring free iron, moisture
content, organic carbon, and soil mineralogy aregiven inTable 6.2.Fromthistable it can be
seenthatorganiccarboncontent isveryhighfor soil samplestakennearthecontact between
theperidotite and marbles except for soil sample 3which isanomalous in thisrespect. There
isnostraightforward correlation between free ironandanyofthelithologiesalthough theiron
content in peridotite soilsis generally higher than that of the other soil types.When plotting
the percent organic carbon versus the albedo of the sample (expressed as the percent
reflectivity measured at 1.6um),theexpected decreaseinreflectivity withincreasing organic
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- Weathered rockandsoilreflectance spectraTable 6.1: Spectralcharacteristics ofsoilsamples.Depthof absorption features andalbedoaregiven (in'
reflectance).
soil

albedo

2.3pm

2.2nm

1.9nm

1.4|om

0.9|jm

0.65|jm

0.55um

1

51

8.4

--

8.0

2.0

0.4

0.2

1.6

2

48

0.8

3.2

7.9

3.4

2.4

--

4.0

3

18

2.4

-

5.6

2.0

1.6

0.4

1.4

4

37

--

3.9

5.2

4.0

2.8

--

3.2

5

34

1.6

--

2.8

0.4

3.0

--

4.4

6

26

0.1

4.0

10.4

4.4

2.4

0.8

1.5

7

21

3.2

--

4.6

3.2

0.7

0.2

0.1

8

27

0.2

3.6

8.4

3.0

2.4

0.1

2.5

9

5

--

--

0.1

0.1

--

--

--

10

24

2.0

--

5.2

1.6

2.3

--

2.1

11

37

5.1

--

4.4

0.9

--

0.3

0.6

12

25

0.1

0.1

2.1

0.6

4.4

--

3.2

13

26

0.3

1.2

1.4

1.0

4.6

--

3.6

14

25

0.8

--

2.8

0.6

0.7

--

1.5

carbon content isnot very well resolved perhaps duetothefact that organic matter ispresent
in form of larger plant remains instead of in the form of finely disseminated material.
However, it is apparent that the peridotite soils have relatively low reflectivity and low
organic carbon contents compared to the marble samples. The contact soils show relatively
high organic carbon and low reflectivity. The absorption band-depths of both the 1.4umand
1.9|im absorption band areplotted against the organic carbon content of the soil in Fig. 6.6.
These show clearly a decrease in absorption band contrast (e.g. absorption band-depth) with
increasing organic matter. If the absorption band-depth of the 2.3um and 2.2um absorption
bands are plotted, the marble soils cluster because of relatively deep carbonate absorption
bands whereas the 2.2um hydroxyl band is mostly absent. On the contrary, the peridotites
havedeep2.2umabsorption bandsandweak2.3umfeatures. Thecontactsoilsshow moderate
carbonate absorption bands andno2.2um feature. Anearly linear relation canbe established
between the depth of the 1.4umabsorption band andthedepth of the 1.9umabsorption band.
Contact soils have weak absorptions in both the 1.4um as well as in the 1.9um absorption
band.
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soil
sample

lithology

moisture
content (%)

organic
carbon (%)

Free Fe (%)

Mineralogy

1

Marble

0.0

0.68

0.2

HIV'

2

Limestone

<0.1

0.80

2.0

HIV*

3

Contact

<0.1

0.02

0.5

Smectite

4

Gneiss

<0.1

0.17

1.2

Kaolinite

5

Contact

<0.1

2.31

4.6

Serpentine

6

Peridotite

<0.1

0.20

1.7

Smectite

7

Marble

<0.1

0.04

0.3

Smectite

8

Peridotite

<0.1

0.61

3.3

Smectite

9

Contact

0.1

0.91

1.3

Smectite

10

Peridotite

<0.1

0.21

1.8

Smectite

11

Marble

<0.1

5.11

0.2

Kaolinite, Smectite,
Illite, Chlorite

12

Contact

<0.1

2.76

1.0

Chlorite

13

Peridotite

<0.1

0.29

14.4

Chlorite

14

Contact

<0.1

4.13

4.4

Serpentine

*HTV= Hydroxy Interlayered Vermiculite

On page 127 to 129Fig. 6.5 is displayed:

Fig. 6.5: Visible and near-infrared (0.4-2.5pm) reflectance spectra of the soil samples.
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6.4 VEGETATION REFLECTANCE SPECTRA
Gatesetal.(1965),Fernsetal.(1984)andGausman etal.(1969)first studiedleaf reflectance
spectra andestablished theimportance of leafpigments,leaf water,andinternal scatteringon
the reflectance and transmittance properties of leaves (Sellers, 1989;Gausman, 1974;Baret,
1994).Thepigments, inparticular chlorophyll-aandchlorophyll-b,areprimarily responsible
for the reflectance characteristics in the visible wavelength region ranging from 0.4um to
0.7(im (Curran&Milton, 1983).Thesteepincreaseinreflectance andtheplateauinthenearinfrared areduetocellwall-air interfaces within theleaf (Gausman etal, 1970).Thespectral
reflectance characteristics of leaves in thenear-infrared and short wave infrared region from
1.2umto 2.5um are controlled mainly by the absorption properties of water. Water has four
overtone combination bands at 0.97|im, 1.19um, 1.45um, and 1.94um. Finally, organic
compounds such as protein, lignin, starch, and cellulose contribute to the reflectance
characteristics of leaves in the middle infrared and ultraviolet regions. Cellulose is a
polysaccharide found in the cells walls of plants were it acts to strengthen and protect plant
structures. Themain absorption bandscaused by cellulose areat 1.22, 1.48, 1.93, 2.10,2.28,
2.34, and 2.48um (Guyot et al, 1992; Basset et al, 1963). Lignin is a complex polymer
which encrusts and penetrates cellulosic materials. Lignin has an intense absorption feature
in the ultraviolet centered at 0.28um (Schubert, 1965), a broad absorption feature between
2.05 and 2.14um, and additional smaller absorption bands near 1.45, 1.68, 1.93, 2.27,2.33,
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Fig. 6.7: Spectral
reflectance of a green
leaf (from: Goetz,
1992).

2.38,and2.50|im.Starch isapolysaccharidehavingcharacteristic absorptionfeatures at0.99,
1.22, 1.45, 1.56, 1.70, 1.77, 1.93, 2.10,2.32,and2.48um (Elvidge, 1990).Protein isthemost
abundant nitrogen bearing compound of green leafs having absorption bands at 1.50, 1.68,
1.74, 1.94, 2.05, 2.17, 2.29, and 2.47um (Elvidge, 1990).
Fig. 6.7 shows a typical spectral reflectance curve of a green leaf indicating the
dominant factors controlling the leaf reflectance. The vegetation type did not differ
significantly between the limestones and theperidotites. Therefore samples of vegetation on
both lithologies were measured at various stages of senescence. In total six spectra were
measured shown in Fig. 6.8: green grass (spectrum A, Fig. 6.8), healthy leaf growing on
marble (spectrum B, Fig. 6.8), healthy leaf growing on peridotite (spectrum C, Fig. 6.8),
senescent leaf (spectrum D, Fig. 6.8), decayed leaf (spectrum E, Fig. 6.8), and brown wood
(spectrum F, Fig. 6.8).
The reflectance spectra of green grass and healthy vegetation on both marble and
peridotite (spectra A-C, Fig. 6.8) show very strong near infrared plateau reflectance. The
spectra are dominated by water absorption on both the plateau and the plateau lobes, and
absorption features caused by organic compounds are absent. Note the strong pigment
absorptions in the blue and red portion of the visible wavelength region and the relatively
high reflectance in the green giving the plant its colour. Distinct changes occur in the
reflectance characteristics of leaves as they senescence (spectrum D, Fig. 6.8). Intense
pigment absorption are retained in the blue and green and red reflectance increase causing
leavestocolourbrown.Thered-edgeofthenearinfrared plateau shifts toshorterwavelengths
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Fig. 6.8: Reflectance
spectra of (A) green
grass, (B) healthy
vegetation on marble,
(C) healthy vegetation
on peridotite, (D)
senesced vegetation, (E)
decayed vegetation, and
(F) brown wood.
Spectra are vertically
offset for clarity.
Percent reflectance
indicated defines the
height of the near
infrared plateau.

andthenearinfrared plateaubecomesmoreroundedinappearance.Waterabsorption features
still dominate the reflectance characteristics, however absorption features of lignin and
cellulose are weakly visible.Thedecayed vegetation spectrum (spectrumE inFig.6.8) lacks
the intense chlorophyll and water absorptions and exhibits amonotonous rise from 0.4um to
1.85um with a weak water absorption band at 1.4um. Beyond l.Oum, lignin and cellulose
absorptions dominate the spectrum. Note the broad absorption feature between 2.05um and
2.14|im caused by lignin. In the brown wood sample (spectrum F, Fig. 6.8) cellulose
dominates the spectral reflectance with a sharp feature at 2.3um.
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- Weathered rockandsoilreflectance spectra6.5 REFLECTANCE SPECTRA CHARACTERIZING THE PERIDOTTTEMETAMORPHICS CONTACT
In this section, three transects are described across the contact between peridotites and the
bordering metamorphic sequences: the Ronda-San Pedro section along the C-339 road some
14km. south of Ronda,theGuaitara sectionjust east of Pujerra, andtheJubrique sectionjust
south of Jubrique. Emphasis will be on the spectral characteristics of the contrasting rock
types rather than on the geologic and tectonic implications which will be discussed later.

6.5.1 The Ronda-San Pedro contact
TheRonda-San Pedro sectionfollows theC-339roadfrom RondatoSanPedro starting some
14km.south of Ronda inan essentially non-metamorphic sequence of bedded and crystalline
limestones. To the south these grade into white crystalline marbles which near the contact
with the peridotites develop into banded marbles. Along the contact, tremolite and diopside
are found in the marbles. The contact between the marbles and the peridotites is formed by
a 3m.thick mylonitic zone bordered by relatively fresh dunites. Some 2km.northeast of the
contact zone, garnet peridotites were found. Following the C-339 we first encounter
hornblende peridotites and finally plagioclase-rich peridotites. The locations of samples for
whichreflectance spectraweremeasuredareshowninFig.6.9.Thecorresponding reflectance
spectra are given in Fig. 6.10.
Spectrum A is that of a crystalline limestone characterized by strong molecular
vibrationbandsnear2.3um andjustbeyond2.5umandweakercombinationtonesnear2.0um.
The combination tones are lost in the spectra due to the strong water and hydroxyl bands at
1.4um and 1.9um due to the clay component of the rock. A spectrum of abedded limestone
is shown in Fig. 6.10 as spectrum B. This dark grey limestone contains abundant (>10%)
finely disseminated carbonaceous material. This carbonaceous material is opaque and masks
all but the strongest carbonate bands. Spectra C andD represent amassive crystalline white
marble and a white marble with faint banding, respectively. Both spectra show very strong
carbonate bands near 1.88um,2.16um, 2.35um, and 2.50um due tothe calcite and relatively
strong 1.4umand 1.9um bands indicating the presence of some clay fraction. The fall-off to
theblue inthevisibleportion of Spectrum Disprobably duetominor substitution of iron for
calciuminthecalcite.SpectraEandFrepresent samples ofbandedmarbles.Both spectraare
nearly featureless due to spectra quenching caused by the presence of small quantities of
organic impurities. The masking of the carbonate absorption bands increases when
approaching the contact with the peridotites (compare spectra E and F). This may be
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Fig. 6.9: Location of the samples of the Ronda-San Pedro section (Legend: A = crystalline limestone, B =
bedded limestone, C = massive white crystalline marble, D = white marble, E = banded marble, F = banded
marble, G = marble with tremolite, H = marble with diopside, I = mylonite, J = garnet bearing peridotite, K=
dunite, L = hornblendite, and M = plagioclase bearing peridotite).

attributed tothefact that heatingincreases theopacity of organicmaterial thusincreasingthe
spectral maskingeffect oftheopaquematerial (see alsoCrowley, 1986;Rowan etal.,1990).
Thespectrum of Tremolite found nearthecontact of theperidotites andthemarblesisshown
asspectrum GinFig.6.10.Tremolite displays asharpbandnear 1.4um andless sharpbands
between 2.0|jm and 2.5um duetothe overtone and combination tones of the OHstretch.The
1.9um band may be attributed toH 2 0 and the strong band near l.Oumindicates thepresence
of ferrous iron. Spectrum H isthat of diopside, aclinopyroxene often found in metamorphic
limestones. The spectrum displays a strong iron absorption band at 1.05um which together
with aband centered at0.8um andthe fall-off toward theblue produces apeak in the visible
near0.55um. Thecontact between theperidotites andthemarbles is formed by athree meter
thick mylonitic interval. Thematerial is very fine-grained and dark coloured. Its spectrum is
dark and completely featureless. Spectrum J is that of a harzburgite containing abundant
garnet. The spectral features of olivine and pyroxenes are completely overprinted by the
characteristic features of the garnet. The most prominent absorption band is centered near
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Fig. 6.10: Spectra of
rock samples over the
contact of peridotites
and marbles along the
C-339 road stretching
from Ronda to San
Pedro. Letters refer to
location in Fig. 6.9.
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- Chapter6 1.28|im and a weaker band at 1.7um due to ferrous iron. The visible and near-infrared part
ofthespectrumaredominatedbyarapidfall-off from l.Oumtowardshorterwavelengthsdue
to both ferric and ferrous iron. These ions are responsible for the observed absorption bands
at 0.85um,0.7um,0.57um,0.51urn, and 0.43um. The spectrum of adunite sample is shown
as spectrum K in Fig. 6.10. This sample is almost entirely composed of olivine displaying
the ferrous iron band at 1.05um with weaker features near 1.25um and 0.85um. The weak
2.3um band indicates the presence of hydroxyl groups and suggests that olivine is slightly
altered to serpentine. Spectrum L represents a hornblendite consisting almost entirely of
hornblende with minor olivine.Therapid fall-off from 0.7umtoward shorter wavelengths is
characteristic for hornblende and caused by broad ferrous and ferric iron bands.The double
hydroxyl absorption band near 2.2um and 2.3um is not well resolved. The last spectrum is
thatof aplagioclasebearingperidotite sample(spectrumMinFig.6.10).Themostprominent
bands are the 1.4um and 1.9um absorptions bands due to water in fluid inclusions. The
presence of an absorption feature near 2.3um suggest alteration of the olivine to serpentine.
The characteristic iron absorption band near 1.05umof olivine is almost completely lost in
the strong water bands.

6.5.2 The Guaitara section
The Guaitara sectionjust east of Pujerra, stretches through a gneiss-schist-phyllite sequence
affected by contact metamorphism. The lowest degree of metamorphism is found in a series
of phyllites exposed some 5km. northwest of the peridotite contact. These phyllites contain
quartz,muscovite,biotite,andsomechlorite.Approaching theperidotitecontact,wefind first
mica-schists,followed by banded gneisses andfinally garnetbearing gneisses incontact with
the peridotite. The mica-schists are characterized by a mineral assemblage of quartz,
muscovite, biotite, staurolite, andalucite, sillimanite, and plagioclase. The banded gneisses
contain quartz, plagioclase, biotite and sillimanite, whereas the gneisses most closed to the
peridotite contact are composed of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, cordierite, sillimanite,
tourmaline, spinel, and garnet. The garnet may reach an maximum diameter of 1cm.
Chlorite displays two broad absorption bands between 0.7um and 1.1urn which
primarily cause the marked decrease of reflectivity from 2.0um toward shorter wavelengths.
Furthermore, chlorite is characterized by sharp hydroxyl features between 2.0um and 2.6um.
Muscovite displays prominent hydroxyl bands at 1.4um and between 2.0um and 2.6um.
Quartz has strong water absorption bands at 1.4umand 1.9um.Feldspars have relatively flat
spectrawithfeatures at 1.4um,1.9um,and2.2umdependingonthechemicalcomposition and
type of feldspar. Often replacement by iron occurs yielding iron absorption bands in the
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Fig. 6.11: Location of the samples of the Guaitara section (Legend: A = Grey phyllite and chlorite bearing
phyllite, B = Schist, C = Banded quartz-plagioclase-biotite-sillimanite gneiss, D = Garnet-quartz-plagioclasecordierite-sillimanite-spinel gneiss, E = Garnet peridotite).

visible and near infrared portion of the spectrum. Staurolite shows strong absorption to both
long and short wavelengths which produces an apparent reflection maximum at 1.05um.
Sillimanite ischaracterized by stronghydroxyl (1.4um and2.2um)bands andaflat spectrum.
Cordierite also shows hydroxyl and water bands and often weak iron absorption features.
Tourmaline has a spectrum similar to that of chlorite in that its reflectivity decreases from
2.0umtoward shorter wavelengths.Furthermore,tourmaline has anumberof hydroxyl bands
between 2.2|imand 2.4um, intense features near0.75umand 1.1urnand afall-off toward the
blue in the visible. The garnet spectrum is characterized by a peak reflectivity near 0.95um
and several iron absorption bands in the visible and intense absorptions near 1.28um and
1.7|im due to iron.
From the above discussion it is apparent that reflectance spectra of phyllite, schists,
and gneisses are dominated by water and hydroxyl bands from the quartz, feldspars, and
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Fig. 6.12: Spectra of
rock samples over the
contact of peridotites
and adjacent gneissschist-phyllite series in
the Guaitara section.
Lettersrefer to locations
on Fig. 6.11.

micas. These features are often overprinted completely by the spectra of accessory minerals
such as garnet, chlorite, and tourmaline.
InFig.6.11thelocationof samplesof whichspectraaregiven inFig.6.12areshown.
Spectrum Aand A' arespectraof agreyphylliteandachloritebearingphyllite,respectively.
The spectrum of the phyllite is dark and relatively featureless due tothe fine-grained nature
of the rock specimen. The chlorite phyllite spectrum is dominated bythe chlorite absorption
features such as the distinctive chlorite hydroxyl bands centered at 2.34um and the weaker
feature at 1.4jtm.Spectrum B represents that of a schist characterized by absorption features
near 1.4um, 1.9um, and 2.2um. Spectrum C is a spectrum measured for a banded gneiss
sample containing quartz,plagioclase, biotite,and sillimanite.Thespectrum isdominated by
intense water and hydroxyl bands near 1.4um and 1.9um,however the sillimanite probably
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contributes the 2.2um band. Spectrum C' in Fig. 6.12 is that of a banded gneiss containing
tourmaline as accessory mineral. The spectrum is completely overprinted by the features of
tourmaline, e.g. the iron bands near 0.75um and 1.1um, the 1.4um feature, and the
characteristic hydroxyl bands between 2.2um and 2.4um. The spectrum of a garnet gneiss
consisting of quartz, plagioclase, cordierite, sillimanite, spinel and garnet is shown as
spectrum D in Fig. 6.12. The features of most minerals are obscured by the strong bands of
the garnet. The spectrum is dominated by the 1.28umand 1.7um iron absorption feature and
several iron absorption bands inthe visible andnear infrared yielding apeak reflectivity just
short of 0.95um. Spectrum E represents the garnet bearing peridotite bordering the garnet
gneisses.The spectrum isessentially similartothatof thegarnetgneiss however the features
are less pronounced and the overall reflectivity is much lower.

6.5.3 The Jubrique section
The Jubrique section follows the road running from Jubrique southeast toward Estepona. A
series of phyllites,schists,andgneissesborderstheperidotites.Theperidotites are developed
in the classical way as described by Obata (1980) from the garnet lherzolite facies near the
gneiss-peridotite contact to the plagioclase lherzolite facies some ten kilometers from the
contact. The location of the samples taken is shown in Fig. 6.13, whereas the reflectance
spectra are shown in Fig. 6.14.
Spectrum A is that of a grey phyllite/schist displaying weak water absorption bands.
SpectraBandCrepresentgneissesofslightlydifferent mineralogy.SampleBcontainsbiotite
and sillimanite and sample C contains biotite, sillimanite, and garnet. The sillimanite of
sample B probably contributes to the 2.2um hydroxyl band whereas the garnet of sample C
determines the shape of the spectrum in the visible and near infrared yielding a peak
reflectivity at 0.95um. This feature is however subdued most likely due to the presence of
finely disseminatedgraphite.SampleDcontainscordieriteandgarnet.Thegarnetfeatures are
not very dominant, and the spectrum of this gneiss is mainly characterized by water and
hydroxylbandswhich maybeattributed tothecordierite.Thecontactbetween garnetbearing
gneisses opposing garnet lherzolites south of Jubrique is marked by a felsic intrusion of
granitic composition (spectrum E). Its spectrum shows strong water absorption bands near
1.4um, 1.9um, and 2.5um. The double absorption band near 2 . 2 ^ is probably due to
hydroxyl insericiteproduced duringlatestagealteration ofthefeldspar. Thegarnetlherzolite
spectra shown as spectrum F and G, respectively in Fig. 6.14 are dominated by the garnet
absorption bands. Spectrum F represents a sample with coarse (>3mm.) garnets whereas the
sample of spectrum Gisfiner grained. The most prominent absorption band is centered near
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I Gamet Lherzolite
____j Spinel Lherzolite
111111Granular Peridotite
Plagioclase Lherzolite

Phyllite-Schist-Gneiss series

North
Road

0

1 2 3km.

Î

To Estepona
Fig. 6.13: Location of the samples in the Jubrique section of which spectra (Legend: A = Grey phyllite/schist,
B = Biotite-sillimanite gneiss, C = biotite-garnet-sillirnanite-graphite gneiss, D = Biotite-garnet-sillimanitecordierite, E = granitic intrusion, F = Coarse-grained garnei lherzolite, G = Fine-grained garnet lherzolite, H =
Spinel lherzolite, I = Granular harzburgite).

1.28|im and a weaker band at 1.7|imdue to ferrous iron. The visible and near-infrared part
of thespectrum aredominated byarapidfall-off from l.Oumtowardshorterwavelengths due
to both ferric and ferrous iron.These ions areresponsible for the observed absorption bands
at 0.85um, 0.7um, 0.57um, 0.5lum, and 0.43um. Spectrum H is that of a spinel lherzolite.
Thissampleweak absorption bands,mostbandsaremaskedduetothepresenceofmagnetite.
Sample I is a granular peridotite which is a coarse grained harzburgite consisting of olivine
and orthopyroxene (enstatite).Thestrong absorption bandnear0.91umis duetoferrous iron
in the pyroxene thus overprinting the olivine ferrous iron band which would occur near
1.1urn.Theadditional waterandhydroxylfeatures areduetovibrationaltransitionsintheOH
groups indicating minor alteration of olivine to serpentine.
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Fig. 6.14: Reflectance
spectra of samples in
the Jubrique section.
Lettersrefertolocations
onFig. 6.13.

6.6 RELATION BETWEEN LABORATORY, FIELD, AND IMAGE SPECTRA: A
CASE STUDY FROM THE LOS PEDROCHES BATHOLITH
The aim of this Case Study is to relate spectral information obtained from laboratory analysis
with spectral signature of pixel spectra through the use of field spectroscopy. A study carried
out on the Los Pedroches batholith (near Almadén, Fig. 6.15) and its surrounding contact
metamorphic aureole is presented. The aureole stands out clearly on Landsat Thematic
Mapper (TM) and Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) imagery. Soils on the contactmetamorphic aureoles are dark, reddish-brown in colour, contrasting with lighter coloured
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Fig. 6.15: Location and generalized geologic map of the Hinojosa del Duque area. TM coverage discussed in
this paper is indicated by the box (Legend: 1 = Shale and greywackes (Culm, Carboniferous), 2 = Biotite
Granodiorite (Los Pedroches Batholith), 3 = Hornfelses and 'spotted' slates (Contact metamorphic aureole), 4
= Porphyritic granite (Santa Eufemia stock), 5 = Sandstones and quartzites (Ordovician-Devonian units)).

soils developing on granitic rocks of the plutons and country rock outside the aureole. This
difference iscaused bythecombined effects of anumberof parameters such asH 2 0 andOH
content, total Fe, Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio and amount and form of carbon as reflected by the soil
mineralogy.
Due to itsmetal potential (e.g.thehugemercury deposits of Almadén and lead-silver
deposits of the Linares district; Ortega-Gironés & Hernandez-Sobrino, 1992; Saupé, 1990;
Eichmann etal, 1977;Maucher & Saupé, 1967),the southern margin of the Central Iberian
domain,atwhichtheLosPedrochesbatholith islocated,hasbeenrelatively well studied (e.g.
Almela et al, 1962; Puschmann, 1967a+b). The Los Pedroches batholith is a calc-alkaline
igneous intrusion emplaced into slates and greywackes of Middle Carboniferous age (Saupé,
1973, 1990; Saupé et al, 1977). The major part of the Los Pedroches batholith consists of
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monzogranite. The latter is exposed in the southeastern part of the Los Pedroches batholith
and also in satellitebodies astheSantaEufemia pluton (Fig.6.15).Thispluton also contains
enclaves of leucogranite with aplitic affinity and numerous dikes of aplitic, pegmatitic or
monzogranitic composition and thick quartz veins (Garcia-Casco, 1986; Garcia-Casco &
Pascual, 1987).Medium-grade contact metamorphism has transformed the Culm slates and
greywackes into hornfels and spotted slate with neoformation of cordierite, andalusite, and
biotite.

6.6.1 Chemical composition of soils
A total of 13soil samples were analyzed which were taken from a transect along the C-420
roadthatleadsfrom thevillageofHinojosadelDuquetoBelmezinthenorthoftheProvince
of Cordoba (Fig.6.16).This section crossesthe southern contact-metamorphic aureoleofthe
Los Pedroches batholith almost perpendicularly. At every sample station a composite soil
sample was taken from recently ploughed fields. This improved the representativity of the
sample and also largely eliminated the presence of vegetation (see also Richardson &
Wiegand, 1977;Roberts etal, 1993).Rock samples were collected from the nearest outcrop
or from float in the field.
The composition of these soils was determined through X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis. Generally, soils are composed of a mixture of new-formed clay minerals and iron
(hydr)oxides andmineralsinheritedfrom theunderlyingbedrock.Thesemineralsshowstrong
variations in their resistance against chemical weathering. Examination of X-ray diffraction
patterns of soil samples taken along aprofile over the contact metamorphic aureole indicate
variable proportions of the following minerals: quartz, feldspar, muscovite, chlorite, biotite,
montmorillonite (smectite group), illite and/or phengite (illite group), kaolinite (kaolinite
group), goethite and hematite (Table 6.3). From the above, the following parameters can be
summarized as being instrumental to the reflectance characteristics of the soils: total iron,
ferro/ferri ratio, the hydroxyl feature, the Al-hydroxyl feature, the water absorption feature,
the carbon content, and thebulk mineralogical composition. Soil mineralogy is afunction of
climatic conditions, soil drainage, and mineralogy of the underlying bedrock. The igneous
rocks of the Los Pedroches granodiorite are mainly composed of K-feldspar, quartz,
plagioclase, and biotite. Plagioclase is in the weathering zone largely replaced by sericite: a
microcrystalline mixture of muscovite, hydromuscovite, and phengite. Biotite is almost
completely altered tochlorite andrutile.Hornfelses andtheir soils,forming the inner contact
aureole, are composed of quartz, muscovite, chlorite, feldspar and locally cordierite and
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Fig.6.16: Visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra of soils sampled alongtheC-420 road from Hinojosa del
Duqueto Belmez perpendicular tothe contact aureole of the Los Pedroches batholith. Thereflectivity at 1.6um
isindicated abovethecurve,underneath eachabsorption feature thedepth (inpercentreflectance) relativetoHull
is indicated.

andalusite. 'Spotted' slates in the outer contact aureole and their soils arecomposed of finegrained phyllite with green-yellow spots of poikilitic mica (biotite or chamosite) and
cordierite, containing quartz some feldspar and 5% by volume of microcrystalline opaque
matter. Greywackes and slates of the Culm facies are mainly composed of quartz, feldspar,
and variable (3-25 vol. %) amounts of limonite.
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Minerals contributing to the spectral reflectance of the soils sampled over the contact
metamorphic aureole are essentially biotite, muscovite, chlorite, smectite (mainly
montmorillonite), illite and kaolinite. Their spectra are shown in Fig. 6.17. These are
phyllosilicates whose structure is that of indefinitely extended silicon-oxygen sheets formed
by sharing of three of the four oxygens in each Si0 4 tetrahedron with the neighbouring
tetrahedra. Phyllosilicates arehydroxyl-bearing, and Si is often substituted for aluminum.
Biotite is a potassium magnesium-iron-aluminum silicate, essentially
K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi3O10(OH)2. Ferrous and ferric ions cause a very broad band in the 0.6-1.5um
region, and a drop-off in the blue. As in the sample shown inFig.6.17, very often hydroxyl
bands are barely observable.
Muscovite is essentially KAl3Si3O10(OH)3, but frequently contains small amounts of
2+
Fe or Fe3+ resulting in a broad iron absorption band near 0.95um and a sharp absorption
feature near 0.44um. Hydroxyl bands centered at 1.4 and 2.2um are rather deep and sharp.
An additional double absorption feature attributed to hydroxyl can be observed at 2.34 and
2.42nm (Hunt et al., 1973).
Chlorite, (Mg,Fe2+, Fe3+)6AlSi3O10(OH)8,is amonoclinic,platy mineral which forms
asaresultof alterationofferromagnesian silicatessuchaspyroxenes,amphiboles,andbiotite.
The chlorite spectrum shows three broad bands between 0.7 and 1.1urn.Thebands at 0.7um
and at0.9um areduetoFe3+whereastheband at l.lum isduetoFe2+ (Fig.6.17). Additional
hydroxyl bands occur at 1.4umand between 2.0 and 2.5um.
Smectite is a group of expanding-lattice clay minerals characterized by a three-layer
lattice (one sheet of aluminum and hydroxyl between two layers of silicon and oxygen).
Montmorillonite, the high-alumina end-member of the smectite group, is the most common
smectite in the study area. Montmorillonite is Na033Al167Mg033Si4O10(OH)2 n H 2 0, where
water molecules are absorbed between the sheets of the structure. The spectrum of
montmorillonite istypical for awater-rich mineral showing strong absorption bands near1.4
and 1.9um and an additional band near 2.2um.
Absorption features of illite are generally broader and less well defined compared to
those Of muscovite, nevertheless, the illite, muscovite and montmorillonite spectra have
similar absorption bands. Illite {(K,H30) (Al,Mg,Fe)2 (Si,Al)4O10((OH)2,H2O)} shows broad
water absorption features near 1.4 and 1.9um and additional Al-hydroxylfeatures at2.2,2.3,
and 2.4um. Illite and muscovite have absorption bands near 2.35 and 2.45um which are
lacking in the montmorillonite spectrum.
The kaolinite (Al2Si2Os(OH)4) spectrum of Fig. 6.17 shows the well-known doublet
absorption near 2.2um and an additional hydroxyl feature at 1.4um.Kaolinite occurs in soils
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Fig. 6.17: Spectra of
minerals contributing to
thespectralpropertiesof
the investigated soil
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and TM c h a n n e l
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as an alteration product of aluminum silicates,particularly feldspar.
Thin-section examination of rock samples and laboratory analysis of soil samples
indicatedthepresenceoflimonitein opaqueform inthecontactmetamorphic soils.Limonite
is an hydrous iron oxide, mainly 2Fe203 • 3H20, which often occurs in the form of goethite
with some hematite.Itsreflectivity over theentirewavelength region of thespectrum isvery
low in opaqueform, but in transparent form it displays ferric absorption bands near 0.55 and
0.9um.
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- Weathered rock and soil reflectance spectra Table 6.3: Overview of sheet silicates showing properties relevant to theirreflectance characteristics (modified
from Deer et al., 1967).
Crystallography
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6.6.3 Spectra of soil samples
Laboratory reflectance spectra of 13 soil samples, measured using the Beekman UV5240
spectrometer, are shown in Fig. 6.16. Soil samples 5-8 were collected on the hornfels series
marking thecontact aureole.InthisFigure,thepercentreflectance at 1.6um (which is refered
to as albedo) has been indicated above the spectrum. Beneath each absorption feature, the
depth of the feature relative to Hull has been denoted (in percent reflectance). In order to
further characterize absorption features insoilreflectance spectra,wavelengthposition,depth,
width, asymmetry, and slope of the upper Hull was calculated for all absorption features.
Laboratory spectra of soils are discussed in detail in Condit (1970, 1972).
The positions of various features is relatively constant as is the asymmetry, and the
depth and width of a feature which are strongly correlated. The slope parameter is rather
insignificant incomparison withthechannelwidthofTMchannels.Therefore focus isonthe
relative albedo and theposition anddepth of hydroxyl, iron, andwater absorption features in
the reflectance spectra. The relative albedo, measured as the reflectance at 1.6um,is shown
for each soil sample inFig. 6.18.Soil samples 5-8 marking thecontact metamorphic aureole
are relatively dark. Albedo increases with distance from the contact metamorphic zone.The
depth of both iron absorption features in soil spectra is shown in Fig. 6.19. Fe2+ results in a
broad feature near l.Oum whereas Fe3+ gives rise to a decrease in reflectance from 0.8 to
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Fig. 6.18: Albedo expressed as reflectivity at
1.6\im for 13 soil samples.

0.4um. The Fe3+ absorption feature has been characterized as the difference between the
reflectance at 0.8um and the reflectance at 0.4um. From Fig. 6.19 it can be seen that soils
developing on the contact-metamorphic aureole have relatively weak Fe3+ features and
moderate Fe2+ features. The soils characterized by weak iron features, however, constitute a
broad zone surrounding the contact metamorphic aureole on both sides. At larger distance
from the hornfels series,iron content in the soil increases asindicated by intense absorption
features in soil samples 9-13. Thedepth of the Al-hydroxyl feature centered near 2.2um,the
depth of the water absorption band at 1.9um,andthedepth of thehydroxyl feature at 1.4um
are shown in Fig. 6.20. These three features appear to be highly correlated. The contact
metamorphic soils showrelatively weakwaterandhydroxyl features which increasein depth
withdistancefrom thecontactzone.Soil sample 11shouldperhapsberegarded asdisplaying
a reflectance spectrum differing from the surrounding samples in that it has relatively low
albedo and weak iron features. This decreased albedo, which is also characteristic of the
contact metamorphic soils,may be caused by the presence of carbonaceous material instead
of mineralogie differences. The opacity of carbonaceous material increases with increasing
temperature associated withcontactmetamorphism(Longetal, 1968;Staplin, 1969;Rowan
et al, 1987). Various authors noted the spectral quenching effect of small amounts (<0.1
percent) of finely disseminated carbonaceous material thus reducing the overall reflectance
and subduing the intensity of absorption bands (Johnson & Fanale, 1973; Clark, 1983;
Crowley, 1986).Hunt & Salisbury (1976) and Clark (1983) attribute thesecharacteristics to
the high absorption coefficient of the carbonaceous material. Clearly, from Fig. 6.16 it can
be seen that this spectral quenching effect affects the relative albedo and the depth of water
andhydroxyl bands inthe soil spectrabuthaslittleeffect onthe iron absorption features. An
extreme example of spectral quenching is soil sample 7 which has a high (>4%)content of
opaque material masking all but the strongest absorption bands.
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Fig. 6.19: Depth of the Fe2*feature near l.Oum
expressed in percent reflectance relative to Hull
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centered at 1.9|jm.
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StudiesbyRowan etal.(1987)andMarconnet etal.(1984)indicated thatLandsat MSSband
7 images could be used to detect contact metamorphosed pelitic rocks and soils around and
in aureoles. In the present study, laboratory and field spectra of soils are documented and
linked with image data for geologic mapping of a contact metamorphic aureole.
The study area was covered by Landsat MSS and TM scenes. In order to evaluate
whether the spectral absorption features characterizing the soil samples would be represented
also in the digital products,0.5-by-0.5m sized soil samples were spectrally analyzed using a
field spectrometer covering the four MSS wavelength bands.For comparison, the laboratory
reflectance spectra were re-sampled to the width of the Landsat MSS channels by averaging
the reflectance over the wavelength region covered by each of the channels. The resulting
scatter plots for each individual channel are shown in Fig. 6.21.These indicate that a good
correlation exists between laboratory spectra and image spectra.
Reductionof imagecorrelationusingratioimages- Table 6.4 shows the correlation matrix
betweenindividualLandsatTMbands.Thechannelsarehighlycorrelated indicatingthatthey
are spectrally similar. Thus, colour additive component images generated from three band
combinations of such channels would display a limited range of colours. Contrast
enhancement of threehighly correlated imagechannels displayed asred, green, andbluewill
serve mainly to expand the dark-light range of intensities; it does little to expand the range
of colours displayed. Several techniques have been proposed for exaggeration of the colour
saturation independent of thebrightness such as stretching of decorrelated images, stretching
of hue-saturation-intensity transformed images, and the use of ratio images and normalized
difference images (Mather, 1987; Jensen, 1986). Decorrelation stretch (Soha & Schwartz,
1978;Gillespie etal, 1986)isbasedonprincipalcomponent (PC)transformation. Thehighly
correlated bands are first transformed to their three principal components which are
independently stretched in the PC-space and subsequently retransformed to the original
coordinate system for display. The Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) transformation is a
technique for numerically describing colour inthe image domain using spherical coordinates
which are analogous tothe conventional perceptual attributes:Hue,Saturation and Lightness
(or Intensity; Gillespie, 1980;Gillespie et al, 1986).
Both ratio and normalized difference images have been used as input for three band
colour composites. Ratio images are created by calculating, on a pixel by pixel basis, ratios
of DN (representing intensity) values from two TM band images as
RDNy = DNi/ DNj
( 1)
where DN is the intensity in the i"1or j" 1 channel of the TM images and RDN is the ratio
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spectrometer using 0.5by-0.5m. samples and
resampledreflectancein
these channels from
laboratory spectra.

value in the ratio image.This ratio ranges from 0 to 1(negative radiance ratio) and from 1
to infinity (positive radiance ratio). The correlation among ratio images is lower than the
correlations amongtheoriginalTMbandimagesresultingfrom thereduction of awiderange
of (DNi,DNj) to a single RDNy. The source of variation which can be attributed to
illumination differences in a scene, is reduced after ratioing, which means that the spectral
shapebecomesproportionallymoreimportant.However,reducingvarianceduetoillumination
also implies that additive noise as well as effects of multiple reflections and atmospheric
scattering will be exaggerated in ratio images. Fig. 6.22 shows a colour ratio component
image displaying TM 5:7 in red,TM 3:1 in green, andTMband 5in blue.Acorrection was
not applied toremove atmospheric scattering which islargest inTMchannel 1.Atmospheric
scattered light will decrease the TM 3:1 values of the dark contact metamorphic soil and
increase the TM 3:1 over the high albedo objects, thus increasing the separability of these
features. In the TMbands 5and 7the effects of atmospheric scattering areminimal and will
only have an minor effect on the interpretation of the colour ratio component image. The
rationale for using a combination of TM 5:7, TM 3:1,and TM 5 is the following. TM 5:7
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- Chapter 6 Table 6.4: Correlation matrix for Landsat TM bands of the Hinojosa del
Duque image.
TM-1

TM-2

TM-3

TM-4

TM-5

TM-1

1.000

TM-2

0.943

1.000

TM-3

0.898

0.973

1.000

TM-4

0.764

0.822

0.850

1.000

TM-5

0.718

0.755

0.792

0.832

1.000

TM-7

0.719

0.789

0.793

0.689

0.883

TM-7

1.000

measures the decrease inreflectance from 1.6um to2.3umrelatedtoastrongH 2 0 absorption
feature. Since TM-5 is centered on the 2.2um hydroxyl feature, the ratio TM 5:7 gives an
indication of the relative depth of this feature. In all observed soil spectra the reflectance
value in TM-5 is higher than the reflectance value in TM-7 thus resulting in RDN57 values
ranging from 1to infinity. The ratio of TM 3 over TM 1(TM 3:1) maps the decrease in
reflectance from 0.7 to 0.4um that is an indication for Fe3+ related absorption. In general,
reflectance in TM 3 is higher than reflectance in TM 1thus resulting in ratios, RDN31, that
range from 1to infinity. Thechoiceof TM 5astheblue component isrelated tothe spectral
quenching effect discussed in the previous section. TM 5 is an indication of the relative
albedo which increases with distancefrom thecontact metamorphic aureole.The correlation
matrix of the bands used for the colour ratio component image are shown in Table 6.5,
indicating that the individual images are relatively uncorrelated. The colour scheme of the
colour ratio component image presented in Fig. 6.22 is explained in Table 6.6. The contact
metamorphic soilsshowaslightgreen anddarkgreencolours,indicating very lowDNvalues
in TM 5:7 and TM 5. This is related to the weak H 2 0 absorption and hydroxyl feature and
the relative low albedo of these soils related to spectral quenching. Therefore the weak Fe3+
absorption expressed in TM 3:1 (the green band) is dominating the colour in Fig. 6.22. In
between the two prominent almost linear contact metamorphic zones is an highly cultivated
areawithdominantlylightbluecolour.ThesesoilshavearelativehighalbedoandstrongFe3+
features and relatively weak H 2 0 and OH features. Dark blue colours are towns and
infrastructure. Towards the east, red and yellow colours prevail indicating strong H 2 0
absorption features and strongH 2 0 andFe3+features, respectively. North ofthecontactzone,
the prevailing colour is magenta representing soils with high reflectivity and strong H 2 0
absorption features lacking Fe3+features. Twoplutons canbe distinguished onthe image:the
first pluton (the Santa Eufemia granite) covers the northeastern corner of the image. The
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Table 6.5: Correlation matrix for Landsat TM
ratios and bands used for the colour ratio
component image of Fig. 6.22.
TM5:7

TM 3:1

TM5:7

1.000

TM3:1

-0.321

1.000

TM5

-0.180

-0.134

TM5

1.000

secondpluton (theLosPedrochesbatholith)isseen astheWNW-ESE striking wedge-shaped
zone covering the central part of the image. Contact metamorphic zones border this pluton
both to the northeast and the southwest. The Santa Eufemia granite is not so prominent
probably because it is deeply buried. However, it is locally marked by a dark green contact
zone and acoreof yellow coloured pixels indicating strongFe3+ andH 2 0 absorption features
that decrease toward the boundary of the pluton.
Reduction of imagecorrelationusingnormalizeddifferenceimages- Instead of using ratio
images for colour ratio component images, spectral gradients may be used. The gradient,
expressed asafraction of theaverageradiance,isgivenby thedifference between intensities
of two channels, normalized to their average value as
DDNij= [(DN,- DNjVCDN,+ DNj)] (2/Xt fy
( 2)
where DDNy is the value of the normalized intensity difference for channels i andj andXi
and A,j are their respective wavelengths (Gillespie et al, 1987). Division by (A, - Aj) is
necessary if DDN^ is to be interpreted as a spectral gradient, but makes no difference in
image enhancements because the DDNy values will be stretched. Normalization reduces the
effect of albedo and topographic shading on DDN. The DDN values range symmetrically
around zero instead of from 0 to 1for negative gradients and from 1to infinity for positive
gradients, as do ratio images. Enhancing difference images thus implies that positive and
negative slopes are treated similarly. This implies that information concerning the slope
direction (falloff to shorter or longer wavelength) of the spectral gradient is lost, but the
relative spectral difference in the individual ratios aremore enhanced. For example, the area
north of thecontactmetamorphic zoneisnowcharacterizedby several gradations ofmagenta
related to the depth of the H 2 0 feature (see Fig. 6.23 and Table 6.7). The contact
metamorphic zonesthemselves appear inyellow tobrown colours with locally some reddish
colours suggesting avariety of soil types characterized by relatively low albedo and variable
Fe3+ and H 2 0 absorption features.
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This figure is displayed as colour plats 1 on page 313

Fig.6.22:ColourRatiocomponent
image with TM 5:7 displayed in
red, TM 3:1 displayed in green,
and TM 5 displayed in blue (see
textfor discussion).
Table6.6: RelationbetweenrelativeRDNvalue,colourintheColourRatioComponentimage(Fig.6.22),and
main absorption feature. RelativeratiovaluesareindicatedbyH=high,M=moderate,L=low.
TM 5:7 Red

TM3:1

TM5

Green

Blue

image colour

absorption features

H

L

L

Red

H 2 0, OH, low albedo

H

L

H

Magenla

H 2 0, high albedo

H

L

M

Pink

H 2 0, OH

L

M

L

Dark Green

weak Fe3*, low albedo

L

M-H

L-M

Light Green

weak Fe3*, OH, H 2 0, carbonaceous material

L

M-H

M-H

Cyan

Moderate albedo, strong Fe3+, low H 2 0

L

L

M

Dark Blue

moderate albedo

L

M

H

Light Blue

high albedo, moderate Fe 3 \ low H 2 0

M-H

M-H

L-M

Yellow

Moderate Fe3+ and H 2 0

M

M

L

Brown

H

H

H

White

L

L

L

Black
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This figure is displayed as colour plate 2 on page 313

Fig.6.23:ColourRatiocomponent
image with TM 5:7 displayed in
red, TM 3:1 displayed in green,
and TM 5 displayed in blue. All
ratios are normalized difference
images(see text fordiscussion).

Table6.7: RelationbetweenrelativeDDNvalue,colourintheColourRatioComponentimage(Fig.6.23),and
mainabsorption feature. Relativeratio valuesareindicatedby H=high,M=moderate,L=low.
TM 5 Blue

image colour

absorption features

L

M

Magenta

H20

H

M-H

L

Yellow

weak H 2 0, OH,Fe3*

L

M

L

Dark Green

Fe3*

H

L

L

Red

H20

L

M-H

M-H

Cyan

Fe3*

L

L-M

M

Dark Cyan

low Fe3*

M-H

L-M

L

Brown

Moderate H 2 0, low Fe3+

H

H

H

White

TM 5:7 Red

TM 3:1 Green

(normalized)

(normalized)

M
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- Chapter 66.7 CONCLUSIONS
Weathered carbonate samples indicate that the overall reflectivity of the sample is hardly
affected by the weathering and that many small carbonate absorption features are obscured
due to weathering. The position of the strong carbonate absorption band is clearly observed
and its position is the same in both the weathered and fresh sample. Due to the complexity
of the chemistry of ultramafic rocks,no straightforward conclusions can be drawn from the
analysis of weathered rock surfaces. Composition of soils reflect the lithology of the
underlying bedrock and thushavesimilarspectralsignaturetotheircorresponding rockunits.
However, soil samples taken near and at the contact defined by the peridotites and
metamorphic sequences,showweakabsorptionfeatures andlowoverallreflectivity asaresult
of the presence of finely disseminated carbon. Spectral reflectance curves of vegetation in
various states of decay show agradual transition to spectra similar to those of soils. Spectral
signatures of rocks on three sections across the peridotite-country rock boundary (e.g. the
Ronda-San Pedro section, the Guaitara section, and the Jubrique section) show that spectral
reflectance characteristicschangewhenapproachingthecontactrelatedtoachangeinmineral
composition.
TheLosPedrochesCaseStudydemonstratesthatlaboratoryspectracanbelinkedwith
pixel spectra through field spectral analysis. Spectral analysis of 13 soil samples show that
these soils are spectral end-members of illite, muscovite, and chlorite. Characteristic
absorption features occur at2.2um duetoAl-OH,at 1.9um due toH 2 0, and at 1.4um due to
hydroxyl. Decreasing reflectivity from 0.8 down to 0.4um can be attributed to Fe**whereas
several small absorption in the0.4-0.6um wavelength range and a broad feature near 1.0|im
are related to Fe2+. The depth and width of hydroxyl features and the H 2 0 feature at 1.9um
increase with distance from the contact metamorphic zone related to the absorbing capacity
of finely disseminated carbonaceous material.Theopacity ofcarbonaceousmaterial increases
with increasing temperature due to metamorphism thus decreasing the overall reflectivity
(albedo) and weakening the absorption features. Iron related absorption features seem to be
unaffected by this process.
Several techniques have been proposed to decorrelate individual image channels, e.g.
decorrelation stretch, HSI transformation, use of ratio images, and the use of normalized
difference images. The analysis showed that ratios decrease the correlation from an average
in the order of 0.8 for theindividual TM channels to a value in the order of 0.2 for the twochannel ratios. Ratios subdue the effect of illumination differences and therefore enhance
noise and atmospheric scattering. Furthermore, the values in ratio images range from 0 to 1
(negativeratioradiance) and 1 toinfinity (positiveratioradiance)whichmakesthem difficult
tointerpret after contrastenhancement.Normalized difference imagesresultinvaluesthatare
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- Weathered rockandsoil reflectance spectrasymmetric around zero.After contrast stretching,negative andpositive spectral gradients are
treated similarly which leads to more colour differences and less correlation among these
normalized images than in the case of ordinary ratio images.More colour contrast could be
obtained by usingHSItransformation ordecorrelation stretching onthe ratio images,but the
information content gained is relatively small compared totheusageof ratios only. Mapping
of water and hydroxyl features, iron features, and albedo wasdone successfully using colour
ratio component images constructed with TM 5:7, TM 3:1,and TM 5.
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CHAPTER 7:
Preprocessing of imaging spectrometer data and
atmospheric calibration5

ABSTRACT
Raw imaging spectrometer data from the AVIRIS and GERISscanners used throughout this
thesis are acquired in absolute radiance-mode and need to be preprocessed to obtain
reflectance-mode data comparable to laboratory spectra. Such preprocessing is described in
thisChapter using anAVIRISdatasetfrom theCupriteMiningdistrict andaGERISdataset
from southern Spain. In order to characterize the data properties, signal-to-noise ratios are
estimated using three methods: (1)the "homogeneous area method", (2)the "local mean and
localvariancesmethod", andthe "geostatisticalmethod".Ingeneral,GERIS datahavehigher
signal-to-noise ratios than AVIRIS data, however, significant differences occur between
estimatesof different methodsused.Next,wavelength calibration isdiscussed with emphasis
on the GERIS data set. A one channel offset is found on the basis of the position of C0 2
absorption bands;anoffset regularly encountered insuchdata.Themajor partofthis Chapter
is devoted to a critical review of the performance of a number of atmospheric calibration
algorithms (e.g., the Flat-field method, the Empirical Line method, the Internal Average
Relative Reflectance (IARR) method, and the Atmospheric Removal method (ATREM)).

Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Calibration of Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer data (AVIRIS) to
reflectance and mineral mapping in hydrothermal alteration zones: an example from the "Cuprite Mining
District". Geocarto International, 9(3): 23-37.
Van derMeer, F. 1994.Mineralidentification andmapping ofhydrothermal alteration zones using high-spectral
resolution images (AVIRIS). ITC-Journal, 94(2): 145-154.
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- Chapter77.1 INTRODUCTION
"Raw" data from imaging spectrometers are acquired in two fundamentally different modes.
Geoscan Advanced Multispectral Scanner Mark II (GEOSCAN) data, for example, are
acquired in relative radiance-mode which is similar to reflectance-mode data. Data from
NASA instruments (e.g. the Airborne Imaging Spectrometer, the Airborne Visible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer) and data from the Geophysical Environmental Research Imaging
Spectrometer (GERIS) are acquired in absolute radiance-mode and must be preprocessed to
obtainreflectance-mode data.The"raw"imagingspectrometerdataofsuchsystemsrepresents
an atmospheric spectrum displaying arapid falloff of reflectance toward longer wavelengths
andanumber of absorption bandswhichmaybeattributed tomajor gassesintheatmosphere.
In this Chapter, an overview is given of the sensors used and the data sets acquired
in the study presented in thisthesis.Their inherent performance characteristics are evaluated
in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio achieved using three intrinsically different methods.
Finally, wavelength and radiometric calibration is described and atmospheric calibration
techniques currently available are critically reviewed. In this, I follow the preprocessing
strategy outlined in detail by Rockwell (1991).

7.2 IMAGING SPECTROMETER SYSTEMS
7.2.1 The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS)
The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS; Vane et al, 1993) was
proposedin 1983 andfirst flown in 1987asthefirst imagingsystemacquiringdatainnarrow,
contiguous spectral bands across the solar reflected portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
from 0.4um to 2.5um (Vane etal, 1984).AVIRISbecame operational in 1989and hasbeen
flown since at many locations mainly in North and Central America and in Europe. The
scanner consists of four spectrometers known as spectrometer A, B, C, and D covering the
0.40-0.70um, 0.65-1.25um, 1.20-1.82um, and 1.78-2.40um wavelength ranges respectively.
Thekeyperformance parameters showninTable7.1arethespectralcoverage,0.4-2.5um,the
instantaneous field of view, lmRAD, which provides a 20m pixel, and the swath width,
10.5km, covering 614 pixels cross track. The AVIRIS is mounted on the U-2/ER-2 aircraft
operating from an altitude of 20km. This platform was chosen because it is generally very
stable,ithasrelatively lowvelocity-to-height ratio,andithasalongrangeofaction.AVIRIS
data are calibrated during the flight season both in the laboratory as during the flight. The
laboratory and in-flight calibration is performed at the beginning and end of the season.
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Table 7.1: Performance characteristics of the
AVIRIS scanner (after: Vane et al, 1988;
1993).
Wavelength Range

400-2500nm

Sampling Interval

lOnm

Channel width

lOnm

Platform

ER-2

Altitude

20km

Field of View

33 degrees

Image width (614 pixels)

10.5km

Maximum Image Length

1000km

Instantaneous FOV

lmRAD

Ground FOV

20m

Laboratory calibrations performed are primarily spectral and radiometric (see e.g., Vane et
al, 1988; Chrien et al, 1990). The purpose of the spectral calibration is to map the center
wavelength falling oneach detector element, andtodetermine thewavelength bandwidth for
the AVIRIS channels. Radiometric calibration provides a calibration file used to convert
AVIRIS data numbers (DN's) to units of radiance. In-flight calibration procedures are
described in detail in Green (1992a+b). Results of AVIRIS spectral and radiometric
calibration accuracy are shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: AVIRIS spectral and radiometric calibration
accuracy (after: Green, 1992b).
Wavelength (nm)

Spectral (nm)

Radiometric (%)

400-700

1.7

3.24

700-1200

0.3

1.72

1200-1800

0.4

1.96

1800-2500

1.3

3.71
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- Chapter7Table 7.3: Specification of band number and position for the GER
63-channel imaging spectrometer data set flown on October 7th, 1991,
over the Igualeja-Istan area.
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Channel

Position (nm)

Channel

Position (nm)

1

464.12

34

1979.56

2

490.69

35

1996.57

3

517.26

36

2013.57

4

543.82

37

2030.57

5

570.39

38

2047.57

6

596.96

39

2064.57

7

623.52

40

2081.57

8

650.09

41

2098.58

9

676.65

42

2115.58

10

703.22

43

2132.58

11

729.79

44

2149.58

12

756.35

45

2166.58

13

782.92

46

2183.58

14

809.49

47

2200.59

15

836.05

48

2217.59

16

862.62

49

2234.59

17

889.19

50

2251.59

18

915.75

51

2268.59

19

942.32

52

2285.60

20

968.89

53

2302.60

21

995.45

54

2319.60

22

1022.02

55

2336.60

23

1048.59

56

2353.60

24

1075.15

57

2370.61

25

1165.90

58

2387.61

26

1274.70

59

2404.61

27

1383.50

60

2421.61

28

1492.30

61

2438.61

29

1601.10

62

2455.61

30

1709.90

63

2472.62

31

1818.70

32

1945.56

33

1962.56
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Fig. 7.1: Geologyofthe
CupriteMiningDistrict.
The map shows
hydrothermal alteration
zones after Ashley &
Abrams (1980), Albers
& Stewart (1972) and
Abramsetal. (1977).

7.2.2 Geophysical Environmental Research Imaging Spectrometer (GERIS)
Datafrom theGeophysicalEnvironmental Research Imaging Spectrometer (GERIS) areused
in this study. This scanner uses an optoelectronic scanning device consisting of a rotating
mirror to scan a line of 512pixels perpendicular to theflight track with a scan angle of 45°
toeither sideof theflight direction.Theincoming radiation of agroundpixel issplit andsent
to three spectrometers each with a separate line detector array (Lehmann etai, 1990).The
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Fig. 7.2: AVIRIS
spectral band 68
(1.013|im) from the
Cuprite Mining
District data set (A
= Stonewall Playa,B
= KaoliniteHill,C=
Alunite deposit, D =
Buddingtonite
deposit; after: Vane,
1989).

three grating spectrometers acquire 63 inherently co-registered data channels (Table 7.3)
simultaneously in the 0.4-2.5um wavelength region. The spectral bandwidths vary over the
spectrum: the scanner has 24 channels of 23nm width in the 0.499-1.083um wavelength
region,7channelsof 120nmwidthinthe 1.080-1.800umwavelength region,and 32channels
of 17nm width in the 1.980-2.494um wavelength region (Collins & Chang, 1990). The
scannerhasthreeinstantlychangeable aperturesizescorrespondingto2.5.3.3,and4.6mRAD
IFOV. This yields a ground resolution of 18, 24, or 36 square meters, respectively, for an
aircraft altitude of 20.000ft. The swath width at 20.000 ft. is approximately 12km.The data
hasadigital resolution of 12bitanda 16bitdynamicrangeandnogain oroffset adjustments
are necessary. Collins & Chang (1988) claim a signal-to-noise ratio as high as 5000 in the
0.4-1.lum region and a signal-to-noise ratio of 500 in the l.l-2.5um region. However,
Kaufman et al. (1991) for the GER data set of the Makhtesh Ramon (Negev, Israel) found
signal-to-noise ratios varying between 10 and 45 for the same spectral regions. GER also
claims radiometric calibration repeatability within 1percent from flight to flight (Collins &
Chang, 1990),howeverHill(1991)measuredsignificant differences betweenpre-and inflight
instrument calibration butnotedthat theseparameters differ from scenetoscene.TheGERIS
is flown on a Piper Aztec twin engine aircraft at an altitude of 20.000 ft. The entire data set
used in this study has a swath width of 512 pixels and 2400pixels along-flightline and was
flown at 15.000ft. yielding apixel sizeof approximately 12.44m (GER,pers.comm., 1991).
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Marbella
San Pedro
Estepona

Fig. 7.3:Locationofthe
GERIS data strip.

7.2.3 Imaging spectrometer data sets used
Throughout this thesis,two imaging spectrometer datasets areused: (1) theAVIRIS Cuprite
Mining District data set, and (2) the GERIS Istân-Iqualeja data set.
The area of study, theCuprite mining district (Fig.7.1) is situated in western Nevada
some30km.southofGoldfield, andcontainsbothhydrothermally alteredandunalteredrocks.
The eastern half of the district, which is discussed in this thesis, is an area of extensive
hydrothermal alteration within a sequence of rhyolitic welded ash flow and air fall tuffs
(Albers & Stewart, 1972).These altered rocks can be subdivided into three mappable units:
silicified rocks, opalized rocks, and argillized rocks. Silicified rocks, containing abundant
hydrothermal quartz, form alarge irregular patch extending from themiddle tothe south end
of thearea.Opalizedrockscontainabundantopalandasmuchas30%AluniteandKaolinite.
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NORTH
To Ronda

2km.
vw^?

Fig. 7.4: Generalized lithologie map of the strip covered by the GER Imaging Spectrometer (1 = lime-breccia,
2 = marble, 3 = bedded limestone, 4 = massive limestone, 5 = dolomite, 6 = schist, 7 = gneiss, 8 =
peridotite/serpentinite; after: IGME, 1972).

Locally,an interval of soft, poorly exposedmaterialmapped asargillizedrockseparates fresh
rock from opalized rock. In the argillized rocks,plagioclase is altered to Kaolinite, and glass
is altered toopal and varying amounts of montmorrillonite and Kaolinite.Thedistribution of
these alteration assemblages is characteristic for a fossilized hot-spring deposit (e.g.,
Buchanan, 1981)whichoften containgold.Thegeneralgeology oftheCupriteminingdistrict
istreated in more detail in Abramsetal.(1977).TheAVIRIS data (seeFig.7.2) used in this
study were acquired on 29 september 1989 at 11:25 AM (local time).
TheGERISdatafrom southern Spainwereflown onOctober,7, 1991covering astrip
stretching from the village of Istân inthe southeast tothe village of Igualeja inthe northwest
(Fig.7.3).In the southeastern mostpart thedatacoverthemarbles of theBiancaunit andthe
gneissesandschistsoftheAlpujarride nappecomplex.Progressingtowardsthenorthwest,the
Ronda peridotites and part of the schist and granitoid gneiss sequence of the Alpujarride
nappe complex are covered. The contact between the peridotites and the marble-bedded and
crystallinelimestone-dolomite-lime brecciaoftheNievesunitisseeninthenorthwesternmost
part of the scene. A small part of the garnet gneiss-schist-phyllite series of the Alpujarride
nappe complex is covered which is exposedjust south of the village of Igualeja (Fig. 7.4).
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to an area of approximately 5by 25 kilometres.
The AVIRIS Cuprite Mining District data set has been extensively studied by many
authors (e.g.Hook etal., 1991;Rast etal, 1991),and many articles havebeen published on
the use of remote sensing in the Cuprite Mining district by means of other image data types
(e.g., Kruse et al. 1990; Okada & Iwashita, 1992; Kahle & Gœtz, 1983). Since both the
geology and the spectral signature of rocks in the Cuprite mining district have been
characterized in detail, throughout thisthesis the AVIRIS CupriteMining District data set is
used mainly for testing of atmospheric calibration techniques and other pre-processing
techniques and for theevaluation ofnewly developed algorithms for mineral mapping.These
can then be applied to the GERIS data set from southern Spain which hasnot been reported
in the literature.

7.3 ESTIMATION OF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
Signal in imaging spectrometry is considered to be the quantity measured by an imaging
spectrometer sensor, whereas noise describes the random variability of the signal. The
quantification of the noise level alone is not a very useful measure for the quality of a
imaging spectrometer data set sincethe effect is more severe when signal is low. Therefore,
in most studies the signal-to-noise ratio isusedestimated astheratio of the signal's mean to
its standard deviation.
Imaging spectrometer data setscontain both periodic (coherent) sensor noise that can
beremoved andrandomnoisethatcannot.Thesignal-to-noisecalculation isdoneondatasets
with periodic noise removed. Curran & Dungan (1989) used a notch filter on fast-fourier
transformed data for this purpose. Theremaining random noise can be additive noise, which
isindependent of the signal,andmultiplicative noisewhich isproportional tothe signal.The
major part of the noise in imaging spectrometer data sets is additive and decreases sharply
with both an increase in wavelength and atmospheric absorption. This random noise
component consists of random sensor noise (which is image independent), intra-pixel
variability (resulting from spatially heterogeneous pixel contents), and interpixel variability.
Several methods have been proposed toestimate the signal-to-noise ratio of imaging
spectrometer data setswhich canbe separated intothree classes: "laboratory methods", "dark
currentmethods",and "imagemethods".Atypical"laboratorymethod"usesthesignal'smean
(z) and its standard deviation {s)of a bright surface to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio for
a few spectral bands (Vane etal., 1988).Theestimated signal-to-noise ratio is in most cases
too high since a very bright target isused. Atypical "dark current method" uses variation in
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Green, 1992).Onesimple "imagemethod"for estimatingthesignal-to-noiseratioof animage
is to find a homogeneous area within the scene and compute the signal mean, z, and its
standard deviation, s. The ratio of the mean to the standard deviation gives an estimate for
thesignal-to-noiseratiooftheimage(Fujimoto etal.,1989;Dugginetal, 1985).Themethod
in most cases underestimates the signal-to-noise ratio since interpixel variability contributes
tothenoise component, s,thus suppressing the signal-to-noise ratio.Another shortcomingof
theapproach is thedifficulty infinding anhomogeneous areawhich isrepresentative for the
entireimage.Lee&Hoppel(1989)developed amethodfor automaticestimation ofsignal-tonoise ratios for imaging spectrometer data. According to their method, the image is divided
into small4x4or 8x8pixelblocks andthesignal's mean and standard deviation iscalculated
for each block. From this, a scatter plot is constructed plotting the squares of the means
versusthevariancesdefining astraightlinerepresentingthenoisecharacteristicsoftheimage.
Meer et al. (1990) developed a parallel algorithm which allows to separate additive noise
from multiplicative noise.
In this section, I will concentrate on three methods which will be referred to as the
"homogeneous area method" (Fujimoto et al, 1989), the "local means and local variances
method" (Gao, 1993) and the "geostatistical method" (Curran & Dungan, 1989). The
"homogeneousareamethod"hasbeenoutlinedearlier.Thetwoothermethodswillbeoutlined
below.

7.3.1 The "local means and local variances method"
The "localmeansandlocalvariancesmethod"developedbyGao(1993)buildsontheconcept
of Lee &Hoppel (1989)dividing animageintosmallblocks andcomputing local means and
variances. An image is divided into small blocks of 4x4, 5x5 , 8x8pixels.For each block,
a local mean (denoted LM by Gao, 1993) is calculated according to
1 i=N
LM = — 2 5,
N i=i

(1)

where 5jis the signal value of the ith pixel in the block andN is the total number of pixels
in the block. The local standard deviation (LSD) is calculated as
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i=N

I (S,- LM)2]"2

LSD = [

(tf-D

(2)

i=i

Homogeneous blocks have smallLSDvalues and therefore provide information onthe noise
of the image, while inhomogeneous blocks, such as those containing edges have large LSD
values. The distribution of the LSD values is used to characterize the random noise. Gao
(1993) proposes to set-up a number of classes of LSD values between the minimum and
maximumvaluesoccurring.TheLSDvaluecorresponding tothemostfrequent class(e.g.that
class containing most of the blocks) is the mean noise.The signal-to-noise ratio is found as
the ratio of mean signal (i.e.themean of theLMvalues found inEq(l)) andthe meannoise.

7.3.2 The "geostatistical method"
The "geostatistical method" proposed by Curran & Dungan (1989) allows to calculate the
signal-to-noise ratio of a imaging spectrometer data set free of interpixel variability. The
intrapixel variability and the random sensor noise are estimated using the semi-variogram
produced from a transect of pixels. The semi-variogram, y(h), defines the variances of the
differences between pairs of pixel signals, z(x;)-2(Xj+A), a distance h apart and can be
estimated by
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1(h)=
2«

n
[2z(x,) -z(X/ + hW

(3)

i'=l

where n is the number of pairs of points used to calculate the lag h. The semi-variogram is
characterized by three parameters: the range, the sill, and the nugget component (Fig. 7.5).
The sill is the asymptotic upper bound value of 7(A)which is often equal to the variance of
the data set. Therange isthe distance or lag-spacing at which thesill isreached defining the
degreeof spatialcorrelation ofthedataset.Thenuggetcomponent isthenon-zero y-intercept
of the semi-variogram implying that measuring a point twice would yield different results.
This variance doesnot have aspatial component and iscomposed almost entirely of random
sensor noise. Curran & Dungan (1989) propose that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
estimated from the signal's mean, z, and the nugget component C0by
SNR = z IVC0

(4 )

Difficulties withthe "geostatistical method" aretheestimation of thenuggetcomponent from
thevariogramssincethesemi-variogram itself atalagofÖpixelsisnotdefined. Furthermore,
data sets are seldom isotropic and anistropy may result in direction-dependent nugget
components.

7.3.3 Results
Calculated signal-to-noise ratio's for theAVIRIS Cuprite data set are shown inFig. 7.6 and
Table 7.4. These show that the computed noise values for the "homogeneous area method"
areslightly higherthan thosefor the "local mean and standarddeviation method".Thesetwo
methods give values from 15:1to75:1for spectrometer A,25:1 to 125:1for spectrometer B,
1:1 to23:1for spectrometer C, and 1:1 to8:1 for spectrometerD.On theaverage, signal-tonoise ratio's for 30:1, 50:1, 15:1, and 10:1aremeasured for spectrometers A-D respectively,
which are in good agreement with results presented by Carrere & Abrams (1988). The
"geostatistical method" produces in general higher signal-to-noise ratio's due to a lower
estimate of the noise. The signal-to-noise values seem to correlate better with the range of
wavelengthscoveredbytheindividual AVIRISspectrometer. Gao(1993)presentedsignal-tonoiseratio's calculatedusingthe "local meanandstandard deviation method"for GERISdata
from the Cuprite mining area. The signal-to-noise ratio's in the 0.5 and 0.95um wavelength
rangearebetween45:1and 70:1,thefew broadchannelsbetween 1.0 and 1.3umshow values
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-Atmosphericcalibration Table 7.4: Statistics of differences between noise and signal-to-noise ratio's
estimated using the "homogeneous area method", and the "local mean
and standard deviation method" and the "geostatistical method" (e.g.
snr"homogeneous area method" minus snr"geostatistical method") for the
AVIRIS Curpite data set.
"local mean and standard deviation"

"geostatistical method"

noise

snr

noise

snr

mean

6.24

-7.39

8.97

-8.94

variance

33.62

88.74

154.86

180.25

std. dev.

5.79

9.42

12.44

13.43

skewness

2.75

-1.23

3.75

0.695

kurtosis

13.81

10.10

21.85

9.11

minimum

-3.0

-64.82

-18.0

-43.65

25%

+3.6

-10.27

+4.0

-14.87

median

+4.9

-3.71

+7.0

-5.21

75%

+7.0

-1.13

+10.1

-1.75

maximum

+40.0

+5.46

+99.04

+57.46

Table 7.5: Statistics of differences between noise and signal-to-noise ratio's estimated
using the "homogeneous area method", and the "local mean and standard deviation
method" and the "geostatistical method" (e.g. snr"homogeneous area method" minus
snr"geostatistical method") for the GERIS dataset of southern Spain.
"local mean and standard deviation"

"geostatistical method"

noise

snr

noise

snr

mean

10.12

-5.97

20.55

-23.83

variance

85.19

98.29

358.14

336.32

std. dev.

9.23

9.91

18.92

18.34

skewness

0.60

0.32

1.09

-0.25

kurtosis

4.53

3.75

4.72

5.15

minimum

-11.0

-27.05

•11.0

-82.26

25%

+5.0

-11.44

+7.0

-31.39

median

+8.2

-6.0

+19.0

-25.32

75%

+15.0

-0.38

+27.55

-12.22

maximum

+38.0

+23.39

+82.0

+34.74
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- Chapter7of less than 5:1, and the signal-to-noise ratio's in the 2.0-2.5um wavelength range are
typically 25:1 to 35:1.Clearly, the signal-to-noise ratio's in the 2.0-2.5um, which is a very
important region for geological mapping, are significantly higher than those produced by
AVIRIS over the same area.The results of calculating the signal-to-noise ratio for theGER
data setover theIstan-Cartajima areaof southern Spain areshown inFig.7.7 andTable7.5.
The"homogeneousareamethod"andthe"localmeanandstandarddeviationmethod"produce
similar results, however the signal-to-noise ratio's calculated from the "homogeneous area
method" are higher than those from the "local mean and standard deviation method". The
"geostatistical method" again shows a different result from the other two methods.

On page 173to 178Figs.7.6 and 7.7 are displayed:
Fig. 7.6:Average signal, noise, and signal-to-noise ratio calculated through (A) the "homogenous area
method"(page 173), (B) the "local mean and standard deviation method" (page 174), and (C) the
"geostatistical method" (page 175) for AVIRIS data from the Cuprite Mining area.
Fig. 7.7: Average signal, noise,and signal-to-noise ratio calculated through (A) the "homogenous area
method" (page 176), (B) the "local mean and standard deviation method" (page 177), and (C) the
"geostatistical method" (page 178) for GERIS data from southern Spain.
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The AVIRIS data from the Cuprite Mining District used in this study was calibrated for
wavelength shifts at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Regular in-flight calibration
experiments of AVIRIS data have shown that the channel positions in all four AVIRIS
spectrometers closely agree with the corresponding parameters measured in the laboratory
(Green, 1992b) or modelled using an advanced atmospheric model (Kneizys et ai, 1988).
Wavelength calibration of the southern Spain GERIS data was carried out by GER.
An additional check on the wavelength calibration was made by comparing the positions of
known atmospheric absorption features to their locations in "raw" GER pixel spectra
following the procedure outlined by Kruse etal.(1990). Atmospheric carbon dioxide (C02)
absorption bands located at2.005um and 2.055um werecompared totheirrespective spectral
position in a number of GER pixel spectra. The corresponding C0 2 absorption bands were
observed at 2.0178um and 2.0681um, an offset of +0.0128um and 0.0131um, respectively,
corresponding approximately to a one channel offset. Rubin (1993) found a similar one
channel offset in GERIS data from the Yerington District, Nevada, Keirein-Young & Kruse
(1989) and Kruse et al. (1990) found a similar one channel offset for GERIS data from the
CupriteMining District. Accordingly, thewavelength positionswere adjusted onechannel in
the last spectrometer to shift the C0 2 bands to their proper spectral positions. In the visible
portionofthespectrum,theH 2 0absorptionbandcenteredat0.94umwasused. Unfortunately,
thisbandismuchbroaderthantheC0 2 absorption bandsdescribed aboveandcould therefore
not be exactly positioned. Since the location of the band did not deviate much from the
predicted location, the GER band positions were used for spectrometers 1and 2.

7.5 ATMOSPHERIC CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES
Raw imaging spectrometer data have the general appearance of the solar irradiance curve,
with radiance decreasing towards longer wavelengths, and exhibit several absorption bands
due to scattering and absorption by gasses in the atmosphere. The major atmospheric water
vapour bands (H20) arecentered approximately at0.94um, 1.14um, 1.38umand 1.88um,the
oxygen (02) band at 0.76um, and carbon dioxide (C02) bands near 2.01urn and 2.08um.
Additionally, othergassesincluding ozone (03),carbon monoxide(CO),nitrous oxide (N20),
and methane (CH4), produce noticeable absorption features in the 0.4-2.5um wavelength
region.
The effect of atmospheric calibration algorithms is to re-scale the raw radiance data
providedbyimaging spectrometerstoreflectance bycorrectingfor atmospheric influence thus
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- Chapter7shifting all spectratonearly thesamealbedo.Theresult is adata setinwhich each pixelcan
be represented by a reflectance spectrum which can be directly compared to reflectance
spectra of rocks and minerals acquired either in the field or in the laboratory. Techniques
discussed here are the Flat-field correction, the Log-residual and Flat-field log-residual
method, the Empirical Line Method, the Internal Average Relative Reflectance (IARR)
Atmosphericcorrectiontechnique,andtheAtmosphericRemovalMethod(ATREM).Thefirst
three methods require pixel spectra for the calibration, whereas the other two rely on
information derived solely from the datacube.
The pre-processing of the raw AVIRIS radiance data to produce the image product
provided byNASA-JPL isdescribed in Reimeretal.(1987)andPorter etal.(1990).Collins
& Chang (1988) describe the pre-processing and in-flight calibration of the GERIS data set
as is provided to the investigator.

7.5.1 the Flat-field correction
The purpose of the flat-field correction is to reduce the atmospheric influence in the raw
imaging spectrometer data andeliminate thesolarirradiancedrop-off, aswell as anyresidual
instrument effects. This is achieved by dividing the whole data set by the mean value of an
area within the scene which is spectrally and morphologically flat, and spectrally
homogeneous.Theflat-fieldchosen shouldhaveahighalbedotoavoid decreasingthesignalto-noise ratio. This can also be achieved by increasing the number of pixel spectra used to
produce the flat-field spectrum. In order to select properly an flat-field target area, ground
truth data is necessary to ensure that the calibration target is indeed spectrally flat. In that
case, theflat-fieldmethod removes the solar irradiance curve and major gaseous absorption
features as well as system induced defects.

7.5.2 the Log-residual and Flat-field log-residual method
TheLog-residual correction was developed by Green &Graig (1985) and modified by Lyon
& Lanz (1985) in order to remove the solar irradiance drop-off, atmospheric effects, and
topographic effects in the raw imaging spectrometer data set. In their approach, radiance
measured by the sensor, L{ x, is related to the corrected reflectance, R^, in pixel i at
wavelength Xas:
L u =1 ^ 1 ,
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-Atmosphericcalibration whereT;isthetopographicfactor which isaconstant factor for allwavelengths which varies
with slope angle and orientation thus accounting for the brightness variations due to
differences in angle and orientation of the topography. The illumination factor, Ix, describes
the solar irradiance curve and is constant for pixels at a given wavelength. The log-residual
equation is given by Green & Graig (1985) as:
log(RESy) = logCDNy)- logCaveDNi) -logfcveDNj) + log(DNg)

( 6)

where RESy is the residual value for pixel i and channel j , DNy is the value of input pixel
for pixel i and channel j , aveDN;is the average value of all channels for pixel i, aveDNj is
the average value for all pixels for channel j , andDNg is the global average of all pixels for
all channels.Intrinsically this correction doesnotrequire ground truth knowledge. However,
as can be seen from the above equation, log residual spectra areaffected by the mean values
of the scene. Thus if minerals with strong absorption features are present, the averages will
reflect thesefeatures thusobscuring absorptionbandsafter calibration orintroducing artefacts
such as small peaks on the corrected pixel spectra. To overcome this problem, the flat-field
log-residual method wasdeveloped using average values from aspectrally flat portion of the
scene in a similar fashion as the flat-field correction described earlier. The flat-field logresidual equation is given as (Hutsinpiller, 1988):
log(FFResy) = log(DNM) - logfcveDN.) - log(aveDNFF) + logCDNy)

(7 )

where h'h'KeSy is the flat-field residual value for pixel i and channel j , aveDNj the average
value of all pixels in a spectrally flat area for channel j , and D N ^ the global average of all
pixels in the spectrally flat area for all channels.

7.5.3 the Empirical Line method
Conversion of raw imaging spectrometer data to reflectance data using the Empirical Line
method (Kruse etal, 1985;Kruse, 1988;Keirein-Young &Kruse, 1989;Kruse etal, 1990)
requires the selection and spectral characterization of two calibration targets (Roberts et ah,
1985), thus assuming a priori knowledge of each site. This empirical correction uses a
constant gain and offset for each band to force a best fit between sets of field spectra and
image spectra characterizing the same ground areas thus removing atmospheric effects,
residual instrument artifacts, andviewinggeometryeffects. Thecorrection requiresfour basic
steps (Kruse et ah, 1990):
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Fig. 7.8: Derivation of gain and offset values (after: Keirein-Young & Kruse, 1989, their Figure 4). The DN
values extracted from image pixels are plotted against the corresponding field reflectance values for the two
calibration targets at a certain wavelength channel. By means of least square fitting of a best-fit line the offset
and gain value are found to be -0.24 and 0.000082, respectively. The reflectance for all image pixels in the
channel is given by the relation, Reflectance=-0.24+0.000082(DN).

1)The first step is the choosing of twoground target regions of awide albedo range
(e.g., a dark and a bright target) and acquiring field spectra characterizing these
targets.
2) Next, multiple pixels are selected that are associated with each of the two ground
targets.
3) Then, an over determined system of linear equations may be constructed for each
band in which the number of unknowns is two, the gain and offset values, and the
number of knowns isequal tothetotal number of imagepixels chosen. Solving these
equations by means of least squares fitting provides gain and offset spectra and a
standard error for these values for each parameter ateach wavelength (Fig.7.8). The
gain spectrum is an inverse solar irradiance curve, whereas the offset spectrum is a
negative correction factor that increases with wavelength.
4) The final step, the actual calibration of the data, is a multiplication of the
instrument DN values by the proper gain factor adding corresponding offset value.
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technique
The Internal Average Relative Reflectance (IARR) correction method (Kruse et al, 1985;
Kruse, 1988, Ben-Dor & Kruse, 1994) allows the calibration of raw imaging spectrometer
data to reflectance data when nocalibration information is available. This procedure uses an
'Average Reference Spectrum' (ARS) calculated as the average pixel spectrum of the entire
scene. This spectrum is divided into each image radiance spectrum to produce a relative
reflectance spectrum for each pixel. Care should be taken when cover types with strong
absorption features arepresent inthe scene.In such acase theIARR correction method may
cause artifacts which may be wrongly interpreted as being spectral features.

7.5.5 the Atmospheric Removal Method (ATREM)
Asdescribed earlier, sevengasses (e.g.,atmospheric watervapourbands (H20), oxygen (0 2 ),
carbon dioxide (C02), ozone (03), carbon monoxide (CO),nitrous oxide (N20), and methane
(CH4), produce noticeable absorption features in the 0.4-2.5um wavelength region of the
spectrum. Additionally, atmospheric molecules and aerosols scatter solar radiation. The
atmospheric removal method (ATREM) described by Gao et al. (1993) is a method for
deriving surface reflectances from radiance data based on radiative transfer removing water
vapour absorption features on apixelbypixelbasis andmodelling scattering effects withthe
5S radiative transfer code.
In the radiative transfer code called Simulation of the Satellite Signal in Solar
Spectrum (5S) developed by Tanré et al. (1986), apparent reflectance, p*(0s,(ps,0v,(pv)X), is
defined as:
7tL(9s,q)s,ev,(pv,X)
p*(es,(ps,ev,(pv,X) =

( 8)
Us-E/X)

where0Sisthesolarzenith angle,cpsisthe solarazimuth angle,8Visthesensorzenith angle,
cpv is the sensor azimuth angle, X is the wavelength, L is the radiance measured at the
satellite, Es is the solar flux measured at the top of the atmosphere, and us=COS(0s).
According toTanré et al. (1986),for ahorizontal surface ofuniform Lambertian reflectance,
p*(0s,<ps,0v,(pv,A.)can be rewritten as:
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T(e„a,)T(e ï A)p(A.)
Tg(9s,ev,A.) { Pa(es,(ps>ev,(pv,X) +

}

( 9)

1 - p(A,)S(A,)
where Tg is the total gaseous transmittance in the Sun-surface-sensor path, pa is the
atmospheric reflectance related to the path radiance resulting from atmospheric scattering,
T(0S) is the downward scattering transmittance, T(9V)is the upward scattering transmittance,
S is the spherical albedo of the atmosphere, and p is the surface reflectance. Tgis expressed
as:

T g (9 s ,0 v ,X) = I I Tgi(9s,ev,A.)
<=/

( 10 )

whereTgiisthetransmittance oftheithgasintheSun-surface-sensor path andnsthenumber
of gasses assuming no atmospheric scattering.
The scattering terms, ps, T(8S), T(9V), and S are calculated by assuming no atmospheric
gaseous absorptions, and the expression for Tg(9s,9v,X) only holds when there are no
overlapping absorption withdifferent gasses.Gaoetal.(1993) giveamodification of the5S
codefor retrieving surface reflectance insteadof simulated radiancevalues.Following Teillet
(1989), p can be solved as:
p(X) =
p*(9s,<ps,9v,A,)

{

- pa(9s,(ps,ev,(pvA)}
Tg(0s,9v,X)
p*(9s,(ps,ev,(pv>>.)

X {T(9s,a.)T(0v,A.)+S(X) [

pa(9s,<ps,9v,cpv,A.)] }"'

( 11)

Tg(9s,9v,X)
Gao et al. (1993) use a three-channel ratioing technique to derive the water vapour values
from anAVIRISpixel spectrum. Subsequentcalibration ofrawimaging spectrometer datato
reflectance using ATREM requires six basic steps (Gao et al, 1993):
1)Derivation of the solar zenith angle based on time of acquisition of the data.
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Fig. 7.9: Example of
un-smoothed Alunite
three-by-three pixel
averaged spectra
extracted from the
calibrated AVIRIS data
cube (see Fig. 7.2 for
location) using IAR
calibration, Flat-Field
correction, Empirical
Line Method, and
ATREM. Spectra are
offset vertically for
clarity.

2) Calculation of the total atmospheric transmittance spectra, Tg, from the
transmittance spectra of individual gasses.Transmittance spectra of 0 2 , C0 2 , 0 3 ,CO,
N 2 0, CH4, are based on solar and observational geometries and calculated using the
Malkmus (1967) spectral model.
3)The scattering terms,albedo,andatmospheric reflectance (e.g., pa, S,T(8S),T(9V)),
are derived from the 5S radiative transfer model.
4) The AVIRIS pixel spectra are divided by the solar irradiance curve above the
atmosphere (Kneizys et al., 1988) to the obtain apparent reflectance spectrum
p*(e„q»„eT,«M,).
5) Water vapour amounts for the 0.94umand 1.14umbands are calculated by means
of the three-channel ratioing approach using the apparent reflectance spectrum.
6) Finally, the surface reflectance is derived from Eq.(ll).
7.5.6 Performance of Atmospheric Calibration techniques
Inordertoevaluatetheresultsofdifferent calibration techniques,three-by-threepixel spectra
(Fig. 7.9) have been extracted from the normalized data cubes for areas with known
occurrences of kaolinite, alunite andbuddingtonite (location B,C,andDrespectively inFig.
7.2) intheAVIRISCupriteMiningDistrictdataset.Four atmosphericcalibration techniques
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- Chapter 7Table 7.6:Input file for ATREM for theAVIRIS Cuprite Mining District
data set.
Input

Comment

07 23 1990 205832

Date (mmdd yyyy) and time (hhmmss)

37 30 08

Latitude (degmins)

N

Hemisphere (NorS)

117 1317

Longitude (degmins)

W

Hemisphere (E or W)

/tmp/AVIRIS.wav

Wavelength file

10.

Resolution ofinput spectra(nm)

1

Indicator whether the band ratio
parameters areprovided (0=no, l=yes)

0.8630 1.0550 3 30.9298 7

Band ratio parameters for the first
atmospheric window

1.0550 1.2470 3 3 1.1414 7

Band ratio parameters for the second
atmosphere window
Atmospheric model number

1111111

Gas selectors (0=don't include, l=include)

0.34

Total amount of ozone(cm)

1 100

Aerosol type and visibility (km)

1.5

Average elevation (km)

/tmp/AVIRIS.cub

Input AVIRIS cube

0

Indicator of whether thecube dimensions
are provided (0=no, l=yes)

/tmp/AVIRIS_atm.cub

Output file for atmospherically reduced
cube

10.

Resolution of the output spectra (nm)

/tmp/AVDUS.vap

Output file for water vapor images

wereused:theHat-field correction,theEmpiricalLinemethod,theInternalAverageRelative
Reflectance method, and the atmospheric removal method (ATREM). For the Flat-field
method a five-by-five spectrum over the Stonewall playa area wasused as the calibration
target (Fig.7.2).TheStonewall playa spectrum andavarnished tuff spectrum were used as
bright anddark targets, respectively, toreduce therawAVIRIS data toreflectance withthe
Empirical Line method (Fig.7.2).Field spectra to characterize these targets were obtained
from Kruse etal.(1990). Input parameters used inATREM areshown inTable7.6.
The true merits ofthecalibration techniques canbebest evaluated interms ofthe
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Table 7.7: Overall removal characteristics of calibration techniques for the AVIRIS Cuprite Mining
District data set.
processing
technique

removal of
solar
irradiance

removal of
atmospheric
absorption

Flat-Field Method

good

moderate

Empirical Line
Method

excellent

good

Internal Average
Reflectance (IAR)

poor

poor

ATREM

excellent

poor

artefacts

spectral
interpretability

high

numerous

good

high/low

moderate

good

high

numerous

moderate

low

moderate

poor

noise which issuppressed andintroduced after calibration,thenumberof processing artifacts
introduced,normalization ofthesolarirradiance,removalof atmospheric absorption features,
and spectral interpretability (Table 7.7). The noise has been qualitatively evaluated by
inspecting the spectra and quantitatively evaluated by calculating the coefficient of variation
(standard deviation divided by the mean of the reflectance values) of the spectra. Since all
spectrarepresent spectra ofthe samemineral,theobserved variation inthereflectance values
is ideally to be the same. All additional variation can be directly attributed to noise and to
absorption features notrelatedtothespectralpropertiesoftheinvestigated mineral.Then,the
effective signal-to-noise ration was approximated by ratioing the mean value of the pixel
spectraDN values (defined asthereflectivity) andthe standard deviation of thepixel spectra
DN values (defined as the noise; see also Kaufmann etal, 1991).Furthermore, laboratory

Table 7.8: Statistics for removal techniques for the AVIRIS Cuprite Mining District data set.
alunite

Kaolinite

Buddingtonite

processing
technique

cv%'

Corr.

Diff.'

CV%'

Coir.'

Diff.'

CV%'

Corr.2

Diff.'

Flat-field method

27

0.46

37

17

0.46

2

10

0.89

4

Empirical Line
method

10

0.57

15

24

0.49

1

14

0.82

2

Internal Average
reflectance (IAR)

15

0.30

114

13

0.21

59

8

0.13

34

ATREM

20

0.23

24

23

0.31

81

25

0.42

46

2

'CV%istheCoefficient ofvariation (C.V.)equaltothe standarddeviation dividedbythemeanofthepixelspectraDNvalues
expressed in percent.
Corr.is thecorrelation between thepixel andlaboratory spectrum.
3
Diff. isthemeanabsolutedifference betweenthepixel andlaboratory spectrum(inDN).
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Fig. 7.70: Example of
Alunite difference
spectra calculated by
subtracting
the
calibrated spectrum
from the laboratory
spectrum.

spectra were fitted onto the AVIRIS spectra and a difference spectrum (Fig. 7.10) was
calculated by subtracting the laboratory spectrum from thepixel spectrum. In the ideal case,
the difference spectrum should bezero over theentire wavelength region and the correlation
should be equal to 1.0. Thedifference spectrum isvery suitable inrecognizing whether solar
irradiance and atmospheric features areremoved properly. If solar irradiance is not removed
entirely, the difference spectrum will show a trend of decreasing values towards longer
wavelengths. Atmospheric absorption features, not related tothe mineral absorption features
will producepositivebulges onthedifference spectrum.InTable7.8,thestatistics areshown
for the difference spectra calculated.
TheIARRtechnique usingtheIARspectrumfor calibration performed moderately in
removing atmospheric absorption features and removing the solar irradiance as can be seen
from thedifference spectrum.Asevereamountofnoisewasintroducedintothedata,possibly
related to the fact that the areahas a wide variety inground elevation or that the atmosphere
hasnon-uniform conditionsovertheareainwhichcircumstancestheglobalaverage spectrum
will not completely remove atmospheric effects (Kruse, 1988;p.39).
TheFlat-field correction andtheempiricallinemethodaremoreeffective in removing
bothsolarirradianceandatmosphericeffects. Theresultingspectraareverywellinterprétable.
By increasing the number of spectra averaged to produce the calibration targets for both
methods, the noise in the calibrated data cubes can be reduced. Some artifacts can be seen
inthecalibrated spectrawhich resultfrom absorption features inthespectraobtained overthe
calibration areas.Thesecalibration spectrashouldideallybespectrallyflat orhaveonlyminor
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Fig. 7.11:AVIRIS pixel
spectra for minerals
Kaolinite, Alunite, and
Buddingtonite (see Fig.
7.2 for location).
Spectra are offset
vertically for clarity.

absorption features.Awaytoimprovetheresultoftheempirical linealgorithmistousemore
than one dark and light target.
The spectral interpretability of all five method used wasgood exceptfor the ATREM
method for which absorption features were slightly offset in wavelength with respect to the
laboratory spectra(Fig.7.11).Thewavelength positionsofthedoubleOHabsorption withthe
weaker feature at 2.160um and the stronger feature at 2.200um for kaolinite is well known
from laboratory studies (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970; Van der Marel & Beutelspacher, 1976;
Hunt, 1979).This OH doublet was well resolved in all calibrated spectra extracted from the
area B in Fig. 7.2 known as Kaolinite Hill. Buddingtonite occurs as replacement mineral in
hydrothermally altered andesite, where ammonium substitutes alkali cations bound with the
crystal structure (Krohn &Altaner, 1987).Anabsorption feature at2.020um andavibrational
absorption feature due to NH4 (Krohn & Altaner, 1987) at 2.110um are the main diagnostic
features distinguishing Buddingtonite spectrally from other clay minerals. Alunite is
characterized by absorption features at 2.160 and 2.200um due to OH frequency stretching
(Hunt et al., 1971) and a nearly symmetrical shape in the 2.080-2.280um region. A second
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broad absorption feature occurs at 2.320um.
ThecalibrateddatacuberesultingfromnormalizationwiththeEmpiricalLinemethod
has been used to quantify the increase of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with increasing
number of pixel spectra averaged. Four targets with increasing albedo have been selected: a
darktuff, an intermediate dark alluvial fan, the moderately bright Stonewall Playa area, and
an very bright Alunite deposit. Results of calculating the signal-to-noise ratio for a number
of pixel spectra averaged ranging from 2to25 are shown inFig.7.12. Theincrease of SNR
isclearly dependent on the relative brightness of the target: SNR increases more rapidly for
bright targets.Theexperimentally calculated valuescouldbeapproximated by anempirically
determined model of the form (Van der Meer, 1994j):
SNR = N; +NSAa

(12)

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio calculated as the ratio of the mean and standard
deviation of the pixel spectra averaged over the wavelength range of 0.4-2.45um, N, is the
signal-to-noise ratio of a single pixel over the target region, NSA is the number of pixel
spectra averaged, and a is the relative albedo of thetarget expressed asthe mean reflectivity
of the target divided by 1000, if the data are normalized to a standard reflectance of DN
1000. An example of a raw and atmospherically calibrated pixel spectrum of a Kaolinite
deposit is shown in Fig. 7.13.Note also the difference in spectral resolution of GERIS and
AVTRISas observed in this Figure.
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Similarly, the performance of atmospheric calibration techniques for the GERIS data
set from southern Spain has been evaluated. First, the raw data were reduced to reflectance
using the entire data set. Thereafter, the raw data set was divided into two subsets: one
covering the limestone area (subset A) and one covering the peridotite area (subset B). For
thesethreedatacubes,atmosphericcalibration wasconductedusingtheFlat-field method,the
Empiricallinemethod,theInternalAverageReflectance method,andtheatmosphericremoval
method (ATREM). The input parameters for ATREM were the same in all three cases.The
IARR does not require any user input. The Flat-field chosen for the entire data set was a
small alluvial fan which was the best field possible in terms of spectral flatness. The same
field was also used for the calibration of subset Ausing the Flat-field correction. For subset
B, another alluvial fan wasused as calibration target in Flat-field correction of the data. For
the Empirical Line method, the targets selected as calibration areas for Flat-field calibration
wereused as 'bright' targets,whereasthe 'dark' targetswasaasphaltroadfor theentiredata
set, subset A and subset B, respectively. Gain and offset spectra used for the regression
function in the Empirical Line method are shown in Figs. 7.14 and 7.15, respectively.
A pure calcite pixel spectrum was used to evaluate the results of the calibration and
a spectrum of a dunite pixel spectrum along a gently sloping road-cut. The results are
summarized in Table 7.9. The most important conclusions tobe derived from Table 7.9 are
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- Chapter 7 Table 7.9: Overall removal characteristics of calibration techniques for the GERIS data set.
processing technique

removal of solar
irradiance

removal of
atmospheric
absorption

noise

artefacts

spectral
interpretability

Flat-Field Method

good

moderate

high

numerous

moderate/good

Empirical Line Method

excellent

good

moderate

moderate

moderate/good

IARR method

moderate/good

moderate

high

numerous

moderate

ATREM

excellent

good

low

moderate

moderate/poor

Flat-field method

good/excellent

moderate

high

numerous

moderate

Empirical line method

excellent

good

high

moderate

good

IARR method

good

good

high

moderate

good

ATREM

good

good

moderate/
low

moderate

moderate

good

moderate

high

numerous

good

moderate

moderate/good

Entire data set

Subset A (l' me stone area)

Subset B (peridotite area)
Flat-field method
Empirical line method

good

good

low

IARR method

moderate

moderate

high

moderate

good

ATREM

good

moderate

moderate

moderate

moderate

that the noise increases for subset A and decreases for subset B when applying the IARR
method in comparison with the noise measured for the entire calibrated data set. In most
cases,thenoisewouldincreasewhen subsettingadatacubeiflithologies arehomogeneously
distributed over the scene andnoextreme absorption features arepresent simply becausethe
IAR spectrum is averaged over a smaller number of pixels.
In the case of the southern Spain GERIS data set where two contrasting types of
lithologies are sensed, limestones and ultramafic rocks,this principle is no longer valid. For
both subsets the number of processing artefacts decreases and the spectral interpretability
increaseswhenusingsubsets asinputfor theIARRcalibration.Fortheotherthreecalibration
methods, using subsets does not seem to improve the results of the calibration.
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Fig. 7.15: Offset factor
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7.5.7 Comparison of the AVIRIS Cuprite MiningDistrict data set and GERIS data set
from southern Spain
Similar investigations on the effectiveness of atmospheric calibration techniques have been
conducted by Roberts etal. (1985) and Rast etal.(1991).
Roberts et al. (1985) evaluated the performance of the Flat-field correction and the
log-residual correction method using AIS-I data over aclay alteration zone in the Yerington
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- Chapter7area,Nevada. Theseauthorsconcluded thattheFlat-field correction performed moderately in
termsofatmosphericcorrectionwhereasthespectrainterpretability ofthereducedspectrawas
moderate. The log-residual correction performed better producing excellent calibrated pixel
spectra with high spectral interpretability. Roberts et al. (1985) also found that the spectral
interpretability of calibrated spectra using the Flat-field method was moderate for sparsely
vegetated areas and good for densely vegetated areas. The log-residual method, however,
performed well in sparsely vegetated areas and poor in densely vegetated areas.
Rast et al. (1991) evaluated the performance of the Flat-field correction, the logresidual method, and theLOWTRAN 7correctionusingtheAVIRISCupriteMining District
data set. They concluded that the log-residual method produces the best results for
atmospheric calibration inthe absence of ground truth data.Log-residual spectrawere found
tocontain muchnoise however the corrected spectra were very good interprétable.TheFlatfieldcorrection showedtheleastsatisfactory results,whereastheLOWTRAN7correcteddata
set was the most effective technique for data calibration in the presence of external
information. VandenBosch&Alley(1991)notedthatatmosphericmodelsaremoresensitive
to errors in moisture content than to any other parameters due to inaccuracies in radiosonde
data. These authors conclude that improper characterization of targets by wrongly chosen
pixelsamplescontributesmostoftheerrorintheformulation oftheregressionmodel forming
the basis of the Empirical Line correction (see also Conel etal, 1988).

7.6 CONCLUSIONS
Aone channel wavelength shift wasfound inthe GERISdataset onthebasisof the position
of C0 2 absorption bands. A similar shift was found in other GERIS data sets by other
workers, therefore careful radiometric calibration of GERIS data is needed prior to image
analysis.
Signal-to-noise ratios were derived using three methods. The computed noise levels
for the "homogeneous area method" were found tobehigher than those for the "local means
and standard deviation method". The "geostatistical method" produced high signal-to-noise
ratios due to a lower estimate of the noise component. However, estimates for both the
AVIRIS Cuprite Mining district data set and the GERIS southern Spain data set were good
and values of 35:1and 8:1 werefound for GERIS andAVIRIS respectively inthe 2.0-2.5um
wavelength region. In general, GERIS produced higher signal-to-noise values than AVIRIS.
The performance of the calibration techniques is dependent on many factors. In
presence of vegetation, the Flat-field method performs better than in sparsely vegetated
terrains.The results of theIARmethod aredependent on selection of a homogeneous subset
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-Atmosphericcalibration of image data with respect to spectral features. In the case of southern Spain where
contrasting lithologies occur, e.g., limestones with strong carbonate absorption bands and
ultramafic rocks which have relatively dark and featureless spectra, subsetting improves the
calibration.Calibration isalsoscenedependent inthesensethatgoodcalibration targets(e.g.,
for Flat-field and Empirical Line method) are required or external information (e.g. for
ATREM). If good calibration targets are available, the Empirical Line method produces the
bestresultsascanbeseenfrom theCupriteMiningdataset.However,ifthesetargets areless
properly chosen, one may prefer to use IAR.
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CHAPTER 8:
Mineral mapping and automatic feature extraction
from imaging spectrometerdata6

ABSTRACT
Available techniques for mineral mapping based on the presence or absence of spectral
absorption features in reflectance-mode imaging spectrometer data are discussed in this
Chapter. Visual inspection of pixel spectra is tedious and both the use of colour-composite
images (withbandsonshouldersandcenter of absorption bands) aswellastheuseofcolourcoded stacked spectra requires much manual input andyields imprecise results. Quantitative
analysis techniques including Spectral Angle Mapping, Unmixing analysis, and Binary
encoding may yield satisfactory results lacking however a probabilistic output result. Anew
non-parametric classification technique isintroducedwhichbuildsontheconceptofIndicator
Kriging. The technique overcomes some inherent problems of classification algorithms in
because: (1) it relies on spectral information from laboratory studies rather than on ground
truth data only, (2) it yields aprobability or portion of apixelbelonging to acertain classor
mineralogy (3) through the kriging estimation an estimate of uncertainty is derived, (4) it
incorporates spatial aspectsratherthan onlyspectral aspects,(5)itisdistribution free, and(6)
may be applied on different supports. The Indicator Kriging classifier requires a number of
steps to be followed: (1) define key spectral bands, (2) set upper and lower limit in these
bands, (3) transform the data to 0 and 1if the spectral response of the pixel falls inside or
outside the indicated range, (4) estimate the quasi-point support values within a local area
from which a probability of a pixel belonging to a class can be deduced, (5) integrate all
probabilities obtained from allbandsused intoafinal probability map.and (6)threshold this
map to produce the final classification. Comparison of the Indicator Kriging classifier with
conventional classification techniques shows that accuracy is higher for the new method.
Furthermore, a quantification of visual aspects of classified images shows that the Indicator
Kriging classifier produces less isolated classes with more spatial continuity.

6
Parts of this Chapter have been published as:
Van der Meer, F. 1994.Extraction of mineral absorption features from high-spectral resolution data using nonparametric geostatistical techniques. International J'oumal of Remote Sensing, 15(11): 2193-2214.
Van der Meer, F. 1994. Classification of remotely sensed imagery using an indicator kriging approach:
Application to the problem of calcite-dolomite mineral mapping, International Journal of Remote Sensing,
submitted.
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- Chapter 88.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, techniques willbediscussed for mineral identification and mappingbased on
their spectral characteristics as observed in imaging spectrometer pixel spectra. Existing
mineral mappingtechniques,whichmostly yieldaqualitativeestimateof surface mineralogy,
will be briefly discussed. A new mineral mapping technique is introduced combining nonparametric geostatistical techniques a statistical zonation algorithms. Results of mineral
mapping using this indicator kriging classifier are compared with classified images using
conventional classification algorithms.

8.2 EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR MINERAL MAPPING FROM IMAGING
SPECTROMETER DATA
8.2.1 Comparison of pixel and laboratory spectra
Fig. 8.1 shows spectra from areas B, C and D in Fig. 7.2 using AVIRIS data normalized to
reflectance using the Empirical Line method described in Chapter 7. These spectra are the
result of averaging 25 spectra over the indicated area and smoothing using a fast fourier
transform. Area B is known as Kaolinite Hill for its extensive and well exposed deposit of
the clay mineral Kaolinite. The wavelength positions of the double OH absorption with the
weaker feature at2.16nm. andthe stronger feature at 2.20um.iswell known from laboratory
studies (Hunt & Salisbury, 1970; Van der Marel & Beutelspacher, 1976).This OH doublet
was the main criterium used for positive identification of Kaolinite. Furthermore, the
characteristic asymmetric shape of the spectrum towards long wavelengths is well resolved
intheAVIRISspectrum.Otherclaymineralswhicharedifficult todistinguish from Kaolinite
visually areAlunite andBuddingtonite. Alunite occurs widelythroughout theCuprite mining
area while Buddingtonite has been observed at few locations at the site. The occurrence of
Buddingtonite wasfirst discovered through the analysis of AIS spectra (Goetz & Srivastava,
1985).Buddingtoniteoccursasreplacementmineralinhydrothermally alteredandesite,where
ammonium substitutes alkali cations bound with the crystal structure (Krohn & Altaner,
1987). An absorption feature at 2.02jim. and a vibrational absorption feature due to NH4
(Krohn & Altaner, 1987) at 2.Hum. are the main diagnostic features distinguishing
Buddingtonite spectrally from other clay minerals. Alunite is characterized by absorption
features at2160 and2.20um. duetoOHfrequency stretching (Huntetal, 1971)and anearly
symmetrical shape in the 2.08-2.28um. region. A second broad absorption feature occurs at
2.32(im. Mineral identification by comparison of pixel and laboratory spectra is throughout
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Fig. 8.1: AVIRIS pixel spectra
of clay minerals (see Fig. 7.2 for
location).Dottedcurvesrepresent
laboratory spectra of the
investigated minerals, solid
curves represent the AVIRIS
derived spectra. The arrows
enclosethespectralrangein each
band used for indicator
classification (see text for
discussion).Spectraarevertically
offset for clarity by factor 0.2.
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This figure is displayed as colour plate 3 on page 314

Fig.8.2: Colour-composite image withband centredat 1.995uminred (left shoulder of clay mineral absorption
features), bandcentred at 2.312um in blue (right shoulder of clay mineral absorption features), and band centred
at 2.232um in green (centreof theabsorption feature). In this image, moderately altered opalized and argillized
unitscontaininghydrothermal claymineralsarerepresented inlightbluecolours.Theunaltered Tertiary volcanic
deposits are red coloured in the image.

possible,however requiresenormous manualinput.Therefore techniquesfor digital mapping
of surface mineralogy will be explored in the remainder of this Chapter.

8.2.2 Colour-composite images
An alternative for manual inspection of pixel spectra is the use of colour-composite images
constructed using known spectral absorption features minerals from laboratory spectra. The
threeclaymineralspresentintheAVIRISCupriteMiningDistrictdataset(Kaolinite,Alunite,
and Buddingtonite) all have distinct absorption features near a wavelength of 2.20|am. A
colour-composite image (Fig. 8.2) has been made with bands centered at 1.995um and
2.312um at the shoulders of the absorption features (displayed in red and blue respectively)
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This figure is displayed as colour plate 4
on page 314

Fig. 8.3: Example of a colour-coded stacked
spectrumfortheGERISdatasetfrom southern
Spain. The x-axis of the plot is the spectral
band and the y-axis represents the pixel
position along a line running parallel to the
strike through the limestone area (A-B) and
along a line crossing the peridotite-marble
contact(C-D).
and 2.232um in the centre of the absorption features (displayed in green). In this image, clay
minerals are represented in light blue colours. Although colour-composite images in some
cases may yield satisfactory results, subtle spectral differences will often not be discernable.
For general characterization purposes, however, such images are very useful.

8.2.3 Colour-coded stacked spectra
Colour-coded spectra (Kruse et al, 1985;Marsh & McKeon, 1983;Huntington et al, 1986)
show all spectra along a predefined line (e.g. a scanline or an arbitrary line crossing the
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- Chapter 8image)stacked sidebysideandcolouredaccordingtheintensityofthereflectance. Thex-axis
of the plot represents the spectral direction ranging from 0.4|im to 2.45um, and the y-axis
represents the location of the pixel. Each line in the image is a full spectrum. The colourcoding is done with respect to the average spectrum calculated for the scene.Black, purple,
and bluecoloursrepresentreflectance lowerthanthe average spectrum (absorption features),
green and yellow represent reflectance similar to the average spectrum, and orange, red and
white represent reflectance higher than the average spectrum. Fig. 8.3 shows a colour-coded
stacked spectrum for an arbitrary line through the GERIS image from southern Spain. The
firstline runsparallel to the strike of the limestones (A-B),thesecond (C-D) passes straight
into the peridotites. The spectra areextracted from aGERIS data cube which was calibrated
usingtheEmpirical LineMethod.Atmospheric waterabsorption bandscentered at 1.4umand
1.9um show as black colours. In the middle-left of the line C-D, the boundary between the
marbles and peridotites is visible. Thus colour-coded stacked spectra provide a fast mean of
investigating adata set and allowto visualize spectralinformation from many spectral bands
in one plot. Data extraction and mineral mapping from such plots is tedious and requires
manual input and knowledge on thesite.

8.2.4 Binary encoding
In this technique, pixel spectra are encoded such that a one-zero representation of the
brightness of a pixel in various spectral bands results using a threshold level equal to the
average brightness of the pixel over all channels. A simple binary code for a reflectance
spectrum can be described as (Goetz etal, 1985)
/î(n) = 0ifjc(n)<7'
= 1if T < x(n)

(1)

where jc(n) is the brightness value of a pixel in the nth channel, T is the user specified
threshold which often equals the average brightness value of the spectrum, and h(n) is the
resulting binary code for the pixel in the n* band.
A variation to this simple encoding is to break the spectral range into a number of
subregions and to code separately within these subregions following the same procedure as
described above.Amodification tothesimpleencoding hasbeenproposed byJia&Richards
(1993) who exploit multiple thresholds. Their method consist of determining the mean
brightness of a pixel vector and then setting additionally upper and lower thresholds. The
binary code in two bit format can now take four different values
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- MineralmappingA(n) = 00 if x(n) <T,
= 01 if T, < jc(n)<T2
= 10if T2 < x(n) <T3
= 11 ifT3<x(n)

( 2)

where T, is the lower threshold, T2 is the mean brightness of the spectrum, and T3 is the
higher threshold.
Binary encoding provides a simple mean of analyzing data sets for the presence of
absorption features, however, with the simple 0-1 coding much depends on the threshold
chosen. Comparison of 0-1coded pixel and laboratory spectrayields aqualitative indication
for the presence or absence of absorption features where the depth and thus the significance
of the absorption feature is not considered.

8.2.5 Waveform characterization
In waveform characterization (Okada &Iwashita, 1992),firstthe imaging spectrometer data
are normalized to produce reflectance-type images. The upper convex Hull is calculated as
an enveloping curve on the pixel spectra having no absorption features. Next, the Hullquotient reflectance spectrum is derived by taking the ratio between the pixel reflectance
spectrum and the enveloping upperconvex Hull (Green &Graig, 1985).These Hull quotient
spectra are used to characterize absorption features, known to be attributed to a certain
mineralofinterest,intermsoftheirposition,depth,width,asymmetry,andslopeoftheupper
convex Hull.
The absorption band position, A,, is defined as the band having the minimum
reflectance value over the wavelength range of the absorption feature. The relative depth,D,
of the absorption feature is defined as the reflectance value at the shoulders minus the
reflectance value at the absorption band minimum. The width of the absorption feature, IV,
is given by
W = A* / 2D

( 3)

where Aj,,isthe sumof thearealeft ofthe absorption bandminimum, Aieft, andthe arearight
of theabsorptionbandminimum,A ^ , forming thetotalareaundertheconvexhull enclosing
the absorption feature. The symmetry factor, S, of the absorption feature is defined as
S =2(Aleft/Aall) - 1

(4 )
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- Chapter 8where Aleft is again the area of the absorption from starting point to maximum point. Values
for S rangefrom -1.0to 1.0 where5 equals0 for a symmetric absorption feature. The slope
of the upper hull,0, characterizes the slope of theupperhull overthe absorption feature and
is defined as
O = tan 1 {(R,- i y / ( \ - Xs)}

( 5)

whereR^ andRjarethe reflectance attheendingand starting point ofthe absorption feature,
respectively, and Xe and Xs are the wavelength at the ending and starting point of the
absorption feature, respectively.
As a result of the waveform characterization, five images (e.g., an position, depth,
width, symmetry, and slope of upperHull image for each absorption feature selected) can be
generated defining the similarity between a pixel spectrum and an laboratory spectrum of a
mineral of interestbased onthepresenceof characteristic absorption features inboth spectra.
However, Okada & Iwashita (1992) give no solution to the mineral mapping from these
images. Techniques need to be developed to quantitatively estimate the probability of a
mineral occurrence from the waveform characteristics.
In Chapter 7 it was shown that data normalization using a single, internally derived,
reference spectrum canresult inspectral curvesthat aredistorted from those observed in true
reflectance spectra. To avoid this problem, Crowley et al. (1989) developed a method of
mineral mapping from imaging spectrometer using Relative Absorption Band-Depth Images
(RBD) generated directly from radiance data. In essence, RBD images provide a local
continuum correction (Clark & Roush, 1984) removing any small channel to channel
radiometric offsets, as well as variable atmospheric absorption and solar irradiance drop off
for each pixel in the data set. To produce a RBD image, several data channels from both
absorption band shoulders aresummed andthen dividedbythesumof severalchannels from
the absorption band minimum.Theresulting absorption band-depth image gives the depthof
an absorption feature relative to the local continuum which can be used to identify pixels
having stronger absorption bands indicating that these may represent a certain mineral.

8.2.6 Spectral Angle Mapping (SAM)
Spectral Angle Mapping (Boardman, 1994; Kruse et al, 1993) calculates the spectral
similarity between atest reflectance spectrum and areference reflectance spectrum assuming
thatthedataiscorrectlycalibrated toapparentreflectance withdarkcurrent andpathradiance
removed. The spectral similarity between the test (or pixel) spectrum and the reference (or
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laboratory) spectrum is expressed in terms of the average angle between the two spectra (Fig.
8.4). In this approach, the spectra are treated as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal
to the number of bands. The spectral angle mapping-algorithm determines the similarity
between a test spectrum t and a reference spectrum r from the arc-cosine of the dot product
of the two spectra defined as
t•r

(6)

cos
—>

-»

llfll •Ik«

which can also be written as
nb

i=l

(7)

COS
nb

nb

V { S ^ } V{Zr,.*}
i=l

i=l
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The spectral anglemeasured bythespectral anglemapping-algorithm isinsensitive to
gainfactors becausetheanglebetweenthetwovectors isinvariant withrespecttothe lengths
ofthevectors.Therefore laboratory spectracanbecompareddirectlywithpixelspectrawhich
have anunknown gain factor dependent ontopography andillumination. Theoutcome ofthe
spectra angle mapping for each pixel is an angular difference measured in radiance ranging
from zero to 7c/2which gives a qualitative estimate of the presence of absorption features
which can be related to mineralogy. Mineral mapping using Spectral Angle Mapping is
discussed within the framework of the Ronda peridotites in Chapter 9.

8.2.7 Spectral Unmixing
Spectral unmixing isbased on the assumption that apixel iscomposed of the spatial mixing
of materials within the volume bounded by the pixel all having a characteristic spectral
signature together resulting in the reflected electromagnetic radiation observed in imaging
spectrometer data. If a single incident photon is multiply scattered and encounters morethan
one material then nonlinear mixing describes the resulting spectral signature (Hapke, 1981;
Johnson etal, 1983).Ifonesinglematerialisencountered, linearmixingmodelscandescribe
the spectral reflectance characteristics (Singer & McCord, 1979; Adams & Smith, 1986).
Linear mixing models have been proven to be successful in spectral analysis (see Chapters
4 and 5). In the nonlinear models, the problem is linearized through a change of variables.
Thus both model types use a linear relationship between an observed spectrum and a library
composed of endmember spectra to find the individual mixing components and their
abundances. In simplified form this is achieved by solving the following:
A * X =B

(8)

thus
X = A' *B

(9)

where A is an M by N endmember library matrix, X is and N by 1unknown abundance
vector, and B is an Mby 1observed data vector with M asthe total number of bands andN
the total number of mixing endmembers.
Spectral unmixing using Singular Value Decomposition is described in detail by
Boardman (1989; 1990; 1991).Thespectralunmixingresults inanabundanceimagefor each
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In addition, an image of the sum of the abundances at each pixel and an image of the rootmean squareerror ateach pixel arecalculated.Theerrorimagedisplayshowwellthemixing
library can be used tomodel each observed spectrum, and can be used to assess the validity
of the endmember spectra. Improved error mitigation due to image restoration is discussed
inHsien-Huang &Schowengerdt (1992).Results of unmixing for the southern Spain GERIS
data set are discussed in Chapter 9.

8.3 A NEW INDICATOR KRIGING CLASSIFICATION METHOD FOR MINERAL
MAPPING
Results of mineral mapping with the Spectral Angle Method and by means of unmixing
analysisarefurther discussed inChapter9usingtheGERISdatasetfrom southernSpain.The
remainder of this Chapter deals with the introduction and evaluation of a new mineral
mapping technique based on non-parametric geostatistics. In this Chapter, this technique is
used for clay mineral mapping from theCuprite AVIRISdataset, however, it will beshown
that similar analysis can be conducted using conventional remotely sensed image types.The
results will be compared with conventional classified images modified for the analysis of
hyperspectral data. In contrast with all the earlier described techniques for mineral mapping,
indicator kriging classification yields a probability of a pixel belonging to a certain class
mineralogy and an estimate of the reliability of this probability rather than a qualitative
assessment of surface mineralogy.
Classification ofremotely sensedimagery intogroupsofpixelshavingsimilar spectral
reflectance characteristics is often an integral part of digital image analysis. On basis of the
spectral reflectance which training pixels (e.g. pixels known to represent a ground class of
interest) exhibit, pixels for which the ground cover type is unknown are classified.
Classification routines aim at comparing the observed spectral reflectance of pixels with
unknowncomposition withthatoftrainingpixels,andassign theunknownpixeltothat group
which resembles most their spectral reflectance characteristics. Techniques making use of
training data sets are referred to as supervised classification algorithms as opposed to
unsupervised classification techniques inwhichnoforeknowledge of theexistence of ground
classes is required.
Supervised and unsupervised image classification techniques have been widely used
in the analysis of conventional remote sensing data type (e.g., Landsat MSS and TM, and
SPOT)andseveralstudieshavebeenundertakentodevelopalgorithmsbasedon classification
for hyper-spectral datatypes.Cetin etal.(1993a+b)and Cetin &Levandowski (1991)usen207
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classifier toanalyzeAVIRIS,TIMS,andLandsat TMimages.Lee&Landgrebe (1993) give
algorithms for the Minimum Distance Classifier in high-spectral resolution imagery.
Conventional supervised classification techniques currently available have a number of
drawbacks which limit there use and application:
1) ground information is needed to train the classifier which is not always available
or difficult to obtain.
2) most classifiers assign unknown (to be classified) pixels to a ground cover class
from asetof userdefined classes without quantifying theuncertainty orthe likeliness
that thepixel actually belongs to that class.
3)classification methods useonly thespectralcharacteristics of anunknown pixel in
comparison with that of a set of training samples to classify unknown pixels without
considering the spatial aspects or the relative location of an unknown pixel with
respect to pixels from the training data set.
4)most classifiers relyon aGaussian probability distribution of thespectral signature
of the training data which often exhibit a non-Gaussian distribution.
5) classification methods work on a pixel support without allowing estimation on
larger or smaller volumes.
The new image classification technique based onnon-parametric geostatistics in conjunction
with statistical zonation techniques, requires no ground knowledge because it uses spectral
characteristics of ground cover classes as known from laboratory reflectance studies. Since
the classifier applies indicator kriging, it will provide through the estimation variances a
means of quantifying the accuracy of the classification. Furthermore, it encompasses both
spectral information and spatial information and intrinsically could be applied to data at
various supports. Finally, the indicator transformed variables are distribution free and
therefore overcometheassumptionsmadeinmostclassifiers whichrelyonBayesian statistics
usingGaussianprobabilitydensityfunctions.Thoughthetechniquepresentedcanintrinsically
be used for the analysis of both standard remotely sensed products and high-spectral
resolution data, a comparison is made of classification results derived from high spectral
resolution data.

8.3.1 Conventional classification techniques in the hyperspectral space
Image classification techniques are well known in pattern recognition and standard image
analysis. Classification is based on computer-assisted recognition of surface materials from
their characteristic spectral properties in various wavelength bands.Supervised classification
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spectral information of ground classes is known. An important assumption is that each
spectral class can be described by a probability distribution defining the chance of finding a
pixel belonging to that class at any given location in the multispectral space.Irrespective of
the particular method used in supervised classification, the essential practical steps to be
followed are (Richards, 1993):
1) Identify a set of ground cover types into which the image needs tobe segmented.
2) Choose for each of these classes representative pixels characterizing the spectral
reflectance behaviour of the class. This set of training data can be established from
field knowledge. If apixel,/, is represented in twodifferent spectral bands X and Y,
its spectral reflectance characteristics can be shown in a graph known as the feature
space which has the spectral range of the first band as x-axis and the spectral range
ofthesecondband asy-axis.Byplotting representativepixels^x,y) inthisgraph,the
two-dimensional feature space is defined characterizing the reflectivity of the ground
cover classes.The sizeof thefeature space depends onthenumber of spectral bands.
IncaseofNbands,anN-dimensionalfeature spacedefines thespectral characteristics
if pixels.
3)Usethetraining datatoestimatetheparametersoftheparticularclassifier algorithm
to be used defining the properties of the probability model (e.g., the signature of the
class).
4) Use the training classifier, to label or classify every pixel in the image into the
desired ground cover class.
5) Produce a thematic map summarizing the results of the classification.
A wide range of classifier algorithms exists to perform step 4 mentioned above. Here we
consider the most often used techniques: the parallelepiped (orbox) classifier, the K-nearest
neighbours classifier, and the maximum-likelihood classifier.
Parallelepiped classification is the simplest classifier that is trained by inspecting
histograms of theindividual spectralcomponentsoftheavailabletrainingdata.Theupperand
lower limits of the histograms are identified to describe the brightness value range for the
classineachband.Together,therangeinallbandsdescribeamultidimensional parallelepiped
or parallelepiped. If throughout classification unknown pixels are found to lie within the
parallelepiped they are labelled as belonging to that class. The parallelepiped classifier has
several drawbacks:
1) there can be considerable gaps between the parallelepiped and therefore pixels in
those region will not be classified
2)for correlated data,overlapof theparallelepipeds canoccurandconsequently there
is some data that cannot be separated
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4) parallelepipeds are only a crude representation of the elliptical surfaces usually
defining spectral class signatures.
The K-nearest neighbour classifier usesthe distance inthe feature space from apoint
tobeclassified totheK-nearest points ineachclusterof trainingdatapointsfor ground cover
classes. The unknown pixel is assigned to that ground cover class for which the average
distance to the K-nearest neighbouring points is smallest. Kcan be any ordinal value larger
than 0. In case of using 1neighbouring point (K=l), the feature space can be divided into
representative areasfor eachgroundcoverclassbasedonthedistancesbetweenpointsineach
cluster,thusdefining thedecisionboundaries.TheK-nearestneighbouralgorithmisdiscussed
in more detail in Fix & Hodges (1952), Sebestyen (1962), Nilsson (1965), Cover & Hart
(1967), Cover (1968),Tou & Gonzalez (1974), and Hart (1968).
Maximum-likelihood classification (seeStrahler, 1980,Swain&Davis, 1978;Nilsson,
1965; Andrews, 1972; Duda & Hart, 1973; Tou & Gonzalez, 1974) uses a Gaussian
probability distribution derived from the statistics of thetraining data toconstruct ellipses of
equal probability radiant around the center of the cluster. An unknown pixel is assigned to
the class for which the probability is largest based on the intersection of the position of the
unknown pixel in the feature space and the probability surfaces of the training classes.

8.3.2 the Indicator Kriging Classifier
The indicator kriging classifier (van der Meer, 1993; 1994d) introduced here uses both
spectral information and spatial information in the classification process. The derivation of
the ordinary point and block kriging estimator used is described in detail in Appendix 1to
thisChapter.Classification usingtheindicatorkrigingapproachstartsbydefining thespectral
bands that contain "key information" on the spectral response of a certain ground class of
interest (Step I, Fig. 8.5). This step is done by extracting absorption features characterizing
amineral of interest from laboratory measurements.Bands ontheshoulders of the absorption
feature and bands on the centre of the feature are subsequently used for further analysis (in
the next section, statistical zonation techniques are discussed for automatically finding

Fig. 8.5 {facing page): Outline of the new indicator kriging based classification technique for extraction of
absorption features and mineral mapping from image data. See text for explanation.
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- Chapter 8 shoulder and center bands of absorption features). This first steprequires information on the
spectral characteristics of certain minerals and not necessary on field geology which is
obligatory for proper selection of training areas.Thenext stepis todefine the spectral range
in each band by means of setting upper and lower limits for the DN values in those spectral
bands (Step II,Fig. 8.5). For all locations s in the selected bands, b (bbeing any number of
bands out of the entire set of 224 spectral bands), the data are being transformed into
indicatorvariables (Stepin, Fig.8.5).Binaryindicatorvaluesj(s,,;zb)for cutoffs zb atlocation
s are defined as
1,if zbl < z„(s)< zbu
*'(sb;zb)

=

( 10)
0, otherwise

werezblandzbuare thelower andupperthreshold value for cutoff zbrespectively andz(s)the
datavalueatlocation sfor bandb.Indicator kriging(Journel, 1983)willprovide an estimate
of theconditional expectation of theindicator transformation of therandom variablezbgiven
the realizations of n other neighbouring random variables or data values resulting in a
cumulative distribution function for each cutoff zb
[K^zOT

= E{I(5b; zbl(n)}*
= Prob' {(^, <Z^s) < ZJ\{ri))

(11)

where (n) is the conditioning information available in the neighbourhood of location s.
Subsequently,indicatorestimationisperformed foreachoftheclassindicatorsinthe different
bands to obtain estimates of the local mean indicator giving an estimate of the quasi-point
support values within alocal area(Fytasetal, 1989;Dagbert, 1990;StepIV,Fig.8.5).If the
process is stationary and independent of s, then the indicator kriging predictor is

D'(Sb;zb)]*= iXfa, zb) /(sbi,zb)

( 12)

1=7

where

£
i=7
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-MineralmappingJournel (1983) proposes that the weights, A,j(sb; zb), corresponding to cutoffs zb, be
calculated from a simple kriging system through the calculation of residual indicator data
[i(sbi,zb)-F*(zb)]whereF*(zb)isthestationarycumulative distribution function of therandom
function Z(s).Note that these weights in simplekriging arenotrequired to sumup to 1.The
simple kriging estimate of the indicator transform i'(sbi,zb)is thus written as

[»(«M. Zb)]*«= Z H*» zb)J(sbi;zb)+ [1 -iXfa, zb)]F*(zb)
i=l

( 14)

i=l

using n observed data values.The simple kriging system of equations is

E Xfa; zb) C , ^ - s,,;zb)= C , ^ ; A;zb), «=1,2,...«

( 15)

i=l

where Qfs^ - s^;zb) are indicator correlogram values for the distance between s^ - s^, and
C,(sbi;A;zb)are average indicator correlogram values between location sbiand the areatobe
estimated, A, at cutoff zb. Since data is abundant, I considered ordinary indicator kriging
within moving data neighbourhoods. A block indicator kriging algorithm was used thus
discretizing the block area into point samples yielding
1

i,(s„;zb)*

I N
i t(sb'; zb)ds' = — Z ((s,/; zb)
IV1 v(s)
N j=\

( 16)

where v(s) is a block of measure IVI centered at s, and the i(sbj'; zb) are the N-points
discretizing the volume v(s). The result of this block indicator kriging is the average
lMŒ[i(Si,j;zb)]it*which isanestimateof theproportion ofpointvaluesz(s^) within theblock
areav(s)thatareoutsidetheclassintervalenclosedbythelowerandupperthresholds (zb,and
z,,,,from Eq.(lO)) defined for band b.The ordinary block indicator kriging (OBIK)estimator
using n control points takes on the form
[*'(Sb; zb)]obik* = \prob{zvt<zb(s) < zbul(A0]„bik*
n

= ZtySfc;zb)7(['(Sbi;Zb)].[«'(sbj;zb)])+ u=y([Ksbi- zb)], v(s)) for all i=l,n ( 17 )
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and its estimation variance

oobik2 = XA./S,,;zb)TtfiXsy; z„)], v(s)) + u -Y(v(s),v(s))

(18)

where the weights X.j(sb;zb)arerequired to sum up to 1.Theterms 7([j(sbi; z,,)],^^; zb)])are
thepoint-to-point (orsample-to-sample) semivariances, uisthelagrangemultiplier,theterms
Yfl>'(St,i;zb)], v(s)) arethe point-to-block semivariances, and the term T(V(S),V(S)) is the blockto-blocksemivariance.Intheactualcalculation,covariances wereusedfornumerical stability.
Inmatrix form the systemof equationsbecomes [C]-[A,]=[D]where [C] isthe point-to-point
covariance matrix, [X] is the vector containing the kriging weights, and [D] is the point-toblock covariance matrix defined as
^(«v zb)
^(Sb; z b )

[K]=
KiSb'i z b )

C([«(sbl; zb)], v(s))
C(Ws„2; zb)], v(s))
(19)

[D]=
C([i(sbn; zb)], v(s))
1
CXWSM; zb)],[»(sbi;Zb)])••• C([j(sbl; z„)],[*(sbn;zb)])

1

[C]=
C([J(sbn; zb)],[j(Sb,;zb)]) - C([i(sbn; zb)LMsbn;zb)l) 1
1
•••
1
0
The point-to-block covariances and the block-to-block covariance were approximated by a
discrete summation rather than anintegration achievedbydiscretizingtheblock areas into6by-6 arrays of discretizing points. It can be shown using Eq.(16) that the point-to-block
covariances are the average covariances between samples and the discretizing points within
the block. Similarly, the block-to-block covariance is approximated by the average of the
covariances between the N-points discretizing the block area v(s). Since the original sample
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regularized topoint support.This wasdoneinthesamemanner asthediscretization ofblock
areas discussed above.In matrix [C] thecovariance between any two samples at quasi-point
support is replaced by the average covariance between the two sample volumes obtained by
discretizing the sample volumes over an 6-by-6 array of discretizing points. The covariance
matrix [D] between the sample points and the volume v(s), which in fact is an average
covariance between a sample point and a number of discretizing points, is replaced by the
average covariance between the sample and thepoint being estimated. Another more formal
means of support correction is treated in Appendix 2 of this Chapter.
Summarizing, indicator variables are obtained in several bands on the shoulders and
centers of key-absorption features for a ground cover class of interest by thresholding the
spectral DN-values at certain upper and lower threshold levels. If an unknown pixel has a
spectralDN-valuewithin designated spectralrangetheindicator valueis 1 otherwise0.Block
indicator kriging yields an estimate of the distribution of quasi-point support values within
the block for each spectral band chosen. These values for all bands used in the analysis are
integrated by simple averaging (Step V; Fig. 8.5). The final classification follows from
thresholding these averaged proportions at auser-defined value.Thelevel of accuracy ofthe
classification isproportional totheaverageproportion of anblock areachosen as athreshold
level.

8.3.3 Statistical Zonation techniques for Automatic Detection of absorption features
In order to extract automatically spectral bands characterizing mineral absorption features
(step I, Fig. 8.5), the ability of statistical zonation techniques was tested. These techniques
rely onanalysisof variancethusevaluating whethertwoormorepopulations have significant
different meanvalues.Asequenceissubdivided intorelativelyuniform segments,eachwhich
is distinct from adjacent segments. Several authors have proposed methods for statistical
zonation of sequential data (e.g.Testermann, 1962;Trudgen &Hoffmann, 1967;Hawkins&
Merriam, 1973). Two contrasting approaches often referred to as "local boundary hunting
(Webster, 1973)" and "global zonation (Gill, 1970)" were used.
Local boundary hunting searches for abrupt changes in average values or steep
gradients in sequences. Webster (1973) introduced a split-moving-window approach for
defining boundaries between soil zones along a transect. The sequence, according to this
procedure, isexamined by iteratively moving awindow across it which is split into two part
(i+h) and (i-h) centered around its midpoint i. Within the window, the Mahalanobis'
generalized distance, D2, is calculated as
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where d isthe vector ofdifferences between the means ofthe two halves, and Wis the
pouled within-halves variance-covariance matrix calculated from principal components
(Webster, 1973). Since the principal components are linearly independent over the entire
transect, this reduces to

D 2 =L d?ls?

(21)

where dis the difference between means, and s2 is the pooled within-halves variance, andp
is the number of principal components.
The results of applying the local boundary hunting technique for absorption feature
detection are shown in Fig. 8.6. For window sizes from 5 to 35 bands,aKaolinite laboratory
spectrum is segmented. This laboratory spectrum consists of 826 spectral bands in the 0.42.45um wavelength region. Clearly, asmall window results inavery erratic plot, whereasa
large window tends to generalize the variability and miss important absorption features. Thus,
local boundary hunting is very dependent on the proper selection of the window and as such
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An alternative method iterative zonation procedure was developed by Gill (1970).
According to this procedure, the sequence is first divided into a short initial part and the
remainder of the sequence.For thetwosegments,thevariancebetween the zones,B,andthe
variance within the zones, W, are calculated as
1

z
E «,(M,.- M)2
i=l

B=
z-1

(22)

and

1

W=

Z

Z

«j

I (Xtf - M,)2

( 23 )

N-z i=l j=i

where
B
z
n,
M,
M
W
N
X,-,

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

between zone variance ("mean square between"; Gill, 1970)
number of zones
number of observations in zone i
mean of zonei
mean of the entire sequence
pooled within zone variance ("mean square within; Gill, 1970)
total number of observations
y"1 observation in the i*zone

The effectiveness of the proposed zonation in minimizing the variance within the zones, W,
and maximizing the variance between the zones, B, can be estimated by calculating the
zonation index, R, (Testermann, 1962) defined as
R = (B - W)/B

( 24 )

For a homogeneous data set, B equals zero and R is undefined, whereas for an optimal
zonation W equals zero and R equals 1.Any proposed zonation which does not yield B>W
is statistically arbitrary. Inpractice, theboundary between thetwo zones ismoved along the
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Fig.
8.7:
Boundaries
(vertical bars)
detected by the
global zonation
algorithm (Gill,
1970).
sequence and the values of B, W, and R are recomputed until the value of R maximizes
indicating a zone boundary. The remainder of the sequence itself is partitioned by splitting
it up into two parts, a short initial part and the rest of the sequence, and the procedure is
repeated. Fig. 8.7 shows the result of applying global zonation tothereflectance spectrum of
Kaolinite. The technique detected all possible absorption features and doublets were
successfully split into intervals. Van der Meer (1994d) showed that statistical zonation can
be improved by using Hull quotient spectra.

8.3.4 Results
Totest theperformance of theindicatorkriging based method for feature extraction, wehave
used a small area from the Cuprite data set was used for a pilot study. The area is 50 by 20
pixels in size contains both Kaolinite and Alunite outcrops. Three bands were used to
characterizethemineral absorption features ofbothKaoliniteandAluniteinthe2.10-2.20um.
wavelength range (see Fig. 8.1).
Directional indicator variograms for binary maps of band 2.30um. thresholded using
the DN values indicated by arrows areshown inFig. 8.8.Thesevariograms were calculated
withandirectional toleranceangleof45degrees.Thevariogramsarewelldefined andexhibit
a geometrical anisotropy with maximum variance in the NW-SE direction and maximum
continuity in the NE-SW direction.

Fig.8.8(facingpage): Directionalvariogramsforindicatorvariablei(\;z,) (1,ifzb,<zb(s)<zbu,otherwise0)
atthebandcenteredat2.30um.
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Fig.8.9: Proportion of apixel belonging toclasskaolinite (left) or alunite (right).By setting tolerances on these
values,pixelscanbe classified. From theseimages, thefinal classification wasdeduced by setting tolerances on
the proportions (e.g. P > 0.5 for indicator minimum and P > 0 for indicator maximum classification).

Fig.8.10:Classification results for ground classes Kaoliniteand Alunite using (A) Parallelepiped classification,
(B)K-Nearestneighbouranalysis,(C)maximum-likelihooddecisionrules,(D)indicatorkriging usingproportion
values greater than 0.5, and (E) indicator kriging using proportion values greater than 0.
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Fig. 8.11: Results of
comparing pixels
classified as Kaolinite
(top) and Alunite
(bottom) with known
field occurrences of
these minerals (A =
Parallelepiped
classification, B =
maximum-likelihood
decision rules, C = KNearest neighbour
analysis, D = indicator
kriging using proportion
values greater than 0.5,
and E = indicator
kriging using proportion
values greater than 0, 1
= pixel classified in the
field not in the image, 2
= pixel classified in the
image not in the field, 3
= pixel classified in
both image and field, 4
= pixel not classified in
image and field, 5 =
accuracy).

The resulting estimated proportion maps for Kaolinite and Alunite occurrences are
shown in Fig. 8.9. These maps show the proportion of a pixel representing Kaolinite and
Alunite, respectively. These were combined by taking all pixels with a proportion of more
than zero (referred to as the indicator maximum result) and by using all pixels with
proportions exceeding 0.5 (referred to as the indicator minimum results). The classified
images for the indicator kriging based method are shown in Fig. 8.10 together with results
from conventional classification methods.
Theclassification resultshavebeenevaluatedbycomparingtheclassified imageswith
the field information from Albers &Stewart (1972) and Ashley (1977).Fig. 8.11 shows the
results of the comparison between classification and field evidence for the distribution of
Kaolinite and Alunite, respectively. Four different combinations can occur
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Fig. 8.12: Calculation of
synthetic measurements of
shape for classes Kaolinite
(top) and Alunite (bottom; A =
Parallelepiped classification, B
=maximum-likelihooddecision
rules, C= K-Nearest neighbour
analysis, D = indicator kriging
using proportion values greater
than 0.5, and E = indicator
kriging using proportion values
greater than 0, IC(C) = index
of morphologic compactness,
NC(c) = connectivity number,
and DF(c) = boundary density
function.

1) in both the classified image and the field geologic map the pixel is classified as
mineral
2) only in the field the mineral occurrence is detected not in the classified image
3) only in the classified image the pixel is assigned to the class representing the
mineral to occur although no evidence was found in the field geologic map
4) the pixel in theimage andinthefield geologic mapwere notconsidered tobelong
to the class of the mineral investigated.
The classification results for Kaolinite are in general poor although the indicator kriging
technique adopting a probability of zero scores relatively good with respect to the
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obtained by the maximum-likelihood decision rules and by the indicator kriging technique
using all probability values greater than zero.
Inordertoevaluatetheresultsofdifferent featureextraction algorithms,visualaspects
of the resulting images were quantified using synthetic measures of shape derived from
mathematicalmorphology.Mathematicalmorphology(Serra, 1982)quantifies thegeometrical
structure and texture of an object by introducing theconcept of the structuring element. This
element interacts with the object under study, modifying its shape and reducing it to a
caricature which is more expressive than the initial phenomenon. Basic transformations of
binary patterns are erosion, opening and closing (Fabbri, 1984) from which synthetic
measurements of shape are derived quantifying the visual aspects of a class (Fabbri et al,
1993). In this study, measurements used were (Durand &Flouzat, 1985)
1) the index of morphologic compactness
2) the connectivity number
3) the boundary density
Theindex of morphologic compactness (IC(c))isanindication for theroundness of particles
in a class. The index varies from 0 to 1where IC(c)=l is a class composed of entities with
rounded edges and IC(c)=0 is a class composed of entities with a blocky character. The
connectivity number (NC(c)) defines the number of particles in class c minus the number of
holes in them. The higher the number of entities, the greater the disseminated aspect of the
class. The boundary density (DF(c)) represents application to a given class of the shape
coefficient for isolatedobjects, andprovidesinformation onthephysiognomy ofedges inthat
class.Theresultsofcalculatingthese syntheticmeasuresof shapeareshowninFig.8.12.The
morphological compactness of classes Alunite and Kaolinite in the parallelepiped classified
image and the K-nearest neighbour image are low giving them a blocky aspect. Maximumlikelihood classification yieldsbetterresults,however, theindicator krigingclassified images
score best with this respect. The connectivity number of all methods is high, especially for
the class Kaolinite, although maximum-likelihood classification and the indicator kriging
based methods perform best with thisrespect. Theboundary density for theindicator kriging
based methods is significantly lower than for theconventional classification techniques, thus
indicating less isolated objects. In general, the indicator kriging classifier produces
classification results with more rounded classes, less isolated objects, and a smaller
disseminated aspect of classes. These results can be attributed to the fact that the indicator
kriging classifier uses both spectral and spatial information from the image data. Therefore
the resulting classified images show more continues clusters of pixels containing less holes
in the clusters.
An experiment has been performed to investigate the accuracy of the different
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Fig. 8.13: Performance
of classifiers with
i n c r e a s i n g
dimensionality (A =
Parallelepiped
classification, B =
maximum-likelihood
decision rules, C = KNearest neighbour
analysis, D = indicator
krigingusingproportion
values greater than0).

classifiers whenincreasingthedimensionalityofthedata.TheAVIRISspectralband marking
thecenter of theabsorption features characterizing Kaolinite,Alunite,andBuddingtonitewas
determined.ForKaolinitethedoubleabsorption feature at2.20um and2.16um wasused.The
center was marked by AVIRISband 197centered at 2.183um. Alunite wascharacterized by
the broad absorption feature at 2.16um marked by AVIRIS band 195 centered at 2.163um.
Spectral bands on the shoulders of absorption features were AVIRIS bands 205 and 189
centered at 2.262um at 2.104um respectively for Kaolinite and AVIRIS bands 205 and 185
centeredat2.262umand2.064umrespectivelyforAlunite.Classification wasperformed using
a standard training data set of pixels with increasing number of spectral bands starting with
three spectral bands (e.g. two shoulders and one center band) by adding two bands next to
the central band during each iteration. Thus the maximum number of bands which could be
used to fully characterize the absorption feature for the three clay minerals were 17 for
Kaolinite,21for Alunite,and33forBuddingtonite.Morebandswereaddeduntil amaximum
of fifty bands was reached to perform the classification. For each classification result, the
accuracy was calculated as the normalized mis-classification (e.g. the number of pixels
improperlyclassified dividedbythetotalnumberofpixelsproperlyclassified subtracted from
100%). This quantitative measure of accuracy is 100for a perfect classification.
The results of this experiment are summarized in Fig. 8.13. Clearly from thisfigure
it can be seen that the classification accuracy increases when adding more bands to image
data set tocharacterize moreproperly theabsorption feature. Theincrease inaccuracy isless
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Fig.8.14: ProportionofapixelrepresentsKaolinite(left)andaveragekrigingstandarddeviationorerrorofthe
probabilityforcentralpartoftheCupriteMiningdistrict.
prominent for the parallelepiped and K-nearest neighbour classifiers than for the Maximum
likelihood and Indicator Kriging classifiers. This can be explained by considering the
theoretical basis of these techniques. When dimensionality increases (e.g. the number of
spectral bands used in classification), second-order statistics become more important than
first-order statistics. Thus in the low-dimensional case, class mean differences play a more
important role in discriminating between classes than the covariance differences especially
when adjacent spectral bands are highly correlated as is often the case in imaging
spectrometer data as opposed to conventional remotely sensed data. Therefore, classifiers
using Euclidean distances such as the parallelepiped classifier and the K-nearest neighbour
classifier are less accurate in high dimensional data sets than other classifiers. Surprising is
the fact that classification accuracy reaches a maximum value when a number of spectral
bands are used approximately equal to the total number of bands covering the wavelength
range between left and right shoulder of anabsorption band.When exceeding this value(e.g.
bands outside the absorption feature) classification accuracy decreases dramatically for
conventional classification techniqueswhich may beattributed tothefact that these bandsdo
not capture any 'useful' spectral information regarding the absorption feature or may even
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This figure is displayed as colour plate 5 on page 315

Fig.8.15:MineralmapproducedbyindicatorkrigingclassificationshowingKaoliniteinredandAluniteinblue.
characterize other absorption features related toother minerals (deconvolution of absorption
features is addressed by Sunshine et al., 1990; 1993). Thus spectral noise is added to the
training data set obscuring the classification results. The Indicator Kriging classifier seems
tobelessaffected bythiseffect possibly becauseitalsoincorporates spatialinformation. Lee
& Landgrebe (1993) showed that the performance in terms of accuracy for a number of
groundcoverclassesoftheclassifiers inthehyperspectralimagespaceincreaseswhen adding
morespectral bands.Similarly,itwasfound thatsmalluncorrelated noiseadded toeach band
caused greater decrease in classification accuracy than larger correlated noise.
Fig. 8.14shows the proportion of a pixel representing a Kaolinite occurrence for the
central partof theCupriteMiningdistrictandthecorrespondingestimation varianceproduced
by the block indicator kriging estimator. This estimation variance can be interpreted as an
indication for the reliability of the estimate, thus indicator kriging classification produces
estimates of accuracy of the classified images.The final classification is shown in Fig. 8.15
where Kaolinite and Alunite occurrences identified by the indicator kriging classifier with
proportions of thepixel belonging totheseclassesexceeding 50%areshown onthe AVIRIS
band 68 centered at 1.013um.
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Available techniques for mineral mapping from imaging spectrometer data yield qualitative
assessments ofthesurfacemineralogybasedonthepresenceorabsenceofabsorption features
in pixel reflectance spectra. The application of conventional classification techniques in the
hyperspectral space has some inherent complications: (1) ground information is needed to
train the classifier which is not always available or difficult to obtain, (2) most classifiers
assign unknown (to be classified) pixels to a ground cover class from a set of user defined
classes without quantifying the uncertainty or thelikeliness that thepixel actually belongs to
thatclass,(3)classification methodsuseonlythespectralcharacteristics ofanunknown pixel
in comparison with that of a set of training samples to classify unknown pixels without
considering the spatial aspects or the relative location of an unknown pixel with respect to
pixels from the training data set, (4) most classifiers rely on a Gaussian probability
distribution of the spectral signature of the training data which often exhibit a non-Gaussian
distribution, (5) classification methods work on a pixel support without allowing estimation
on larger or smaller volumes.
A new non-parametric classification technique is introduced in this Chapter which
builds on the concept of Indicator Kriging.The technique overcomes some of the problems
of classification algorithms because: (1) it relies on spectral information from laboratory
studies rather than on ground truth data only, (2)it yields a probability or portion of a pixel
belonging to a certain class or mineralogy (3) through the kriging estimation an estimate of
uncertainty is derived, (4) itincorporates spatial aspects rather than only spectral aspects, (5)
it is distribution free, and (6) may be applied on different supports.
The performance of the new classifier has been evaluated on a small test area in the
AVIRISCupriteMiningDistrictdatasetcontainingoccurrencesofbothKaoliniteandAlunite
which weremapped indetail.Theaccuracy oftheclassification wascalculated by comparing
withfield occurrences andnormalized bytakingtheratioofthetotalmisclassified pixelsover
the total of properly classified pixels subtracted from 100%.Calculation of this index for the
classified images of Kaolinite and Alunite showed that the Indicator Kriging classifier
performed slightly better than the conventional methods. Furthermore, it was found that
increasing the number of spectral bands in the classification improves the accuracy until the
absorption feature is entirely sampled. Adding bands at wavelengths shorter than the left
shoulder and higher than the right shoulder reduces the classification accuracies.
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Geostatistics studies a variable that varies in space where not only the value but also the
location of thevariableisimportant.Themainideainestimation istoconsider avariablez(x)
at one point x in space as a realization of a random function Z(x), x being any point in a
volume of interest (David, 1977). A regionalized variable is arealization of a random field.
The spatial variations of the variable z(x) at point x are considered as one realization of a
stochastic process, that is a random function Z(x).The second-order stationarity assumption
consists of two parts. First, the expected value of Z(x) is independent of the location and
equal to the mean
£[Z(x)] = m(x)= m

( 1)

Second,thecovarianceof therandomvariableattwopointsisonlyafunction ofthedistance
between these points
£{[Z(x) - m][Z(x+h) -m]} = K(x*+h) = K(h)

( 2)

where h is the distance between points x and y (David, 1977). The spatial dependence
between individual pointsischaracterized bythevariance of itsincrements of order0,called
the variogram
VAR[Z(x+h)-Z(x)] =2y (h)

(3 )

It can be shown that the variogram can estimated by (Joumel &Huijbregts, 1978)
y(h) = l/2N(h) Z[Z(x;)-Z(x,+h)P

(4 )

whereN(h) isthenumber of pairs of points [Z(x,)-Z(X;+h)]availablefor distanceh.Thebest
linearunbiased estimator (BLUE)of thevalueofthevariableatanyunknown location,given
byZv(x),can be obtained by kriging.Thenameof this interpolation technique wascoinedby
George Matheron in recognition of the early work done by D.G. Krige. The problem is to
estimateZ„(x)from a linear combination Z*of available sample values (Zxa, cc=1...7V).Two
conditions are required: the estimator is unbiased
£(Zv(x) -Z/) =0
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- Mineralmappingand it will have a minimum estimation variance. Using the estimation variance we want to
find a set of weights (A,) assigned to the various points so that the kriging error (crk2) is
minimized
a\ = 2 XX, -Kx^xo)- 1 lifo 7CxjlX/)

(6)

whereA^x„Xo) isthesemivariancebetweenlocation XQtobeestimated andlocationx,atwhich
the value of the variable is known, andyix^xj)isthe semivariance between the observations
at locations x, and x-. The weights are chosen so that they sum up to 1 (ensuring
unbiasedness) and that the error variance is minimized
o2k=SX,,T(X(,X7) + u -tfXj.Xo)for all i

(7)

where u is the lagrange multiplier associated with the minimization. This yields
a\=Y. X, T ^ X O ) - u

( 8)

where A,, and \x are obtained by solving the following matrix equations
c=A' b
where A=

(9)
7(Xi.Xi)
7(Xi,x2)

•Y(Xi,xn)
1

B=

7(Xi,Xo)

7Cx2-x,)

T^X,)

7Cx2.x2)

7(Xn.X2)

1

7(x„.x„)
1

0
(10)

7(x2.Xo)

7(x„.Xo)
1
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C=

In these equations, point XQ is the point tobe estimated using the values atknown locations
x r ..x n . The kriged estimate of variable Z at location Z(x„) becomes
Z(Xo)=S X, Z(x,)

(11)

For block estimation, the estimation variance <y2kbbecomes
c*kb=X A,Y(X„V) + Mb 7(V,V)

(12)

where Y(x„V)is the average semivariance between the observation points and block V and
7(V,V) is the average semivariance between points within block V. The parameter ^ is the
lagrange multiplier. The system of equations for ordinary block kriging in matrix form is
[W] . [X] =[B]

(13)

where
X{

K
M = X,

K
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and
7(v„V)
7(v2,V)

[B]

(15)

-y(v3,v)

7(vn,V)
1

and
Tf(v„Vi) 7(Vi,v2)

7(vi.v„) 1

7(v2.v,)

[W] = 7(v3,v,)

T^Vn.V,)
1

(16)

7(v„,v„) 1
1
0

In this, the matrix [W] is a sample-to-sample semivariance, the matrix [B] is the sample-toblock semivariance, and [X] are the weights assigned to each of the sample locations. In
practice, the sample-to-block semivariances are found through a discrete summation rather
than through an integration. The block volume, V, is represented by a number of discretizing
points and the semivariance between each point discretizing the block and the sample v, is
computed and averaged to yield a value for TCVJ.V).
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From the above,it can be seen that the kriging estimator doesnot necessary have to produce
estimates on the same spatial area as the sample values; estimation on smaller blocks or
subpixel areas ispossible (Van der Meer, 1994d).However in doing so,prior to performing
indicator transformation onthepixeldata, acorrection for thechangeof pixel sizeorsupport
between input andoutput dataneed tobemade.Arelation exists between thesupport or size
of the data, and the distribution of their values. For example, measuring the depth of an
absorption feature from rock samples of 5*5 cm (typical for laboratory measurements) will
yield more variability than the analysis of the same depth feature using 1*1 m outcrop with
a field spectrometer. Therefore, before applying the indicator kriging method to the image
data we have to correct this data for the support or pixel size on which we produce our
estimates. Regarding the image data as point estimates at the center of a pixel we have to
transform thisoriginal point distribution tothedistribution expected for several sizesofblock
estimates. Itcan be shown that increasing the support mainly affects the variance and spread
of the distribution leaving the mean unchanged. Therange atwhich the spread decreases and
the distribution becomes more symmetric depends on the spatial arrangement of the data.
Severalmethodsof supportcorrection havebeenproposed of whichtheaffine transformation
and the lognormal transformation are the simplest and most straightforward. The affine
correction transforms the original distribution qtoanotherdistribution q' usingthe following
linear transformation
q' = Vf *(q-m) + m

(1)

wherefisthevariance adjustment factor andmisthemean oftheoriginal point distribution.
Note that the mean is forced to remain unchanged and that the spread decreases while the
skewness remains the same. The indirect lognormal correction is a method that uses a
transformation of original point support toblock support assuming a lognormal distribution.
The transformed values are obtained by
q' = aqb

(2)

with a and b defined as
a = [m/V(f CV2+1)]*[(VCV2 + l)/m]b
(3)
2

2

b = V[(ln(fCV + l)/(ln(CV + 1)]
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Fig. A2.1: Original distribution and
distribution of data after support
correction for various block sizes
using the Affine correction (top) and
the Indirect Lognormal correction
(bottom).

where CV is the coefficient of variation of the original point distribution (standard deviation
divided by the mean). However, if the original distribution is not exactly lognormal, the
method does not necessarily preservethe mean value.Thevariance adjustment factor (f) can
be derived by introducing the dispersion variance. The dispersion variance is an average
squared difference that has the support of the individual values (a) and the support of the
mean (b) explicitly stated

CT2(a,b) = l/n E (vt + raj2

(4)

i=l
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- Chapter 8Table A2.1: Dispersion variances calculated for different
support. a2(.,A)=dispersion variance of the points;
CT2(.,B)=dispersion variance within the blocks;
o2(B,A)=dispersion variance between the blocks;
f=variance adjustment factor.
o»(.,A)

o*(.,B)

cPCB.A)

f

points

5.3394

—

—

—

l*lm.

5.3394

0.2811

5.0583

0.947

5*5m.

5.3394

1.8403

3.4991

0.655

10*10m.

5.3394

1.8557

3.4837

0.652

20*20m.

5.3394

1.8751

3.4643

0.649

40*40m.

5.3394

4.6846

0.6548

0.123

80*80m.

5.3394

4.4340

0.9054

0.170

100*100m.

5.3394

3.7861

1.5533

0.291

where v,....vn are the n point values and m is their arithmetic mean. Thus, the dispersion
variance of the original point data (<r2(.,A)) equals the dispersion variance between the
estimated block support (c2(B,A)) plus the dispersion variance within the blocks (<r2(.,B))a2(.,A) =a2(.,B) + o2(B,A)

( 5)

The variance adjustment factor is the ratio of the block variance to thepoint variance
f = <T2(B,A)/a2(.,A)= 1- a2(.,B)/o2(.,A)

(6)

The dispersion variance of the points within the entire area can be written as
n
a (.,A) = l/n S (Vj- m)2
2

(7)

i=7

where v,...vn arethe npoint values in volume V and mis their arithmetic mean.This equals
the following expression
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- Mineral mapping TableA2.2: Statistics of data distribution after affine transformation for
support correction.
mean

a2

minimum

point

36.44

5.34

31

43

-0.411

6.34

l*lm.

36.44

5.05

31.14

42.82

-0.411

6.17

5*5m.

36.44

3.43

32.08

41.69

-0.411

5.08

10*10m

36.44

3.48

32.05

41.73

-0.411

5.12

maximum

skewness

C.V.

20*20m

36.44

3.47

32.06

41.72

-0.411

5.11

40*40m

36.44

0.66

34.53

38.74

-0.411

2.26

80*80m

36.44

0.91

34.20

39.14

-0.411

2.61

100m.

36.44

1.16

33.51

39.98

-0.411

3.42

TableA2.3: Statistics of data distribution after lognormal transformation for
support correction.
mean

a*

minimum

maximum

skewness

C.V.

point

36.44

5.34

31

43

-0.411

6.34

l*lm.

36.44

5.04

31.15

42.80

-0.416

6.16

5*5m.

36.42

3.53

31.96

41.66

-0.446

5.15

10*10m

36.42

3.51

31.96

41.65

-0.446

5.14

20*20m

36.43

3.49

31.98

41.64

-0.446

5.13

40*40m

36.44

0.67

34.45

38.64

-0.530

2.25

80*80m

36.44

0.93

34.10

39.04

-0.529

2.65

100m.

36.43

1.58

33.41

39.86

-0.495

3.45

n

n

cr2(.,A)=l/2n2 Z
i=-1

(V,-

v,)2

(8)

j= 1

which is intrinsically similar to the definition of the variogram. Therefore the dispersion
variance for point values canbe derived directly from the variogram, the dispersion variance
of points within the block (a2(.,B)) can be estimated by discretizing the block into several
points andcalculating the averagevariogram valuebetween allpossiblepairs ofpoints.From
this the variance adjustment factor (f) can be obtained.
The average experimental variogram for the image data is fitted using a double
exponential model with a small nugget component following the expression
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7(h) = 0.5 + 3[1 - exp(-h/400)] + 3.5[1 -exp(-h/600)]

( 9)

TheestimateddispersionvariancesusingthemethoddescribedabovearelistedinTableA2.1.
Thestatisticsoftheresultingdistributions after applyingtheaffine correction aresummarized
in Table A2.2. The distributions are shown in Fig. A2.1. Clearly, the affine correction
preserves the mean and skewness of the distribution and reduces the spread. The resulting
statistics of the data distributions after applying the lognormal transformation are shown in
Table A2.3. The method nearly preserves the mean value indicating that the original
distribution of points was nearly lognormal. The skewness, however, decreases as does the
variance. However, both correction methods result in nearly identical re-distribution of the
data.
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CHAPTER 9:
ImagingSpectrometry andtheRondaperidotites'

ABSTRACT
Spectral unmixing and mineral mapping from GERIS data reveals several metamorphic
mineralsinmarbles bordering theperidotites.Theperidotite bodyitself isshown tobe zoned
into a garnet-, spinel-, and plagioclase-lherzolite facies reflecting decreasing pressures and
temperatures related to diapiric uprise and subsequent cooling of the body. This zonation is
overprinted by two phases of late-stage serpentinization which are interpreted as resulting
from regional metamorphism related to northwestward thrusting of the peridotite body. Two
Case Studies are presented demonstrating the use of imaging spectrometry in mineral
exploration. The first deals with calcite-dolomite mineral mapping, of importance for oil
exploration. The semi-linear model for theposition of thecarbonate absorption-band related
tothecalcitecontent ofthe samplederivedinChapter4forms thebasisfor thisanalysis.The
second case studies yields the estimation of the degree of serpentinization, important in
asbestos mining, based in spectral reflectance spectroscopy presented in Chapter 5. In both
cases, a newly developed methodology for mineral mapping in the presence of vegetation is
used. This methodology consists of four principal steps: (1) vegetation masking, (2)
calculating the absorption band-depth using aHullquotient spectrum, (3)translating thisinto
mineral occurrence value using asemi-empirical linear model, and (4) estimating the degree
of mineral occurrence at the pixel support using geostatistical techniques. In this approach,
estimation and simulation techniques are used to gain data at densely vegetated areas.
Comparison with field data in both cases shows that the methodology can be used within
reasonable statistical fluctuations.

7
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- Chapter9 9.1 INTRODUCTION
This final Chapter deals with the application of mineral mapping techniques to imaging
spectrometer data of southern Spain. Spectral Angle Mapping and linear unmixing analysis
areusedtomapsurface mineralogy of theRondaperidotitesandadjacent metamorphic rocks
with emphasis on the mineralogical composition of the massif as related to the mode and
timingofitsemplacement. TwoCaseStudiesarepresentedtodemonstratetheuseofimaging
spectrometry for mineral exploration in vegetated areas. The first Case Study deals with
calcite-dolomite mineral mapping based on the quantitative model found in Chapter 4
describing the position of the carbonate absorption band in relation to the relative calcite
content of a sample.This application isinparticular important inoilexploration. The second
CaseStudyaddressestheproblemofmappingthedegreeofserpentinization within ultramafic
rock bodies based on the discussion and models derived in Chapter 5. Knowledge of
weathering characteristics of both carbonate and ultramafic rocks as discussed in Chapter 6
isincorporated aswell asthe spectral signatureof vegetation. Amethodology isproposed for
these two studies to overcome the problems related to vegetation cover. This methodology
consists of four principal steps: (1) vegetation masking, (2)calculating the absorption banddepth using aHull quotient spectrum, (3)translating this intomineral occurrence valueusing
a semi-empirical linear model, and (4) estimating the degree of mineral occurrence at the
pixel support using conditional simulation techniques or ordinary block kriging.
A number of recent studies have demonstrated the usefulness of geostatistics in the
analysis of remotely sensed imagery (Curran, 1994). Many workers have used the
semivariogram to characterize spatial variability of digital images (Curran, 1988;Duggin et
al, 1985;Webster etal, 1989).Cohen et al (1990) use the semivariogram for the analysis
of conifer canopy structure,Juppetal (1988; 1989)developed techniquesfor calculatingthe
autocorrelation function in digital images, and Woodcock et al. (1988a+b) use the
semivariogram for thecharacterization ofdifferent groundcoverclasses.Severalauthorshave
demonstratedtheuseofgeostatisticalestimationtechniquesforquantification of measurement
error in remotely sensed images (Lunetta et al, 1991;Curran & Williamson, 1985; 1986;
Curran & Hay, 1986) and in Chapter 8 of this thesis a technique for mineral mapping was
derived using geostatistical estimation theory yielding accuracy or reliability estimates for
ground cover classes.Recently,Rossietal (1994)demonstrate thatgeostatistical techniques
can be used for re-sampling remotely sensed images when distortion occurs or information
is missing.Landgrebe (1992)showed that signal of remotely sensed data canbe treated asa
stochasticprocessandthusallowstheapplication of simulationtechniquesinremotesensing.
In thisChapter, geostatistical techniques areexploited for re-samplingremote sensing
data at unknown locations where signal is obscured by, in this case, vegetation.
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9.2.1 Spectral unmixing
In order to model the spectral variability of the GERIS data, spectral unmixing is used. Six
spectral endmembers were required to model the continuum reflectance of each pixel in the
data set: three soil types, green vegetation (and grass), senescent vegetation, and decayed
vegetation. These endmembers explain approximately 93%of the spectral variability on the
average at a pixel resolution. The remaining unexplained variability may be attributed to
shade or albedo variations that are due to the effects of variable illumination and shading
which are not properly compensated in the atmospheric calibration process. Constrained
unmixing was used (Smith et al, 1994; see also Chapter 8) thus forcing the abundance
estimates for each endmember tobe greater or equal to zero and the sum of the abundances
less or equal to one. The outcome of the unmixing analysis is an abundance image for each
endmember, oneimagefor thesumof all abundances,and aroot-mean-square (RMS)image.
The RMS image is the error between the original, mixed spectrum and the best-fit spectrum
calculated from the resulting endmember abundances. The solution of the unmixing was
considered valid when the abundance values across the image were mostly between one and
zero,the average RMSerror islow and inthe order of magnitude of thenoisecomponent of
the image, and the RMS error image shows a low spatial correlation.
Soil samples and the method of sampling of these samples is described in detail in
Chapter 6. Three different types of soil spectral profiles were used as endmembers. The
spectral reflectance characteristics of soils are dominated by 1.4um and 1.9um absorption
features due to water also causing the general decrease in reflectance at wavelengths longer
than2.2um (Singh&Sirohi, 1994).Narrow absorption featuresnear2.2umand2.3umaredue
to Al-OH and Mg-OH combination tones. Absorption features in the visible part of the
spectrum are due to Fe2+ and Fe3+. Spectra of soil samples from the peridotites show strong
absorption features near 0.5um and 0.9um and a strong and positive continuum slope in the
visible toward shorter wavelengths pointing to the presence of iron. The water absorption
bandsaswell astheAl-OH andMg-OHfeatures arerelativeweak andtheoverall reflectivity
is moderate. The soil samples taken from areasunderlain by limestone are characterized by
weak ornearly absentiron absorption bandsandstrongwaterandhydroxyl absorptionbands.
The absorption band near 2.3um is usually very strong compared to those of soils from the
peridotite terrain.Thethird groupof soil samples arethe soilshaving alow albedo andweak
absorption features due to the spectral masking effect possibly caused by the presence of
finely disseminated organic carbon. Spectra of healthy, green vegetation and senescent
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Fig.9.1:Color-compositeimage with
the peridotite soil endmember
displayed in red, the limestone soil
endmember displayed in green, and
the spectrally quenched soil
endmemberdisplayedin blue.
vegetation differ primarily in the shape of the spectrum between 0.4um and l.Oum. Green
vegetation haslowreflectivity between 0.4umand0.65umandaverysteeprisein reflectivity
from 0.65um to the plateau reflectance reached at 0.75um. Senescent vegetation shows a
spectrum dominated by a gradual increase in reflectivity between 0.4um and 0.75um where
it reaches its plateau. Partly decayed vegetation has a spectrum converging towards that of
soils, however detailed water absorption features at wavelengths longer than 1.2um can be
used to discriminate decayed vegetation from soil.
Fig.9.1 is acolor-composite with theperidotite soilendmember inred, the limestone
soil endmember displayed in green, and the spectrally quenched soil endmember displayed
inblue.It should benoted that thesoil spectracharacterized byweakabsorption features and
low reflectivity are found predominantly along the marble-peridotite contact. These are
interpreted as being mylonitic in origin related to the late-stage thrust emplacement of the
peridotites. The vegetation endmember spectra are later in this Chapter used for vegetation
masking.

9.2.2 Mineral mapping
Theperidotites intheSierraBermeja arebordered tothewestbyaHP-HTseries ofphyllites,
garnet-staurolite mica schists,and gneisses of what isknown as theCasares Unit (Lundeen,
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Fig. 9.2: Examples of mineral maps for several minerals resulting from Spectral Angle Mapping (grey scale
ranges from zero to 7t/2radiance). More similar pixels are bright whereas un-similar pixels are dark.

1978), "Gneiss series" (Loomis, 1972) or Los Reales Nappe (Tubia & Cuevas, 1986). This
seriesisacontactmetamorphic aureolesurroundingtheperidotitecomplexwhichgrades from
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dolomite, 3 = siderite, 4 = magnesite, 5 =
graphite, 6 = brucite, 7 = goethite, 8 =
hematite,9=magnetite, 10=wollastonite, 11
= tremolite, 12 = diopside, 13 = augite, 14 =
hypersthene, 15 = enstatite, 16 = olivine, 17
= serpentine, 18 = garnet, 19 = kaolinite, 20
= montmorillonite, 21 =epidote, 22=
chlorite, 23 = spinel, 24 = plagioclase, 25 =
muscovite).

greenschist fades tohigh-grade granulite facies. Atthe eastern contact of the Sierra Bermeja
peridotite, a second metamorphic facies series is observed, related to LP-HT (700-800°, ±
3.5kbar, Lundeen 1978)contact metamorphismresulting ingarnet-staurolite micaschistsand
gneissesgrading intoleucocraticcordieritegneissesandmylonitized hornfelses.Thesouthern
contact, separating the peridotite from the underlying units, has been shown to be a gently
undulating thrust surface (Lundeen, 1978).Mylonitization, which occurs in a zone of 100m
along the contact, resulted in the development of "cordierite gneisses" indicating HP-LT
conditions (Lundeen, 1978).Therockunits forming thesouthern andeasterncontact withthe
peridotites are locally known as the Bianca unit (Lundeen, 1978), the "Hornfels series"
(Loomis, 1972) and the Guadaiza Nappe (Tubfa & Cuevas, 1986).
Chabrillat etal.(1994) mapped different peridotite types from ISM andAVIRIS data
over the Ronda peridotite massif. Mineral occurrences in the Sierra Bermeja peridotite were
mapped from GERIS data in order to identify the major surface constituents on the basis of
spectral properties using Spectral Angle Mapping and unmixing analysis (Boardman, 1994;
Kruse et al, 1993; Smith et al, 1994) as described in Chapter 8. Mineral maps for 25
different minerals were prepared using the Spectral Angle Mapping-algorithm of which
examples are shown in Fig. 9.2. Pixel spectra were extracted at locations mapped as having
high spectral similarity with laboratory mineral spectra. The location of these pixel spectra
is shown in Fig.9.3 and someexamples are shown inFig.9.4.Fig.9.5 shows a compilation
oftheresultingmineral mapsbyassigningthepixelstothemineralhavingthelowest spectral
angle. The contact metamorphic aureole, as present in the GERIS data set, is formed by a
series of marbles which grade into limestones and dolomitic limestones with distance from
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Fig. 9.4: Pixel
spectra (point-dot
lines)
and
laboratory spectra
(solid-lines) for
minerals of Fig.
9.2. See Fig. 9.3
for location and
mineral name.
Laboratory spectra
are re-sampled to
the GERIS band
channel position
and width.

theperidotitecontact.Themarbles showthestrongestcarbonateabsorptionbandsandcontain
accessory metamorphic minerals of which tremolite could be mapped from the GERIS data.
Tremoliteisamagnesiumhydroxylsilicatemineraloftheamphibolegroupindicatingrelative
low-grade regional metamorphism in the dolomitic marbles. In the area where the marbles
border thegneissseries (e.g.,towardsthedolomitized front oftheancientcarbonate platform,
Van derMeer, 1994f), magnesiteoccurs.Thismagnesite,mayindicate alteration of forsterite
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Fig. 9.5: GERIS band
30centered at1.7099|im
with
mineral
occurrences of major
mineral assemblages
overlain. Top is the
thermal aureole and
limestone country rock,
bottom is the ultramafic
body.

to serpentine with formation of magnesite where forsterite is interpreted as resulting from
thermal metamorphism of dolomitic limestones. Locally, siderite was mapped in the
limestone-marble series. Siderite isan iron carbonate mineral often occurring as replacement
in limestones.
TheRondaperidotite massif itself iscomposed oflherzolites,harzburgites and dunites
in which the extent of late-stage serpentinization varies widely. The harzburgites are
characterized by spectra dominated by the mineral enstatite, whereas the lherzolites are
dominated by the spectral features of diopside. Mineral mapping in the ultramafic body
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- Imagingspectrometry and theRondaperidotitespermits a metamorphic zonation into garnet-, spinel-, and plagioclase-lherzolite facies (Fig.
9.6). The highest pressures and temperatures are reflected by the garnet-lherzolite facies,
intermediate pressure and temperature conditions by the spinel-lherzolite facies, and low
pressure and temperature conditions by the plagioclase-lherzolite facies. The garnet is of
pyrope-almandine composition withimportant amountsofgrossular.Obata(1980) interpreted
this metamorphic zonation in terms of a diapiric rising upper mantle body. This author
proposed that the interior of the diapir, being hotter than the exterior, followed a different
pressure-temperature path during ascent. Thecoolerexterior part, represented by the garnetlherzolite facies, equilibrated at greater depth before the hotter interior part, represented by
theplagioclase-lherzolite facies equilibrated atashallower depth andthus atlowerpressures.
Clearly, from the facies distributions it can be seen that the peridotite massif itself is tilted
towards the southeast and must have therefore undergone considerable tectonic deformation
and transportation.
Serpentine and magnetite, mapped within the peridotite body, are the result of the
serpentinization-process by which anhydrous ferromagnesian silicate minerals (olivine,
enstatite) are converted tohydrous ferromagnesian serpentine-group minerals.In the caseof
the Sierra Bermeja peridotites, Fe-bearing anhydrous phases are involved yielding besides
serpentine also magnetite. Interestingly, the occurrence of serpentine is not related to the
metamorphic facies distribution in the peridotites and seems to occur mainly near the
boundary of theperidotitemassif.This mayindicatethat serpentinization isrelated to alatter
phase of low-grade metamorphism overprinting the initial metamorphic facies of the
peridotites related to their crustal emplacement. The temperatures and pressures for the
production of various serpentine mineral assemblages have been determined by reversed
bracketing experiments inthepresenceof waterbyMoody (1976).Atlowtemperatures (300400°), an association of lizardite and chrysotile occurs, whereas antigorite replaces lizardite
orchrysotileathighertemperatures(>500°).Thehighertemperatureassociatedwithantigorite
formation occurs when dehydration of the mineralogy produces a lower activity of water
which results in the formation of antigorite with less Mg(OH)2 than found in either lizardite
or chrysotile (Evans & Frost, 1975). This points to an upper crustal environment for
serpentinization at relatively low oxygen fugacity (Evans &Frost, 1975).Wenner &Taylor
(1974)concludefrom isotopicstudiesthatserpentinization intheperidotitepartsof ophiolites
occurred after continental emplacement. These authors further conclude that pervasive
lizardite-chrysotile serpentinization iscausedby fluids of meteoric-hydrothermal origin orby
waters emanating from sedimentary formations, whereas antigoritic serpentinization takes
place as a result of regional metamorphism in the presence of non-meteoric waters. In the
SierraBermejaperidotites,bothlizardite-chrysotile andantigoriteoccur.Theseareinterpreted
as representing two subsequent phases of serpentinization; low-temperature serpentinization,
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1989) showing
metamorphic facies
boundaries mapped from
GERIS imagery within
the investigated area
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producing lizardite and chrysotile, and higher-temperature serpentinization producing
antigorite as a result of regional metamorphism related to the "cold" phase of emplacement
of the peridotites. Both phases of serpentinization postdate the crustal emplacement of the
peridotites.Another argumentsupportingthishypothesisisthesourceofwaterneededfor the
hydration process.Thiscannotbederived from crustal rocks,however couldbederived from
the phyllite-schist-gneiss series bordering theperidotites.

9.3 CASE STUDY I: CALCITE-DOLOMITE MINERAL MAPPING
Mappingcalciteanddolomitemineraloccurrencesisofeconomicinterestfor variousreasons.
Replacement of carbonate lithologies by calc-silicates such as garnet and pyroxene often
occurs associated with granitic plutons.Theresulting skarns can host high-grade deposits of
copper, gold,iron,lead,zinc,ortungsten.Dolomitization oflimestonesincreasestheporosity
of the rock by 12%making these lithologies possible targets for oil exploration.
Discriminating calcite from dolomite in laboratory reflectance spectra is possible
because both minerals show absorption features in the near-infrared which are slightly
displaced (see Chapter 4). The center of the calcite absorption feature is found at a few
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- Chapter 9nanometers higherwavelength thanthatof dolomite.InChapter4,anearlylinear relationship
was established between the calcite-dolomite content of synthetic mixtures and the position
of the carbonate absorption band. This relation was also predicted using mineral mixture
models. Below, the linear model derived in Chapter 4 will be used to map the degree of
dolomitization in GER 63-channel imaging spectrometer data from southern Spain.

9.3.1 GERIS Data preparation
A 100-by-100 pixel window (Fig. 9.7) was selected from the calibrated GERIS data set
consisting only of carbonate rocks and vegetation. Calibration wasdone using the Empirical
Line method as described in Chapter 7. The area covered by the window was sampled in
detail in the field. Pixels showing characteristic carbonate absorption-bands in the GERIS
images were identified within the window through the following steps:
1)Masking of vegetation:
Dense vegetation masks the spectral signal of the underlying rocks thus obscuring the
carbonate absorption-band in pixel spectra. In order to remove pixels consisting mainly of
vegetation from the data set, a vegetation index for the GERIS image was calculated
following the procedure outlined by Okada et al. (1993). Approximately 86% of the pixels
were removed after masking.
2) Determining the carbonate absorption-band position:
Fortheremainingpixels,theposition of thecarbonate absorption-band wasdeterminedusing
the procedure of continuum removal outlined earlier (see also Clark &Roush, 1984; Okada
&Iwashita, 1992).Using thisapproach, theGERISband in which theabsorption center falls
could be determined.
3) Conversion of the absorption-band centers to calcite-dolomite abundances:
FromTable9.1itcanbe seen that thefull rangeofpixelsfor characterizing calcite/dolomite
mineral mixtures is covered by the spectral bands 53 to 56 of the GERIS data set. As
mentioned earlier, the bands are0.017pm wide.Using the semi-linear model for the calcitedolomite weight percentages the absorption-band centers Q^A) occurring in any GERIS
spectral band (e.g.,A,53)could beconverted to weight percentages calcite (z(x)) for apixel at
location x as:
Ao,,,e
Xe* e
Aort e
Aort e
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A,3 :0% < z(x) < 26%
A* :26% < z(x) < 57%
A« :57%< z(x) <86%
As6 :86% < z(x) < 100%

( 1)

- Imaging spectrometry and the Ronda peridotites Table 9.1: GERIS spectral band positions and corresponding weight percentages of calcite.
GERIS
band
number

wavelength (pm)

weight % calcite

minimum

center

maximum

minimum

maximum

53

2.2935

2.3020

2.3105

0

26

54

2.3105

2.3190

2.3275

27

57

58

86

87

100

55

2.3275

2.3360

2.3445

56

2.3445

2.3530

2.3615

By this definition, the variable z(x) takes on a range of values and can therefore best be
treated as a category indicator variable.The resulting classes are shown inFig.9.8.In order
to estimate the calcite-dolomite abundance at unknown locations (e.g., the pixels identified
earlierasvegetation),indicatorkrigingandindicatorbasedsimulationtechniquesareexploited
below.

9.3.2 Estimating calcite-dolomite abundances using Indicator Kriging
Indicator kriging (Journel, 1983; see also Appendix 1 of Chapter 7) aims at estimating a
conditional cumulative distribution function at each cutoff zb from a set of indicator
transforms i(x; zb) at locations x set to 1if z(x)<zb, else 0 (assuming a continuous variable).
The indicator variables are defined in Eq.(l) according to the presence or absence of an
carbonate absorption-band center in a specific GERIS spectral band. Indicator kriging
(Journel, 1983) will provide an estimate of the conditional expectation of the indicator
transformation of the random variable zb given the realizations of n other neighbouring
randomvariablesordatavaluesresultinginacumulativedistributionfunction for each cutoff

[i(x;zb)]*

= E{I(x; zb\(n)}'
= Prob*{(Z(x) < zb)Kn))

(2)

where (n) is the conditioning information available in the neighbourhood of location x.
Indicator estimation is performed for each of the class indicators to obtain estimates of the
local mean indicator giving anestimateof thequasi-point support values within a local area.
If the process is stationary and independent of x, the indicator kriging predictor is
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Fig. 9.8: Variable z(x) data set used as input for SCIS (category and continuous variable) and IK estimation
(«=1316).

[j'(x; zb)X = IXjx; zb) i'(x„zb)

(3)

i=\

Journel (1983) proposes that the weights, A.,(x; zb), corresponding to cutoffs zb, to be
calculatedfrom asimplekrigingsystemthroughthecalculation ofresidualindicatordata[i(x„
zb) - F*(zb)] where F*(zb) is the stationary cumulative distribution function of the random
function Z(x).Notethattheseweightsin simplekriging arenotrequired tosumupto 1.The
simple kriging estimate of the indicator transform i(x„ zb) is thus written as
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n

[«'(*,zb)]'SK= E \fc zb) i(x,;zb) + [1- n ^ x ; z,)]F*(z>)

(4 )

using n observed data values. The simple kriging system of equations is

E X,.(x,.;Zb)C/x, - x;;zj) = C/xj; A;z„), i=l,2,...n

( 5)

where C/x, - x,; zb) are indicator correlogram values for the distance between x^- x„ and
C/x,;A;zb) are average indicator correlogram values between location x,and the area to be
estimated, A, at cutoff zb. Since data is abundant, ordinary indicator kriging within moving
data neighbourhoods was considered using an block indicator kriging algorithm thus
discretizing the block area into point samples yielding
1

i„(x;zb) *

.
IN
J i(x'; Zb) dx' = — Ei(\/; zb)
IVI v(s)
N ;=1

( 6)

where v(s) is a block of measure IVI centered at s, and the i(x,'; zb) are the AT-points
discretizingthevolumev(s).Theresultofthisblockindicatorkrigingistheaverage l/NE[i(x;;
z
ù\k which is an estimate of theproportion of point valuesz(x-') within the block area v(s)
that are less than the cutoff zb. The ordinary block indicator kriging (OBIK) estimator using
n control points takes on the form
['(x;zfc)]obik*= \prob{Z(x) <zfc)l(A0W
n

= E Ä,(x;zb)-yaiXx,;zbMKXj\ zb)])+\i=7([«(x,;zb)],v(s)) for all i=\,n ( 7 )
/=1
where the weights Aj(x;zfc)are required to sum up to 1.The terms TflXx,; zb)],[i(x/, zb)])are
the point-to-point (or sample-to-sample) semivariances, \iis the lagrange multiplier, and the
terms 7([i(x,;zb)],v(s)) are the point-to-block semivariances. The point-to-block covariances
and the block-to-block covariance were approximated by a discrete summation achieved by
discretizing theblock areas into6-by-6 arrays of discretizing points.Orderrelation problems
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- Chapter9 were corrected for following the procedure outlined by Deutsch & Journel (1992, p.77-81).
The mean value at each location was derived from the conditional cumulative distribution
function estimated assuming the mean value for each cutoff is the average of the minimum
and maximum weight percent calcite defined in Eq.(l), thus assuming normally distributed
data within aclass.

9.3.3 Simulating calcite-dolomite abundances using Conditional Simulation
Sequential conditional indicator simulation algorithms (seeAppendix 1 tothisChapter) work
on binary [0,1] data, which may be transformed categorical or continuous variables, aiming
at the reproduction of the indicator covariance model. The nature of the data used in this
study,allowedtosimulatebothcategorical variablesandcontinuousvariables.The following
discussion is based on Deutsch & Journel (1992) and Journel (1989).
Through stochastic simulation, a series of alternative equally probable models of the
spatialdistribution of aindicator variablei(x)areproduced thathonourtheconditioning data.
If abinary indicator i(x)for alocation xbelonging to acategoryA ( x c A ) is simulated then
theprobability frequency function tobeestimated becomesProb{I(x)=l\(ri)}=E{I(x)\(n)}. In
case a continuous variable z(x), the estimated conditional cumulative distribution function
(ccdf)results in Prob{Z(x)<zl(n)}=E{I(x;z)l(ri)} with the indicator /(x;z)=l if z(x)<z,else 0,
where z is the cutoff value.
Simulatingcategoricalvariables (SCIScategory variable) -Consider the spatial distribution
ofKmutuallyexclusivecategoriessk,k=l,2,...,K. Lettheindicatorofclassskbe 1 ifxesk, else
0. Mutual exclusion yields ik(x)ik(x)=0, ktk' and
K

2 h(x) = 1

( 8)

k=l

Direct (SK or OK) kriging of the indicator variable ik(x) provides an estimate for the
probability that sk prevails at location x.Using SK this yields

Prob'{Ik(x)=lKn)}=pk+Ï Xa[Ik(xa) -pk]
*=1
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- Imagingspectrometry andtheRondaperidotiteswhere pk=E{Ik(x)}e[0,l], and Xa the weights of the SK system of equations. Sequential
simulation of acategory variable, further denoted asSCIS(category variable),now proceeds
as follows (Deutsch & Journel, 1992)
1) Define a random path that visits each node x of a grid covering a field A to be
simulated.
2) Correct the data for order relation problems (Journel & Posa, 1990) and apply
indicatorkriging(Journel, 1983)toestimate£ probabilitiespt*(xl(*)),fc=l,2,...,£,where
the conditioning data (•) consist of both original it-data and previously simulated ikvalues.
3) Define any ordering of the K categories giving a cumulative distribution function
of the probability interval [0,1] with K intervals.
4) Draw a random numberp uniformly distributed in [0,1].The interval in which p
falls determines the simulated category at location x.
5) Update all K indicator data sets with the simulated values and proceed to the next
node x'.
6) Repeat these steps until all nodes are visited. A simulated image, honouring the
conditioning data and statistics and dispersion of the data,is now obtained.
Inthis study,theprogramSISIMPDF(Deutsch &Journel, 1992)wasused for the conditional
simulation of categorical variables.
Simulating continuous variables SCIS (continuousvariable) - A continuous variable z(x)
discretized into K mutually exclusive classes sk gives a spatial distribution of K class
indicatorsandallowstomodeleachclassbyadifferent indicatorvariogram.Cumulativeclass
indicators aredefined inacommon wayby i(x;zt)=l,ifz(x)<zt,else0.Sequential conditional
simulation ofcontinuous indicators,further denotedasSCIS(continuous variable)follows the
following steps (Deutsch &Journel, 1992)
1) Define a random path that visits each node x of a grid covering a field A to be
simulated.
2) Apply indicator kriging (SK or OK; Journel, 1983) to provide a ccdf through K
probabilities at a node x to be simulated as
F(xZkKn))=Prob*{Z(x)<z\(n)},k=h2,...,K

( 10)

whereF*(x;ztl(«))isthenon-stationary conditional cumulative distribution function of
the indicator of cutoff k conditioned by the realizations of n neighbouring random
variables defining a probability ofZ(x)<zk.
3) A Monte-Carlo simulation of realization zw(x) is obtained by drawing a random
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Fig. 9.9: GERIS pixel spectra of (A) a pure
calcite,(B) amixed calcite/dolomite pixel, and
(C) a pure dolomite pixel. The position of the
center of the carbonate absorption-band is
indicated asGERISchannel and corresponding
wavelength.

n u m b e r pine [0,1] and retrieving the ccdf p ( 0 -quantile z (1) (x)= F'A(x;p{\n))

where F*~

'(x;/7 (;) l(n))=/7 (0 .

4) Update the indicator data sets with the simulated value z<0(x) and perform indicator
kriging at the next node x'.
5) Repeat the process until all nodes are visited resulting in a stochastic image for the
entire field A.
In this study, the sequential indicator simulation program SISIM from Deutsch & Journel
(1992) was used.
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Fig. 9.10: Indicator kriged
estimated calcite percent
values. Note that kriging
tends to smooth the data
thus reproducing less of the
spatial dispersion and
statistical distribution of the
original data. The scale
ranges from 0% calcite (in
black) to 100% calcite in
white.

9.3.4 Results
In Fig. 9.9, reflectance spectra obtained by averaging 10 GERIS pixel spectra at locations
marked A-C in Fig. 9.7 are shown. These spectra simply demonstrate that the carbonate
absorption-bands inlaboratory spectraarereproducedinthepixelspectra,andthatpixelswith
intermediate mixtures of calcite and dolomite can be identified in the GERIS data set.
The results of indicator kriging of the variable and cutoffs shown in Fig. 9.8 are
presented in Fig. 9.10. The corresponding omnidirectional indicator variograms for cutoffs
used (Fig. 9.11) are well-defined and could be modelled with simple spherical models.
Directional variograms were modelled using a 22.5° angular tolerance. These show a weak
geometrical anisotropy with better correlation in NE-SW directions. The ranges fluctuate
between 200 and 175 meters. In Fig. 9.12, directional variograms for cutoff 2 (z(x) < 57%)
are shown. The effect of incorporating anisotropy in the kriging was evaluated by means of
a cross-validation, in which the omnidirectional variogram and the anisotropic model were
compared. The results (not shown here) indicated only a minor improvement of the
estimation, therefore the analysis was carried out using the omnidirectional variograms.
Next, SCIS (continuous variable) and SCIS (category variable) was attempted. Four
realizations of aSCIS(category variable) for thefour categories defined inEq.(l) are shown
inFig. 9.13.The corresponding indicator variograms arepresented inFig. 9.14. From Table
9.2itcanbeconcluded thatthepercentages ofeachcategory inthefour realizations issimilar
to that of the conditioning data. To enhance the differences between the realizations, cross
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Fig. 9.11: Experimental indicator
variograms for cutoffs used in direct
IK estimation and SCIS (continuous
variable). Their structure is welldefined, however, the total variance
decreases and the nugget variance
increases for high cutoff values
(legend: type=spherical, cO=nugget
variance, a=range, c=sill). Fitted
models are indicated by solid lines.

tables were calculated tabulating thefrequency of pixel value combinations occurring in two
realizations (Tables 9.3 and 9.4). Table 9.3 is a cross table of SCIS (category variable)
realization 1and 2.From thisTable it can bededuced that 58.5%of the simulated nodes fall
in the same category in both of the realizations, 32.5% differ by one category, 8.4% differ
by twocategories,and 0.6% differ by threecategories.Realization 2and4 are more similar:
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- Imagingspectrometry andtheRondaperidotitesTable 9.2: Percentage of pixels in each category for the four realizations of the SCIS (category variable).
Realization
1

Category 1:
0 < ZOO Z 26%

Category 2:
26% < Z(x) < 57%

Category 3:
57% < ZOO < 86%

Category 4:
86% < ZOO ^ 100%

29.6

34.9

17.6

17.9

2

27.0

33.8

22.3

17.0

3

27.8

34.6

20.9

16.6

4

26.5

33.5

25.5

14.5

Conditioning
data (n=1316)

28.1

34.1

21.3

16.5

Table 9.3: Cross table for realization 1 and 2 resulting from the SCIS (category variable). Horizontal are the
categories simulated in realization 2, vertical are the categories simulated in realization 1. The numbers are
percentages.
1

2

3

4

1

22.1

5.6

1.5

0.5

2

4.4

19.4

7.9

3.2

3

0.4

5.5

7.8

4.0

4

0.1

3.3

5.1

9.2

Table 9.4: Cross table for realization 2 and 4 resulting from the SCIS (category variable). Horizontal are the
categories simulated in realization 4, vertical are the categories simulated in realization 2. The numbers are
percentages.
1

2

3

4

1

23.8

3.0

0.2

0.0

2

2.6

22.3

7.8

1.0

3

0.1

6.6

12.0

3.6

4

0.0

1.6

5.5

9.9

68% of the pixels are of the same class, 29.1% differ by one class, 2.9% differ by two
classes. No differences of three classes occurred between these realizations.
Fourrealizations of aSCIS(continuous variable) are shown in Fig.9.15.To evaluate
the performance of the simulation, the differences between individual realizations was
calculated onapixelbypixelbasisby subtracting thesimulated valueinonerealization from
that of another. Table 9.5 documents theresults ofcalculatingz(,)(x)-z(2)(x),z(2)(x)-zy,(x),and
z<i)(x)-z('°(x).These indicate that onthe average,95%of thepixels show differences between
±30% calcite and 50% lie between ±10% calcite (Fig. 9.16).
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Fig. 9.12: Experimental directional variograms (tolerance = 22.5") for cutoff 2 (z(x) < 57%) showing a weak
geometrical anisotropy with better correlation in NE-SW direction (major range N30°E = 200m.; minor range
N70°W= 175m.).ThediagraminthebottomrightoftheFigureindicates theapproximate distribution ofranges.
Solid lines indicate the fitted spherical models.
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Fig. 9.13:Four realizations of aSCIS (category variable) on asmall 100-by-100pixel area indicated inFig.9.7.

Table 9.5: Statistics of differences between four realizations
produced by the SCIS (continuous variable).
Statistic

z"> - z<2)

z <2) - z">

z*" - z<4

mean

-0.82

-0.41

0.51

st. dev.

22.34

18.91

15.21

maximum

74.81

69.76

58.93

upper quartile

9.96

7.41

6.23

median

-0.05

-0.01

0.00

lower quartile

-11.15

-8.23

-5.03

minimum

-91.00

-78.51

-62.40
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Fig. 9.14: Experimental indicator variograms of category variables (legend: type = spherical, cO = nugget
variance, a = range, c = sill). Fitted models are indicated by solid lines.
Table 9.6: Statistics of IK and the first four realizations of the
SCIS (continuous variable; calcite estimates in percent).
Statistic

z*(x)

z("(x)

z'2,(x)

z<3)(x)

z w (x)

mean

47.99

44.12

45.03

45.13

44.33

std. dev.

26.38

30.23

29.15

28.45

28.40

maximum

90.97

99.83

98.71

97.81

97.95

upper quartile

71.73

69.83

70.23

70.44

70.31

median

49.74

34.90

36.25

37.95

41.31

lower quartile

21.81

17.10

19.95

20.21

20.01

minimum

8.01

1.40

0.31

1.14

1.00

Note: Column z*(x) are 10.000 IK estimates.
Columns z(0(x), denote the 1=1 4 realizations of the
SCIS (continuous variable) considered on 10.000 nodes x.
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100/

Fig.9.15:FourrealizationsofaSCIS(continuous variable).Thescalerangesfrom 0%calcite(inblack)to100%
calcite in white, (realization l=top left; realization 2=top right; realization 3=bottom left; realization 4=bottom
right).

The statistics of SCIS (continuous variable) and IK are compared in Table 9.6. As
expected, IK tends to smooth the variance of the data set and produces a more statistically
symmetric estimated distribution than the four realizations.
The ultimate performance test of IK and SCIS (continuous variable) was done by
comparing theestimated andsimulated pixelvalueswith asetof 163hand-specimen sampled
at the same locations. Identification of carbonate minerals calcite and dolomite from thin
sections wasdone usingstaining methods described byFriedman (1959).Calcitepercent was
estimated from staining with alizarine red S (using 0.1 g in 100ml 0.2% hydrochloric acid)
giving a deep red color for calcite whereasdolomitedoesnotstain.Additional organic stains
were used for dolomite: alizarine red S, alizarine cyanine green, and titan yellow each
prepared by dissolving 0.2 g dye in 25ml methanol adding 15ml of 30% NaOH. Dolomite
is stained purple in alizarine red, deep green in alizarine cyanine green, and deep orange-red
in titan yellow alkaline solution (Friedman, 1959). The results of the comparison of IK
estimated values,SCIS(continuous variable) simulated values,andthe field measurements is
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Difference
images for
the four
realizations
of the SCIS
(continuous
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-4ôx
raMe 9.7: Statistics ofthe comparison calcite fraction measured from
stained thin sections,z,andcalculated value from direct IKestimation,
z', and the first four SCIS (continuous variable) realizations
zm, 1=1 4.
statistic

z -z

Ig^ll

Xzm/l -z

mean

48.00

48.89

1.47

48.32

-0.16

std. dev.

30.00

29.65

5.84

28.79

12.17

maximum

97.00

100.00

17.10

96.55

26.21

median

50.00

49.90

0.31

42.10

0.01

minimum
2.00
2.11
-20.31
1.01
-46.81
Note:z -z =IKestimate minus the measured value.
T.z!/l -z isthedifference between theaverage simulated value
of the first four SCIS (continuous variable) realizations and the
measured value. The number ofobservation, n,equals 163.
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shown in Fig. 9.17 and Table 9.7. These indicate that IK globally yields significant better
resultsthan theSCIS(continuous variable).Although themeandifference for the simulations
is nearly zero, their standard deviation and spread is almost double that of the IK produced
estimates.
Fig. 9.18 shows a realization of the dolomitization pattern for the carbonate portion
of the GERIS image bordering the Rondaperidotites. This realization consist of 500-by-500
grid nodes, the road from Ronda to the coast at San Pedro (the C-339) has been plotted for
reference. Note that the dolomitization pattern follows the trend of the geologic units and
tends to increase toward both the peridotites and the gneiss/schist series.
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Fig.9.18: Conditional simulation of thecarbonate portion in the GERISimage bordering the Ronda Peridotites.
The dolomitization pattern follows roughly the structural trend of the geology and increases toward the
gneiss/schist series and toward the peridotite.

9.4 CASE STUDY II: MAPPING THE DEGREE OF SERPENTINIZATION
As a result of the hydrothermal serpentinization process, magnesian silicate minerals
(especially olivinesandpyroxenes)inultramafic rocksareoften replacedbyhydrousminerals
of theserpentine groupcomposed mainly offlaky antigorite andfibrous chrysotile pluslesser
amounts of brucite, talc, tremolite and magnetite. Approximately 93 percent of the worlds
global production of asbestos can be contributed to chrysotile hosted in Alpine-type
peridotites. Estimating and mapping the degree of serpentinization within peridotite bodies
isverycomplicatedandrequiresdetailedsamplingandlaboratoryanalyses.Atechniquebased
on quantitative analysis of remotely sensed imagery to rapidly characterize highly
serpentinized rocks would therefore be a valuable tool in exploration for asbestos deposits.
Such a tool is described in this Case Study.
Theresultsoftheanalysisoflaboratoryreflectance spectraofserpentinized peridotites
werepresented in Chapter 5demonstrating an increasein overallreflectivity and an increase
in the depth of the 2.3um and 1.4um absorption bands with increasing abundance of
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were shown to investigate the effect of magnetite on the depths of these absorption bands.
From this analysis presented in Chapter 5, a linear relationship was deduced to model the
degree of serpentinization on basis of the depth of serpentine absorption bands. This
relationship is used here to map the degree of serpentinization from GERIS data covering
partly theRondaperidotites.Anapproachisusedsimilartothemethodology proposed inVan
derMeer (1994f) to mapdolomitization patternsin thepreviousCase Study which consistof
four basic steps: (1) masking vegetation, (2) determining the absorption band-depth of the
2.3um absorption feature, (3) converting this value into a measure of the degree of
serpentinization, and (4) estimating thedegree of serpentinization atunknown locations (e.g.
pixels removed during the vegetation masking; Van der Meer, 1995).Calibration of the data
to reflectance was done applying the Empirical Line method as described in Chapter 7.

9.4.1 Data preparation
In order to map the degree of serpentinization, first pixels representing vegetation were
removed from the GERIS data set. Atraining set of pixels known to represent various types
of vegetation present throughout the scene were used as end-members of a mixture model
assuming linear mixture systematics (Mustard & Pieters, 1987).This approach is similar to
the method described by Zamudio (1993) for removing vegetation influences from imaging
spectrometer data usingunmixing.For theremaining pixels,theabsorption-band depth ofthe
2.3um absorption feature wasestimatedbyfitting andremovingbydivision acontinuum over
the pixel reflectance spectrum (Clark & Roush, 1984). This step is particularly important
becausewavelength dependentscatteringmayimpartaslopetothespectrumcausing apparent
shifts in the absorption-band minima. Removing the slope thus corrects the band minimum
to that of the true band center (Clark &Roush, 1984).Next, the absorption-band depth (Dh)
for the 2.3um absorption feature was calculated following the definition by Clark & Roush
(1984)
Rc-Rb
Dh=

(11)
Re

where R„is the reflectance at the band center, and R<. is thereflectance of the continuum at
the band center. These absorption-band depth values were converted into degree of
serpentinization (expressed as estimated percent serpentine minerals of a pixel) using the
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excluded from the data set (because of dense vegetation) was estimated using an ordinary
kriging-type of estimator described in Appendix 1 of Chapter 7 and simulated using
conditional simulation techniques described below.

9.4.2 Sequential Gaussian Conditional Simulation (SGCS)
In sequential Gaussian simulation (see also Appendix 1 to this Chapter), all ccdf s are
assumed Gaussian andtheirmeans and variances arefound from aseriesofN simplekriging
systems as described below.
If a continuous variable {z(x), x e A} can be generated by the sum of a number of
independentsources {yk(x),xe A},k^l,2,...,K, withsimilarspatialdistributions,thenitsspatial
distribution can be modeled by a multivariate Gaussian random function defined as
A:

Z(x) = E Yk(x) * Gaussian

( 12)

k=\

The random function (RF) Y(x)={Y(x),xe A} is multivariate normal and can be considered
a multivariate Gaussian RFif
A) all subsets of that RF are also multivariate normal.
B) all linear combinations of the random variable components of Y(x) are normally
distributed.
C) zero covariance entails full independence.
The conditional Gaussian simulation of a continuous variable z(x) modeled by a Gaussian
related stationary RF Z(x) proceeds as follows
1)Determinetheunivariatecumulativedistribution function (ccdf)Fz(z)representative
of the entire study area.
2) Transform thez-data with atransform standard normal ccdfto normal scored data
(see Deutsch &Journel, 1992,p. 138).
3)Checkthenormalscoreddataforbivariatenormality(seeDeutsch&Journel,1992,
p. 139-141).
In step (2),z-data are transformed (by means of a normal score transform) to y-data which
areby definition normally distributed. However, thisnot necessarily means that the spatially
distributed Y(x), x e A values are multivariate normal (as was required earlier). Bivariate
normality checks whether the bivariate cumulative distribution function (cdf)of any pairsof
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Fig. 9.19: GERIS band 30 centered at 1.7099pm. The degree of
serpentinization is estimated within the indicated window.

values y(x), y(x+h) are normal. If steps (l)-(3) are valid, sequential conditional Gaussian
simulation proceeds as follows (Deutsch &Journel, 1992)
4) Define a random path that visits each node x of a grid covering a field A to be
simulated and retain at each node a specified number of neighbouring conditioning
data including both original y-data and simulated grid nodey-values.
5) Use either simple kriging (SK) or ordinary kriging (OK) with the normal score
variogram modeltodetermine theparameters (i.e.,themean andvariance) of the ccdf
of the RF 7(x) at node x.
6) Draw a simulated y°(x) value from that ccdf.
7) Add the simulated valuey(/)(x)to the data set.
8) Proceed to the next node until all nodes are simulated.
9) Backtransform (see Deutsch & Journel, 1992, p. 211-213) the simulated normal
values {/°(x), x e A} into simulated values of the original variable {z(0(x),x e A}.
Now astochastic simulated imageisgenerated thathonoursthehardconditioningdatavalues
and reproduces the statistics and spatial dispersion of the input conditioning data. In this
study, the program SGSIM(Journel &Alabert, 1989;Deutsch &Journel, 1992) was used to
perform sequential conditional Gaussian simulation.
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Fig.9.20: ResultsofOrdinaryKrigingforestimatingthedegreeofserpentinizationwithinthewindowindicated
inFig.9.19.(A)ordinarykrigedestimates,(B)ordinarykrigingestimationerror,and(C)distributionofdata
locations («=1181).

9.4.3 Results
Asmallimagewindow of 100by 100pixelswasselected totestthemethodology developed
for mapping the degree of serpentinization (Fig. 9.19). After vegetation masking, a data set
consisting of 1181 pixels (out of 10000; Fig. 9.20c) resulted for which the percent
serpentinization was calculated on basis of the depth of the 2.3|jm absorption feature. The
percent serpentinization for the remaining pixels was determined using sequential Gaussian
simulation. Variograms were modelled in nine directions with angular tolerances of 22.5°.
These showed that the data set is nearly isotropic and could be modelled with a spherical
variogram (nugget=62.9; range=22 pixels;sill=97.2).
The results of ordinary block kriging applied to then=1181data locations for which
the degree of serpentinization was estimated are shown in Fig. 9.20. Both the kriging
estimates as well as the corresponding estimation variances are shown. In Table 9.8 the
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Fig.9.21:FourrealizationsofaconditionalGaussiansequentialsimulationofpercentserpentinemineralsper
pixel(legend: A=realization 1; B=realization2;C=realization3;D=realization4).SeeFig. 9.19forlocationof
the window.
statisticsof thekriging aredocumented togetherwiththestatisticsoftheoriginal conditioning
data.It is clear from this table that ordinary kriging preserves the mean of the data, however
the standard deviation and variance and also the minimum and maximum estimated values
are much lower than those of the original data. Thus kriging acts as a low-pass filter by
suppressing local and global variation as was also demonstrated by Carr (1990).The spatial
distribution of kriging error values (Fig.9.20b) seems determined mainly by the distribution
of data values (compare with Fig. 9.20c).
The first four realizations of the Gaussian simulation are shown in Fig. 9.21. The
statistics of these realizations is given in Table 9.9 together with the statistics of the
conditioning data. From this Table it can be seen that the statistics of the conditioning data
isreproduced within reasonable statistical fluctuations. Difference imageswerecalculated by
subtracting the realizations from each other excluding the conditioning data for which the
realizations are forced to be identical by the simulation algorithm (Fig. 9.22). Table 9.10
demonstrates that on the average, 68% of the simulated nodes differ ±15% serpentinization,
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Table 9.8: Statistics of kriging.
condit. data

z(x)'

<W

z.(x)-z(x)3

mean

67.97

67.91

4.24

-0.24

variance

288.84

140.65

1.18

760.63

std. dev.

16.96

11.86

1.16

26.46

%C.V.

25.00

17.46

25.59

110.33

skewness

-0.31

0.06

0.059

-0.28

kurtosis

2.87

3.30

4.52

3.78

minimum

12.31

25.96

2.11

-68.92

lower
quartile

57.22

60.57

3.49

-18.18

median

69.45

67.67

4.01

-2.21

upper
quartile

80.11

74.69

4.76

13.57

maximum

100.00

98.26

9.92

75.47

'kriging estimates («=10000). 2kriging standard deviation (n=10000).
'estimated minus measured value from cross validation (n=l181).
Table 9.9: Statistics of the first four realizations, z'^M-z'^x), of the
conditional Gaussian sequential simulation.
condit. data'

z("(x)

z(2)(x)

z w (x)

Zw(x)

mean

67.97

68.95

67.93

67.85

67.51

variance

288.84

292.71

276.80

295.55

305.39

std. dev.

16.96

17.11

16.64

17.19

17.48

25.00

24.81

24.19

25.34

25.87

2

% C.V.

skewness

3

-0.31

-0.18

-0.19

-0.04

-0.08

kurtosis

2.87

3.20

2.95

10.41

7.91

minimum

12.31

0.21

10.33

12.00

7.76

lower quartile

57.22

57.95

57.43

56.93

56.67

median

69.45

69.97

68.69

68.10

67.98

upper quartile

80.11

80.78

79.00

79.11

79.05

maximum

100.00

100.00

99.81

101.05

101.01

'number of conditioning points equals 1181 (n=1181). 2%C.V. is the
coefficient of variation expressed in percent and calculated as
(std. dev./mean)*100%. 'skewness is calculated as 3*(mean-median)/std. dev.
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z<"(x)-z<2>(x)

z^M-z^Cx)

é^xWW

mean

1.16

0.093

0.392

variance

237.46

238.21

255.92

std. dev.

15.41

15.43

15.99

%C.V.

1324.54

16634.50

4078.54

skewness

0.09

-0.03

0.06

kurtosis

4.04

14.76

15.75

minimum

-83.52

-69.11

-60.81

lower quartile

-8.24

-9.20

-9.36

median

0.69

0.23

0.06

upper quartile

10.57

9.55

9.76

maximum

94.59

62.13

63.51

Note: the number of observations is 8819 (n=8819) and excludes
the conditioning data.

Fig. 9.22: Difference images
for the four realizations of the
conditional gaussian sequential
simulationofpercentserpentine
minerals of Fig. 9.21. (A)
Realization 1minus realization
2, (B) realization 2 minus
realization 3, and (C)
realization 3 minus realization
4.
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- Chapter 9 Table 9.11: Statistics of simulated and estimated
%serpentinization and measured %serpentinization for
49 observations («=49).
measured

simulated

difference

mean

52.47

42.43

9.94

variance

490.00

841.96

190.77

std.dev.

22.14

29.02

13.81

%C.V.

42.27

68.39

138.97

skewness

-0.36

-0.06

-0.24

kurtosis

2.58

1.74

2.24

minimum

4.00

0.00

-23.00

lower quartile

38.00

12.25

-3.51

median

55.00

43.01

11.04

upper quartile

68.00

68.76

22.12

maximum

98.00

100.00

33.14

thus showing that the realizations are statistically similar. The minimum and maximum
differences simulated differ from +94.6 to -83.5 for realization 1 minus realization 2, to
approximately -60 to +60 for the other two difference images.
In order to evaluate the results, samples were gathered in the field at 49 locations.
Thin sections were prepared and the bulk mineralogy of ihe samples was determined from
thinsectionanalysisandchemicalanalysis.Thedegreeofserpentinization ofeachsamplewas
expressed as the percent of secondary serpentine-group minerals and compared with the
estimates obtained through a conditional simulation. The results of this comparison (Table
9.11) indicate that simulating the degree of serpentinization is feasible since the maximum
and minimum difference were found to be +33% and -23%, respectively. Note that for
moderately serpentinized samples thesimulation tendstounderestimate thetrue valuedueto
the linear relationship assumed. Estimating the degree of serpentinization using ordinary
kriging yields muchbetter results although theestimation doesnotpreserve local and global
variability.

9.5 CONCLUSIONS
Minerai mapping from GERIS data permits a metamorphic zonation of the Sierra Bermeja
peridotitebodyfrom northwesttosoutheastintoagarnet-,spinel-,andaplagioclase-lherzolite
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- Imagingspectrometry and theRondaperidotitesfades. These metamorphic facies record thecooling of these ultramafic rocks with the "hot"
phaseofemplacement atcrustallevels.Thiszonation isoverprintedbytwosubsequentphases
of serpentinization producing an assemblage of lizardite-chrysotile and antigorite. The
lizardite-chrysotile serpentinization is caused by fluids of meteoric-hydrothermal origin
derived from sedimentary formations at low temperatures (300-400°), whereas antigoritic
serpentinization takes place as a result of regional metamorphism in the presence of nonmeteoric waters at higher temperatures (>500°).The latter, may be related toa late-phaseof
"cold" deformation related to northwestward thrusting of the peridotite body.
Amethodology hasbeenpresented through which imaging spectrometer data setscan
be analyzed despite abundant vegetation. Two Case Studies demonstrate the use of imaging
spectrometry formineralexplorationpurposes.Thecarbonateabsorption-bandcanberesolved
in GERIS pixel spectra as well as the shift to shorter wavelength with increasing
dolomitization. This allows to characterize the calcite content of a pixel in four categories
(0%<z(x)<26%,26%<z(x)<57%,57%<z(x)<86%,86%<z(x)<100%) using GERISbands5356 for pixels with low degree of vegetation. Estimating the degree of dolomitization
(expressed as thepercent dolomite minerals) using SCIS(category variable) yields at60%of
the nodes the same category for four realizations. In 90%of the cases the differences is 0or
1 class. Estimating the degree of dolomitization using IK yields results which show a
difference of ±20% calcite (maximum) with 163field samples. SCIS (continuous variable)
produces differences between +26% and -47%.SCIS (continuous variable) better preserves
thevariability ofthedataand shouldbeused tovisualizethe spatialpattern of dolomitization
rather than to estimate it. Multiple realizations allow to reduce and characterize the error of
thevaluesproducedbythesimulation.Studiesoflaboratory spectraofbothserpentinizedrock
samples and synthetic mixtures of olivine-serpentine-magnetite demonstrate that the degree
of serpentinization canbe quantified using thedepth of the2.3um absorption band indicative
for the presence of serpentine-group minerals. From the results of this study it can be
concluded that mapping the degree of serpentinization from high-spectral resolution imagery
is possible within 20% accurate. Conditional simulation reproduces the spatial and statistical
variability of the data set, however it sacrifices the local accuracy. Direct estimation using
ordinary kriging provides abetter local estimatebutdoesnothonour the statistics and spatial
dispersion of the original data.
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- Chapter 9APPENDIX 1: Sequential Conditional Simulation.
Geostatistics is concerned with the study of phenomena that fluctuate in space and/or time.
Stochastic simulation ingeostatisticsistheprocessofgeneratingalternative,equallyprobable,
models of the spatial distribution of an attribute z(x) over a field or areaA (x e A) where
each realization,z"(x)is anelement of A. In casetherealizations honour the datavalues,the
simulation is said tobe conditional, else non-conditional. Simulation differs from estimation
(e.g.,kriging)intwoways:(1)insimulationtheglobalstatisticsisconsidered moreimportant
thanthelocal accuracy thatestimation provides,and(2)simulationprovidesmany alternative
models of asingle variable thathave incommon that theyreproduce the statistics and spatial
dispersion (e.g.,thehistogram andvariogram)of theconditioning data,whereaskriging only
provides one such model. Sequential simulation builds on theprinciple of drawing valuesof
a variable Z(x) from its conditional distribution using all data within the neighbourhood of
x including original (conditioning data) and previously simulated data (Journel, 1989).
Consider the joint distribution of N random variables (RV's) Zxwhich represent the same
attribute at theN nodes of a dense grid discretizingfieldA. Next, consider the conditioning
of these random variables by a set of n data of any type (symbolized by l(n)). The
corresponding iV-variate conditional cumulative distribution function (ccdf)is denoted
Fm(zu...Af(n)) =Prob{ZK < z,,i=l,...,M(ii)}

( 1)

Successive application of theconditional probability relation showsthat conditioning is done
as follows
1)draw avaluez/ 0 from theunivariate ccdfofZ, given (n)originaldatavalues where
z/ 0 is considered a conditioning datum for all subsequent drawings.The information
data set (w)is now updated to (n+l)=(n)u{Z1=z1<0}.
2) Draw avalue z2<0from the univariate ccdfof Zj given the updated set (w+1),then
update the information set to {n+2)={n+\)\j{Z2=Z2)}3) Continue until all N RV's Zx are considered.
Theresulting set {Ziir>,i=l,2,...JJ} represents thejoint realization of theTVdependent RV's Zx.
Other realizations can be produced in another random process. The sequential simulation
procedure requires the determination of N univariate ccdfs namely
Prob{Zl <z,l(n)}
Prob{Z2< z2l(n+l)}
(2)
Prob{ZN<zJ(n+N-l)}
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Plate 1 (Fig. 6.22, page 154):
Colour Ratio component image
with TM 5:7 displayed in red, TM
3:1 displayed in green, and TM 5
displayed in blue (see text for
discussion).

Plate 2 (Fig. 6.23, page 155):
Colour Ratio component image
with TM 5:7 displayed in red, TM
3:1 displayed in green, and TM 5
displayed in blue. All ratios are
normalized difference images (see
text for discussion).

Plate 3 (Fig.8.2, page 200):Colour-composite image with bandcentred at 1.995uminred (left shoulderof clay
mineral absorption features), bandcentredat2.312uminblue(rightshoulderofclaymineralabsorption features),
and band centred at 2.232um in green (centre of the absorption feature). In this image, moderately altered
opalized and argillized units containing hydrothermal clay minerals are represented in light blue colours. The
unaltered Tertiary volcanic deposits are red coloured in the image.
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Plate 4 (Fig. 8.3, page 201): Colour-coded stacked spectrum for theGERIS data set from southern Spain. The
x-axis of the plot is the spectral band and the y-axis represents the pixel position along a line running parallel
to the strike through the limestone area (A-B) and along a line crossing the peridotite-marble contact (C-D).
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Plate S (Fig. 8.1S, page 226): Mineral map produced by indicator kriging classification showing Kaolinite in
red and Alunite in blue.

Plate 6 (Fig. 9.1, page 240): Colorcomposite image with the peridotite soil
endmember displayed in red, the limestone
soil endmember displayed in green, and the
spectrally quenched soil endmember
displayed in blue.
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Plate7(Fig.9.5,page
244): GERIS band 30
centered at 1.7099pm
with m i n e r a l
occurrences of major
mineral assemblages
overlain. Top is the
thermal aureole and
limestone country
rock, bottom is the
ultramaficbody.

